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From the desk of
Executive Editor..
I am glad to put up this issue of  Abhivyakti to you.
In the last issue of Abhivyakti I had appealed to send
articles on innovative works done on various Railways which
benefit the  Railways and can easily be replicated by other
Railways. I have received two responses ; one from DRM/
CKP on Pull-Push freight trains, which are introduced in
CKP Division resulting into huge savings and  another
from Secy. to CEE/N.E. Railways where significant measures
have been taken for energy conservation. Both articles are
published in this issue. I wish it will be useful to other
Railways. I would once again urge all zonal Railways and
production Units to send the details of  innovations carried
out by them which can be published in this house journal.
A new column with heading ‘INNER VOICE’ is started
in this issue . In this column it is intended to publish
articles on ethics. I feel it is most relevant in present days
and hope readers will appreciate it. The first article of the
series on subject ‘Power of Listening’ by Shri Vijoy Kumar
Singh is published. To promote the use of   Rajbhasha
in our day to day working, at NAIR we encourage participants
to prepare their project reports in Rajbhasha and the best
project report prepared in Rajbhasha is also awarded under
the scheme of  the best project in Rajbhasha. The project
report which was awarded as the best project in Rajbhasha
last year is also published in this issue. Shri K. L. Dixit
Dy. DG has set an example by writing a article in Rajbhasha
on  "Rail Yatra - Bhartiya Rail ka ‘Vision 2020 Kitna
Door Kitna Pas" which is also published in this issue.
Hindi poems and ‘vyang’ are regular features of Abhivyakti.
I am grateful to Shri V. S. Ghai for his  regular contribution
with interesting articles for this house journal. I know
there are many such officers who can contribute to this
house journal with their creative articles which in turn,
can benefit Indian Railways; I would like to urge all
Railway men/women to send their creative articles
which can be included in this house Journal. I hope you
will like this issue of Abhivyakti; however your valuable
suggestions are welcome.

Pravin Parmar
SPTM & Editor
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In Conversation

Interview of
Mrs. Ela Bhatt

Team Aabhivyakti Smt. Ela Bhatt, a well-known social activist and founder
of  SEWA was kind enough to give her precious time for
Abhivyakti. A noble Gandhian lady is a very versatile person.
She is born on 7th September, 1933 in Ahmedabad. Her
father Shri Sumantrai Bhatt was a known lawyer. Mother
Vanlila Vyas was also a woman activist. Mrs. Bhatt studied
at Surat and Graduated in 1948. She obtained Law degree
from L.A. Shah College in Ahmedabad in 1954. She received
a Gold Medal for her work on Hindu Law. She then taught
English for a short time at SNDT Women’s University, better
known as SNDT, in Surat. In 1955 she joined the legal
department of  the Textile Labour Association (TLA)
in Ahmedabad.
While working in TLA, She came across the problem and
issues of  working women in unorganized sector and getting
exploited, which prompted her to get them unionized under
the banner of  SEWA in 1972. Smt. Ela Bhatt has received
following awards in recognition of  her services to Nation
in general and to women empowerment in particular.
(1) Padma Shri 1985;
(2) Padma Bhushan 1986; 

Venue: Ahmedabad; Date: 03.06.2013
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(3) Ramon Magsaysay Award 1977;
(4) Right Livelihood Award 1984;
(5) Niwano Peace Prize; Doctorate degree in

Humane Letters, Harvard University 2001; 
(6) Indira Gandhi Prize for Peace, Disarmament

and Development 2011
Team Abhvyakti interviewed her at her residence
in Ahmedabad. These are the excerpts of  the
interview.
Team Abhivyakti (TA) : Madam, you spent your
childhood in Surat; please share some of  your
memories, especially related to journey by Rail.
Ela Bhatt (EB) : Oh yes, I don’t recall fully; but
yes, we have travelled by rail in my childhood. In
fact I am born in Ahmedabad, and did my schooling
at Surat. I used to travel from Surat to Ahmedabad
with my father, and also used to travel to Bombay.
Apart from journey, it used to be fun. We used
to eat something at almost every station, I recall
that in those days our train used have a long halt
at Baroda, and we used to visit the zoo (Kamatibaug)
come back during the halt!!  I remember there used
to be a very nice rose garden at Valsad station.
I remember in those days besides eatables, artistic
articles also used to be sold in trains, once my mom
purchased a painting from a man in a train and
later I came to know it was a painting of  a famous
painter. I remember that railway station used to be
a very important place for local people particularly
at small places like Bharuch, where anybody thinking
of  going out in the evening, the only destination
used to be Railway Station! People used to visit
railway station at least once a day as normal routine.
TA: You would have travel on IR later also what
are memorable experiences of  Railway journey?
EB: Yes, while working for SEWA, I have travelled
much by Railways. I recall in those days we used
to travel in First class where Ice slabs used to be
kept in the middle of  compartment and fan above
to have cooling effect like AC. We used to travel
with Shyamprasad Vasavada and since he used to
be very popular leader of  Railways staff  union, at

every station Railway staff  used to serve many
things like tea, coffee, snacks, lunch dinner etc.
and we used to enjoy it.
One of my most memorable rail journeys was long
rail journeys with women workers for Tin Dhaam
yatra in different spells. SEWA was not formed then
so they were the workers of  textile mills associated
with ‘majur mahajan’. First we went to north and
then in east and then to south. West we didn’t,
as we all live in west.  So during all three journeys
we travelled and lived together in the coach. So
living for so long with them made me to know
lot about them, their habits, likings, disliking etc.
most of the women were illiterate so in such journeys
I taught them the basics like how to read measure
tape as most of  them were trained for suing job.
I was thrilled to see the inner satisfaction on faces
of these women after crossing and taking bath in
holy Ganga, which was a dream for them. Some
of them, who are still alive, do remember even
today. I also read many books, viz. ‘Unto the Last’
by Tolstoy, ‘Gora’ by Tagore, etc., while travelling
by trains.
I recall one incident when I had chided my little
daughter as she was keeping her hand on the coach
window, and I feared that she would injure herself
if  the window glass falls. My fellow passenger was
a Chinese lady, who after seeing my act of
reprimanding my daughter, scolded me that “how
can you treat the child like this, she is not your
private property”. Later the same lady, a famous
Chinese author, Ham Suyin became one of  my close
friends.
In another incidence I was travelling from Delhi
to Ahmedabad and after the train started from Delhi,
at next station a group of  people came to my coach
with one person who was not able to move, the
group pretended as if  the person was very sick and
was not able to make any move, so they get him
into the coach and made him lie on a bed and
travelled up to Jaipur. After they got down at Jaipur
police came and made the enquiries then I realize

In conversation
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that the person actually was already dead and that
group made that dead body to travel in a passenger
coach in which I was also travelling, this was one
of  very disturbing experience.
One more incidence I recall, I had to travel from
Ahmedabad to Surat in a train. The train was having
unreserved seating accommodation only. My 5 year
old son was with me. In those days some people
used to corner the seats in advance and used to
sale to passengers, so to ensure that my son has
a comfortable journey, I paid some money to a
one such person and got a seat, which my young
son saw and got upset saying how come you paid
bribe to get a seat and did not speak me till he
made me to agree that I had paid bribe!!
Once I was travelling to Bangalore, I did not have
berth so I was sleeping of  floor in space in between
two berths, at Guttakkal station in night a water
filled metal pot felled on my head. I got injured
and I believe that because of  that my memory power
is weak!! This actually may not be true.
TA : you have been travelling on Indian Railways,
have you noticed any improvements in services of
IR?
EB : Well now a days I don’t travel so frequently,
but yes it is improved. You are copying air lines.
Railways should do something new on their own.
My staffs, who normally travels frequently says that
now trains also run on times. So there is definitely
improvement is there.
TA : You have travelled across the world; how do
you find the working of  Indian Railways in
comparison with other Railway systems?
EB : Yes I have travelled in many parts of  world;
I have been attending ILO conferences every year
in June so I have travelled on European Railways.
For  European Railways the best part is the trains
maintain punctuality, except there is snow problem
so you can plan your meetings as per train timings,
however the problem in European trains is there
is no space for luggage so We Indian find it
inconvenient. I have travelled in South African

Railways also; there they provide all services, people
travel with lot of  luggage. If  you travel alone they
provide you necessary assistance. Indian Railway
is a very big organization spreading across the
country. It is doing well. Our trains are not so
punctual but can accommodate more luggage thus
facilitating passengers.
TA : The Indian Railways is considered as the Life
Line of  India. How do you find the role of  the
organization in a country like India?
EB :  Oh yes, It is the Life Line of India. I find
Railway as a great equalizer.    It connects all parts
of  the nation. People from one place move to other
place very frequently. Especially, the wage earners
and migratory labourers today move a lot from one
state to another. Labours from odisa come to Surat,
labourers from Panchmahal(Gujarat) go to Jammu
& Kashmir, laborers of Madya Pradesh go up to
Nepal. So for these people train is the only mode
of transport. While they travel towards their home
they carry good amount of their savings in cash,
as they are not able to get bank accounts opened
and transfer this savings through bank. Because
of this they are often harassed during their journey
by unsocial elements. They are even looted. I would
like Railways to do something to safeguard them
during their journey.
TA : Any suggestion for the Indian Railways?
EB : I think you need to improve the stations.
To me improving Railways does not mean only
improving trains. Stations are also part of  Railways
and needs lot of  improvement. Facilities at stations,
especially for older ones should be meticulously
planned. Facilities for carrying luggage, accessibility
of  different platforms without going through
FOB(Foot Over Bridge) should be planned. FOB
is a problem for older people. Can we have some
type of  conveyer belt type system for going to various
platforms? I think something should be done towards
connecting platforms which do not require FOB.
I think the huge number of  people using platforms
is one of the problems, which can be solved, as

In conversation
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I had seen in China which is an equally populous
country, that only Passengers are allowed to Platforms
and their well wishers, who come to see them off,
are restricted up to a particular holding area beyond
which they are not allowed. In case an old person
is travelling alone then someone from Railways will
escort the passenger along with luggage to seat in
coach. We In India may follow such system to
overcome overcrowding of  platforms.
Further, more number of  shuttle trains should be
run to facilitate commuters.
TA : SEWA, as an NGO has been a very popular
name in India and abroad in the field of  service,
women entrepreneurship, concerns of  women and
many others. How the very idea of  SEWA was
generated, and how did it get established?
EB : I have been a trained lawyer. After
independence, in those days, it was a trend to visit
rural India, villages and to work for them. I was
working mostly in legal matters for the TLA (Textile
Labour Association). In those days some of cotton
mills were shut down, and I was asked to visit the
houses of labours of those mills to see how they
were surviving. So when I visited those labors homes
I found it was the ladies in homes who were doing
some or other job on their own and managing the
houses. I saw that those ladies were either head
loaders, pretty traders, doing miscellaneous jobs etc.
then I realized as lawyer that though they are workers
and also contributing to the national GDP, they were
not protected by any law. Even in Census they were
not described as workers! Soon I realized that why
I am wasting my time at Textile workers as they
are already protected having association security etc
and why not get union of these women whom I
called Self Employed because there was no other
name! At that time they were 89 % of workforce
and 50% of them women. And then I decided that
I am not going to work for any organized sector
and will serve these unorganized women also men.
When I approached to registrar for registration of
this union there was initial problem of name! Registrar

initially refused to register saying where is the
employer as they are tuned to see typical employer-
employee relation. Well after lot of  struggle we could
register the SEWA in 1972 and that is how SEWA
(Self-Employed Women’s Association) came into
existence.
Within 2 years we realized that these workers were
exploited by the middle man, contractors, touts
because the workers do not know principal of
employer.  They work in their slums.  Therefore
we applied for the co-operative bank for them with
principle of  control with member but again here
the registrar of  co-operative was not ready to register
Co-operative Bank saying that how can we have
a bank for these illiterate people, who cannot even
sign and most of  them are ladies who not know
regarding the money transactions! In fact all these
ladies are from lower middle class who normally
handle the monitoring decisions.  But the registrar
of  co-operative didn’t know that.  Anyhow with
lot of  struggle we got co-operative registered for
these workers.
Again we found that the saving of  these workers
was with the wholesalers with whom they were
working and it was difficult to get their saving from
wholesalers so we decided to open the bank account
for all the workers.  We introduced the photograph
system for all account holders.  Banks introduced
photographs recently but we did it in those days.
After some time when the credibility increased we
started disbursing loans to the needy members.  In
loans we observed the problem of  the repayment.
When I analyzed this problem, I found that from
about 500 loanies about 20 had not repaid.  On
further inquiry found that of  the 20 defaulters, 11
had died.  It  surprised me because when we gave
loan to these workers, they were young and doing
well so on enquiring about the cause of  death it
revealed  out of  these  11 deaths, 7 were because
of  maternity while child delivery.
This made me to think about social security of
these women as they were not protected by any
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law for getting social security.  So we made a Mahila
Sewa Trust for social security of  these women and
to create fund we appealed all members to donate
one day wage in to social security fund.  I had
received the Roman Megssay Award in 1977. So
I donated the cash I received in that award and
started the social security coverage to SEWA
members. We decided to help members for the
maternity benefit and the death benefit.  It was
observed that wherever any earning member in the
family died, the widow required immediate cash for
the last rites for which she used to borrow money
at very exorbitant interest rates.  So we started giving
this money immediately to such members & that
is how we started the Social Security and recently
about 5 years back the social security act for the
unorganized sector has come.
So we struggled at all levels, starting with the direct
exploiters like  middle man, touts police, etc. at
the level of  getting SEWA and cooperatives getting
registered  and finally at the policy making level
for bringing new legislation for benefit of this people.
TA: How big is the SEWA family now?
EB: At present there are 17 lakhs members in 9
states of  country. We have 100 co-operatives and
6 branches of  SEWA bank.  We also operate SAARC
country like Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Pakistan,
Afghanistan etc.
TA: Do the member of  this SEWA feel more secured
to other women?
EB: Yes, to some extent. She feels that she is not
alone; she knows that if  needed, the organization
is with her.   If  you ask my colleagues in SEWA
they will tell you many big things but I simply say
the SEWA members have now enough to eat and
also something surplus to save.  And most important
they have come to know that why they were poor
and why they were exploited. What are those external
factors which made them exploited. Earlier they used
to accept the poverty as their destiny but now these
ladies have learnt how to come out of  the poverty.
Today they have the strength of  ‘sangathan’ and
most importantly they have got the right direction

to work. Once they know the right direction then
they no more require Elaben or Jyotiben .
TA: do you get any cases of  physical assault or
sexual harassment of women at work places? As
now a day’s these are much talked about issues.
EB: see our approach being unions is that all of
us are workers, we do not categorize any one as
widow, destitute, prostitute, dejected, sexually abused
etc. we build up individual identity as worker. What
has happened that because of  ‘sangathan’ they have
developed a confidence to deal with problems and
they never bring such issues to union. It doesn’t
mean such issues don’t prevail, it is very much there
in construction workers, agriculture workers but like
middle class they do not make it a big issue. They
deal with it. They know it is because of  vulnerability.
They know the laws but also know if  they file a
complaint, where will they go for the work next
day? They do feel humiliation but takes it helplessly.
In many cases even husbands also know but can
hardly do anything. I don’t justify it. It is an important
issue and to resolve it we need to change the mentality
of men.
TA: What are the major activities of  SEWA, and
how the members are associated, please elaborate.
EB: Members are actively involved in products,
training, crafting, like masonry, multi-skilling, etc.
Forty years have been passed, and this movement
of  women entrepreneurship and related activities
of  development and dignified living in rural areas
are being satisfactorily accomplished. We trained rural
worker.
TA: How has SEWA benefited the women and their
families?
EB: Members feel they are not alone. They are
protected by an institution, which gives them power
to live and lead. They are now empowered, and
have confidence to fight all those forces, which were
otherwise keeping them suppressed. They know that
they have found a right path to tread on which
is value-based. They are no more with empty hands,
and have surplus, which provide them security. Their
male family members too, motivate them to work
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with SEWA, as they feel that that way their families
are getting benefitted a lot.
We gave training to our members in agriculture
development but the issue we saw that if the land
is not with these workers then what is the advantage
of  such training? We saw that their lands were
mortgaged to landlords. So SEWA Bank undertook
a project of  getting such mortgaged lands released
for these workers, but we kept a condition that these
released lands will be in the name of  ladies. Initially
there was resistance from the male members of
the family that how it can be in name of  lady since
he is alive but then we argued that for us she is
the member of  SEWA, she is our regular depositor
and we know her, ultimately they agreed because
if  the land was being recovered then it was not
a big issue. So through SEWA Bank we got such
land recovered for the women and later the men
members accepted that it was good that the land
was in their name else they would have mortgaged
it again !  This exercise of  land releasing is continuing
since years and there is not a single evidence of
recovered land getting mortgaged again.
TA : Apart from your active leadership as an executive
in SEWA, any writing in this area?
EB : I have penned only one book, “We are poor
but so many: the story of  self-employed women
in India” published by Oxford University Press in
2006 (This book has been translated in other
languages, like Gujarati, Hindi, Urdu, and also in
French and Tamil).
TA : There seems to be leadership crisis of  late
in India; especially in young generation, where factors
like, money, power, status and other materialistic
drives are perceived to have much influence. In your
opinion, where lies the solution?
EB : First of all I believe that leadership is not
an issue of  individual. Even Ganghji also took support
from the people. In fact leadership is with everyone.
What I believe that today we have clear lack of
vision, what type of nation we want, if you ask
any one there will not be any common answer.

Initially we wanted independent nation, today we
have political independence, we have parliament but
simply political independence will not be able to
build the nation, we require Economical
independence, cultural independence. Today, people
do not listen to their inner voice – forgetting their
conscience. The one, who is doing wrong, knows
that he is doing wrong, even when a child speaks
lie, he knows it. These things should be inculcated
in primary education itself. I find problems in
centralized education system. Today children of  entire
nation learn the common syllabus, which has not
incorporated local mores, values, culture in the
curriculum. There is indeed problem prevailing in
content of  the primary education today, which is
not relevant. There is no family education, no ethics,
and no values – no roots. Then how can we find
leaders? Today if  we know what we should do and
what should not, that we normally learn from the
family values and not from schools.
TA: At National Academy of  Indian Railways,
Vadodara, young and newly recruited officers get
trained before getting posted in Railways. What is
your message to them for their performance and
leadership in years to come?
EB: I would request that you should ask every officer
to write about their background, roots, their native
place, its culture its values, their own realities etc.,
how they were before twenty years, how they used
to get water, what they used to eat, today we are
moving away from the realities and living in a false
world. We often don’t think on our own – somebody
else is thinking for us. We need to think for correlating
ourselves, society and universe, and then to act.
So message would be; Think. Think in a co relation.
For any activity you do, think that how does it relate
to yourself, how does it relate to society and how
does it relate to universe.. So think simultaneously
at these three levels. And then act. Similarly at the
time of  spending money, think that by buying any
particular thing what is its impact on you, on society
and on universe.  So think, pause and consume.
If  we all do this we do not need any leader.

In conversation
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boI

aob `mÌm - ^maVr` aob H$m {dµOZ
2020-{H$VZm Xÿa {H$VZm nmg

Ho$. Eb. Xr{jV  ^maVr` aob H$m amîQ´>r` g_oH$Z _| `moJXmZ - Mmho h_ Am{W©H$
joÌ _| b|, Mmho ^m¡Jmo{bH$, gm_m{OH$, gm§ñH¥${VH$ `m n`m©daU Ho$
joÌ _| - A{ÛVr` ahm h¡ & `h EH$ Eo{Vhm{gH$ VÏ` h¡, Am¡a
^{dî` _| ^r BgH$s CnmXò Vm ~‹T>Vr hr OmEJr & na ^{dî` H$s
ê$n aoIm hmoJr Š`m ? Bgo Ü`mZ _| aIVo hþE VWm Bg ~mV na
^r {H$ {H$g àH$ma ^maVr` aob AnZr Bg à^mdr ^y{_H$m H$mo
{Za§Va A§Om_ XoVr aho, Bg g§JR>Z Zo {Xg§~a 2009 _| EH$ XñVmdoO
Omar {H$`m - ^maVr` aob-{dµOZ 2020 & Bg ~mV H$mo VrZ df©
go A{YH$ ~rV MwHo$ h¢, 11 dt n§Mdfr©̀  `moOZm H$s Ad{Y nyar
hmo JB© h¡, Am¡a h_ 12 dt n§Mdfr©̀  `moOZm _| AJ«ga h¢ & AmBE
XoI| {H$ h_ {dµOZ 2020 _| AnZo _mZX§S>m| na Iam CVaZo Ho$
{bE aob `mÌr godm Ho$ joÌ _| Š`m Hw$N> H$a aho h¢ Am¡a Š`m Hw$N>
H$aZm eof h¡ &

^maV Ho$ gH$b Kaoby CËnmX H$s d¥{Õ-Xa Omo df© 2010-11
_| 9.3% Wr, 2011-12 _| AZw_m{ZV 6.2% VWm df© 2012-
13 _| bJ^J 5.5% ahr h¡ & AmJo BgHo$ 6 go 8 % Ho$ ~rM
ahZo H$s nyar g§^mdZm h¡ & AJa h_ n[adhZ joÌ H$m AZwnmV
gH$b Kaoby CËnmX Xa Ho$ 1 go 1.25 Ho$ ~rM boVo h¢, O¡gm {H$

Shri V. S. Ghai is working as ARO/M&C Dte/
RDSO/LKO
 lr Ho$.Eb.Xr{jV ^maVr` aob amï´>r` AH$mX_r _o§

Cn _hm{ZXoeH$ Ho$ nX na H$m`©aV h¡ &
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gd©_mÝ` h¡, Vmo `h gmb Xa gmb bJ^J 8 go 10
% go ~‹T>Vm ahoJm & `mZr AJa ^maVr` aob, n[adhZ
joÌ _| d¥{Õ H$s Xa H$mo AnZr d¥{Õ Xa ^r ~Zm gHo$
Vmo h_mar `mVm`mV H$s ~‹T>moVar ^r 8 go 10 % go hmo
gH$Vr h¡ &

{dËVr` df© 2011-12 _| h_mar ̀ mÌr g§»`m bJ^J 822
H$amo‹S> ahr h¡, Omo {H$ AZw_m[ZV 820 H$amo‹S> go A{YH$
h¡, naÝVw `mÌr-{H$_r 1046 {~{b`Z {H$_r ahm h¡ Omo
{H$ bú` (1100 {~{b`Z {H$_r) go H$_ h¡ & `hm§ `h
Ü`mZ aIZm Amdí`H$ h¡ {H$ ̂ maVr` aob H$m AO©Z à_wIV:
BgHo$ Xmo CËnmXm| go hmoVm h¡ - `mÌr {H$_r VWm Q>Z
{H$_r & XmoZm| hr _mZH$m| _| n[a_mU VWm Xÿar XmoZm| H$s
Ah_ ŷ{_H$m h¡ & Hw$b Am` H$mo XoI| Vmo BgH$m Vrgam
_hËdnyU© KQ>H$ Xa h¡ & aob `mÌr godm H$mo boH$a M{bE
h_ nhbo Xÿar H$s ~mV H$a| & h_mar Am¡gV `mÌr-Xÿar
(brS>) A^r bJ^J 130 {H$_r h¡ & BgH$m gZ² 2011-
12 Ho$ {bE ~«oH$An H$a| Vmo `h CnZJar` `mÌm Ho$ {bE
33 {H$_r VWm b§~r/_Ü`_ Xÿar H$s Jm{S>`m| Ho$ {bE 222
{H$_r h¡ & XñVmdoO Ho$ {hgm~ go A§{V_ df© _| `h 155
{H$_r {XImB© JB© h¡ & A^r g‹S>H$ `mVm`mV Ho$ _mÜ`_
{Og VoOr go àJ{V H$a aho h¢ - g‹S>H$m|-amO_mJm|© H$m
{dñVma / e`Z gw{dYm dmbr dmVmZwHy${bV ~g| / B§Q>aZoQ>
na {Q>H$Q> ~w{H§$J / H$mam| H$s ~‹T>Vr {~H«$s, VWm ZE ZE
_m°S>b Am¡a hdmB© `mÌm gw{dYm ^r ñnÕm© Ho$ MbVo O¡go
bmoH${à` hmoVr Om ahr h¡, Cg_| h_mao nmg Xÿar ~‹T>mZo
H$m ñH$mon V~ VH$ ZOa Zht AmVm O~ VH$ h_ Á`mXm
go µÁ`mXm g§»`m CZ `m{Ì`m| H$s Z H$a b| Omo b~r Xÿar
H$s `mÌm H$aVo h¢ & Vmo AmJo MbH$a ~mV n[a_mU `m
Á`mXm go Á`mXm `mÌr bo OmZo VWm Xa na éHo$Jr &

^maVr` aob H$m à{V `mÌr {H$_r 27 n¡go {H$am`m {díd
_| Ý ỳZV_ h¡ & A^r {nN>bo H$B© aob ~OQ>m| Ho$ Xm¡amZ
`h {df` H$m\$s MMm©Am| Am¡a {ddmXm| _| {Kam ahm h¡&
Ohm± `h gd©_mÝ` h¡ {H$ BªYZ, AÝ` gm_J«r O¡go ñQ>oZbog
ñQ>rb, B§OZ {Z_m©U BË`m{X {H$ ~‹T>Vr bmJVm| Ho$ MbVo
Xam| H$m ~‹T>mZm An[ahm ©̀ h¡ dht Bg VH©$ _| ^r nyam X_

h¡ {H$ Xam| Ho$ ~‹T>Zo Ho$ ~Xbo _| `m{Ì`m| H$mo `h bJo {H$
CZH$s `mÌm A{YH$ Amam_Xoh, A{YH$ {ZamnX VWm _m±J
H$s Amny{V© Ho$ AZwgma ahr h¡ &

BZ g~_| g~go _hËdnyU© ~mV _m±J H$s h¡ & A^r h_mam
gm_mÝ` ñdê$n `h {XIVm h¡ {H$ `m{Ì`m| H$mo O~ dh
AmajU MmhVo h¢ V~ {_bVm Zht& nrH$ grµOZ _| `h
~mV µÁ`mXm IbVr h¡ Š`m|{H$ O~ µÁ`mXm bmoJ Bg pñW{V
_| hmoVo h¢ {H$ do gn[adma `mÌm H$a gH|$ V~ _m±J Amny{V©
H$aZm XþîH$a hmo OmVm h¡ & `h ~mV Am¡a ^r H$îQ>H$mar
Vm¡a na CZ `m{Ì`m| na bmJy hmoVr h¡ Omo gm_mÝ` XµOo©
_| `mÌm H$aVo h¢ - {\$a Mmho dh N>moQ>r Xÿar H$s Jm{‹S>`m±
hm| `m b§~r Xÿar H$s & {H$gr ^r gmYmaU Xoedmgr H$mo
O~ VH$ {H$ Cgo ñnîQ> ~Vm`m Z OmE, `h ~mV AOr~
bJoJr {H$ ^maVr` aob na Ama{jV `m{Ì`m| H$m à{VeV
_mÌ 6.5% h¡ `mZr 100 _| go 93-94 `mÌr gm_mÝ`
AZma{jV loUr _| `mÌm H$aVo h¢ & {H$gr ^r ñQ>oeZ,
{H$gr ^r Jm‹S>r _| BZ `m{Ì`m| H$s Agw{dYm^ar `mÌm H$m
Ñí` XoIm Om gH$Vm h¡ & `hm± `h {OH«$ H$aZm ^r AË §̀V
Oê$ar h¡ {H$ ^maVr` OZg§»`m H$m ẁdm dJ© A~ CËVar
VWm nydr© ŷ-^mJ _| VoOr go nZn ahm h¡ & AV: ^maVr`
aob na EH$ ~hþV ~‹S>r g§»`m CZ _mBJ«|Q> bo~g© H$s h¡
Omo amoµOJma H$s Vbme _| AÝ` àm§Vm| H$s Amoa ^mJVo ahVo
h¢, O¡go Ho$ab, n§Om~ `m _w§~B© - _hmamîQ´> & BZHo$ {bE
^maVr` aob H$s gm_mÝ` loUr H$s `mÌm AZoH$mZoH$ H$îQ>m|
go ^ar hr ahVr h¡ &

^maVr` aob erK« hr Xmo So>S>rHo$Q>oS> \«o$Q> H$m°arS>moa ~ZmZo
Om ahr h¡ & AmJo MbH$a BZH$s g§»`m 6 hmo OmEJr & BZ
J{b`mam| na {g\©$ _mbJm{‹S>`m± hr Mb|Jr & Cå_rX `h
H$s Om ahr h¡ Am¡a Eogm A^r go `mo{OV H$aZm ^r AË`§V
Amdí`H$ h¡ {H$ Mb ñQ>m°H$, B§{OZ VWm AÝ` òmoVm|,
O¡go bmBZ j_Vm H$m AmJo dV©_mZ aob bmBZm| na µÁ`mXm
go µÁ`mXm `mÌr VWm _ob-EŠgàog Jm{‹S>`m| H$mo MbmZo
Ho$ {bE {H$`m OmE Vm{H$ A{YH$-go-A{YH$ `mÌr _m±J|
nyar H$s Om gHo$§ & dmVmZwHy${bV S>~b So>H$a aoH$m| H$m
H$B© ê$Q>m| na àM{bV hmoZm ^r ñdmJV `mo½` h¡ & gmW

boI
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hr Bg {dMma na ^r A_b µOê$ar h¡ {H$ gm_mÝ` gdmar
Jm{‹S>`m| H$s OJh So>_y-_o_y aoŠg H$mo OZgw{dYm H$s ì`dñWm
H$aHo$ Z {g\©$ {XZ Ho$ g_` ~pëH$ Oê$ar hmo Vmo amV
_| ^r Mbm`m OmE Vm{H$ µÁ`mXm `mÌr ^r `mÌm H$a gHo$§
Am¡a BZH$s {deofVmAm| H$m bm^ bmBZ j_Vm ~MmZo _|
^r Cn`moJr hmo& A^r h_ µÁ`mXm go µÁ`mXm 24 H$moM H$s
Jm‹S>r Mbm aho h¢ & BZ_| go Mw{Z§Xm Jm{‹S>`m| H$mo 26 H$moM
H$s ~ZmZo na ^r  µOmoa {X`m OmZm ~mH$s h¡ Vm{H$ {~Zm
A{V[aŠV bmBZ j_Vm BñVo_mb {H$E A{YH$ `mÌr g§»`m
Cgr Jm‹S>r _| g_mB© Om gHo$ & Bgo à^mdr H$aZo Ho$ {bE
~hþV µÁ`mXm \o$a~Xb Ed§ IMo© H$s XaH$ma Zht hmoJr &

hf© H$m {df` h¡ {H$ h_Zo 6 J{b`mao hmB©-ñnrS> `mÌr
H$m°arS>moa Ho$ ^r AmBS|>Q>r\$mB© {H$E h¢ & Bg `moOZm Ho$
J{V nH$‹S>Zo Ho$ ~mX BZ ê$Q>m|, Ohm± na _m±J gXm go hr
Amny{V© go H$ht AmJo MbVr ahr h¡, ^r H$_ go H$_ CÀM
loUr H$s `mÌm A{YH$ gw{dYmOZH$ ê$nm| _| hmo gHo$Jr
naÝVw dV©_mZ {dËVr` pñW{V`m| Ho$ _ÔoZµOa `h A^r Xÿa
H$s hr ~mV bJVr h¡ &

EH$ ~mV {Og na \$m¡ar Vm¡a na Ü`mZ {XE OmZo H$s
Amdí`H$Vm h¡ dh h¡ J«mhH$ IÊS>-{dÝ`mg (H$ñQ>_a
goJ_|Q>oeZ) H$s & `h {df` Xa Am¡a _m±J, XmoZm| hr go
nyar Vah Ow‹S>m hþAm h¡ & `{X h_ gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$m
gå`H²$ Cn`moJ H$aHo$ BgH$s EŠgagmBµO H$a| Vmo AmJo
h_ Jm{‹S>`m| H$m Z Ho$db Á`mXm d¡km{ZH$ Vm¡a na B§Q´>moS>ŠeZ
H$a nmE§Jo ~pëH$ {H$g ê$Q> na {H$g àH$ma H$s Jm‹S>r
H$s _hVr Amdí`H$Vm h¡ `h ^r _m±J Ho$ AmYma na nyar
H$a gH|$Jo & J«mhH$m| H$mo boH$a ^maVr` aob AmO CVZr
gOJ em`X Bg{bE ^r Zht hmo nm ahr h¡, Š`m|{H$ A^r
J«mhH$ Qy>Q>o n‹S> aho h¢ & AV: h_| h_mar g_ñ`m Šdm§{Q>Q>r
H$s hr Á`mXm bJVr ahVr h¡ Am¡a Šdm{bQ>r Jm¡U hmo OmVr
h¡ & na `{X h_ H$ñQ>_a goJ_|Q>oeZ R>rH$ Vm¡a go H$a
gH|$ Vmo Šdm§{Q>Q>r Am¡a Šdm{bQ>r XmoZm| H$mo g_Vmob H$aZm
g§^d hmo gHo$Jm&

H$ñQ>_a goJ_|Q>oeZ H$m g~go ~‹S>m bm^ Xam| H$mo boH$a
hmoJm & ^maVr` aob _mÌ àm°{\$Q>-_o{H§$J g§JR>Z ~ZH$a

Zht ah gH$Vm & {Og Xoe H$s 30% OZVm Jar~r aoIm
go ZrMo JwµOa ~ga H$a ahr h¡ dhm± _mÌ dm{UpÁ`H$ AmYma
boH$a Xa| ~‹T>mZm Z Vmo g_rMrZ h¡ Am¡a Z h_mam V§Ì
BgH$mo boH$a H$^r amOr hmo gHo$Jm& na§Vw `{X h_ H$ñQ>_a
goJ_|Q>oeZ H$m AmYma dJm|© H$mo boH$a ~Zm gH|$ Vmo Xam|
Ho$ {ZYm©aU H$s ñdrH¥${V AmgmZ hmo gHo$Jr Š`m|{H$ BgH$m
AmYma n`m©ßV d¡km{ZH$Vm {bE hþE hmoJm &

CXmhaU Ho$ Vm¡a na _wå~B©-Jmodm ê$Q> H$mo b| & Bg ê$Q>
na EH$ ~hþV ~‹S>m dJ© V\$arh Ho$ {bE OmZm MmhVm
h¡ & Cgo n¡gm  ˜M© H$aZo _| H$moB© JwaoµO Zht hmoJm, `{X
Cgo do g~ gw{dYm`| àXmZ H$s OmE§ Omo dh MmhVm
h¡ & BZ_| go ^r µÁ`mXmVa g§»`m ẁdm dJ© H$s h¡ & ˜mg
{XZ H$s Jm{S>`m± {OZ_| do gw{dYmE§ Omo ẁdm dJ© H$mo {deof
ê$n go ng§X AmVr h¡, Xr OmE§ Vmo do Iwer-Iwer n¡gm
IM© H$aZo H$mo V¡̀ ma ah|Jo & Bg VH©$ H$s nw{ï> Ho$ {bE
AmB©nrEb Ho$ {H«$Ho$Q> _¡Mm| _| bJmVma ^ao ñQ>o{S>`_m| H$mo
AmYma _mZm Om gH$Vm h¡ & H$_mo~oe `hr ~mV {hb-
ñQ>oeZm| VWm AÝ` n ©̀Q>Z ñWbm| O¡go - O`nwa/CX`nwa/
_¡gya/AmJam/M§S>rJ‹T>/Z¡ZrVmb BË`m{X Ho$ {bE ^r bmJy
hmoVr h¡ & BZ g^r Jm{‹S>`m| _| {dXoer g¡bm{Z`m| H$s ^r
^a_ma ahoJr & `hm± h_| AnZo H$mo {g\©$ aob _mÜ`_ VH$
gr{_V Z ahH$a, BZ Jm{‹S>`m| H$mo n¡Ho$O Qy>a Ho$ AmYma
na MbmZm µÁ`mXm bm^Xm`r ahoJm & BgH$m _m°S>b n¡bog
Am°Z ìhrëg Ho$ ê$n _| nhbo hr CnbãY h¡ & BgHo$ MbVo
g¡bmZr `mÌm _mJ© Ho$ {d{^ÝZ n`©Q>Z ñWbm| H$m bwË\$
CR>mVo Mb|Jo, Am¡a h_| Am` ^r n`m©ßV {_b gHo$Jr &

Hw$N> _wÔo ñQ>oeZm| go Ow‹S>o ^r Eogo h¢ {OÝh| CR>mZm µOê$ar
h¡ & h_mao ñQ>oeZ, ˜mgH$a ~‹S>o ñQ>oeZ, Ohm± `m{Ì`m|
H$s ^a_ma ahVr h¡, H$m B§àoeZ H$VB© AÀN>m Zht n‹S>Vm
& `hm± AmZo dmbm dh dJ©, {OgH$s Oo~ _| n¡go h¢ Am¡a
h_| {_b gH$Vo h¢, dh {dXoem| _| aob `mÌm VWm Xoe-
{dXoe XmoZm| H$s hdmB© `mÌm H$m bm^ bo MwH$m hmoVm
h¡ & h_mao ñQ>oeZmo H$mo XoIVo hr dh ZmH$-^m¢ {gH$mo‹S>
boVm h¡ & `h ~hþV ~‹[T>`m ~mV h¡ {H$ ñQ>oeZ So>dbn_|Q>
H$m°nmo©aoeZ ~ZmZo H$m àmdYmZ H$a {b`m J`m h¡ Am¡a `h

boI
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Bg {Xem _| Amdí`H$ H$X_ CR>m òJm hr & {H$ÝVw Xmo _wÔo
Eogo h¢ Omo h_| \$m¡ar Vm¡a na hb H$aZo hm|Jo & EH$ Vmo
J«rZ em¡Mmb` gw{dYm, {OZHo$ Z hmoZo go Z Ho$db ñQ>oeZ
H$m nyam dmVmdaU J§XJr, ~X~y Ed§ _ŠIr-_ÀN>a ^am hmo
OmVm h¡ ~pëH$ h_mam Q´>¡H$ AZwajU ^r ~war Vah à^m{dV
hmoVm h¡ & Iwer H$s ~mV h¡ {H$ Bg {Xem _| n`m©ßV à`ËZ
nhbo go hr {H$E Om aho h¢ &

Xÿgam, h_| ßboQ>\$m_© {Q>H$Q> H$m Zm_ ~XbH$a bmC§O {Q>H$Q>
H$a XoZm Mm{hE VWm ñQ>oeZ ßboQ>\$m_© H$m BbmH$m nyar
Vah goJ«rJoQ> H$a XoZm Mm{hE & ßboQ>\$m_© na `m Vmo {g\©$
{Q>H$Q> YmaH$ Om nmE§ `m d¥Õm| / {g§Jb _{hbmAm| Am¡a
{dH$bm§Jm| Ho$ ghm`H$ & d¡go ̀ {X ̂ maVr` aob, ~VO© H$m|H$U
aobdo, Bg dJ© Ho$ `m{Ì`m| H$mo _wâV Hw$br gw{dYm àXmZ
H$a gHo$ Vmo BgH$s ^r Amdí`H$Vm Zht ahoJr & H$m|H$U
aobdo na `h gw{dYm _¡goO AmYm[aV hmoVr h¡& Bg `moOZm
H$mo {g\©$ _Pmobo VWm ~‹S>o ñQ>oeZm| na hr bmJy H$aZo H$s
Amdí`H$Vm h¡, O¡go {Xëbr/M¡ÝZB© `m O`nwa Am{X &
bmC§O go ßboQ>\$m_© Ho$ A§Xa amoH$ bJZo go ßboQ>\$m_© gm\$
gwWao d {~Zm ^r‹S>^m‹S> dmbo bJ|Jo & {\$a bmC§Om| H$mo
ñnm°Ýga H$am`m Om gH$Vm h¡ {OÝh| ~mhar EO|{g`m± AnZo
BíVohma Ho$ {bE BñVo_mb H$a|Jr, _|Q>oZ H$a|Jr Am¡a h_|
n¡go ^r X|Jr &

^maVr` aob H$m `h ^r nyam à`ËZ hmoZm Mm{hE {H$ dh
{Q>Ho${Q>§J go OëXr go OëXr Am¡a µÁ`mXm go µÁ`mXm ~mha
Am OmE Š`m|{H$ Bg IM© H$m ~‹S>m {hñgm bJ^J nyar
Vah ~o_Vb~ H$m h¡ & BgHo$ {bE Am°ZbmBZ VWm _mo~mB©b
~w{H§$J Ho$ Abmdm {Q>H$Q> {H$`moñH$, d|{S§>J _erÝg, ñ_mQ>©
H$mS©> VWm Q>moH$Z {gñQ>_m| H$m ghmam {b`m Om gH$Vm
h¡ & Bggo _¡Znmda Omo g~go Á`mXm IMr©bm _X h¡, CgH$m
~ohVa Cn`moJ hmo gHo$Jm & {OÝh| bJVm h¡ {H$ h_mar {Zaja,
AZn‹T> OZVm BZ gw{dYmAm| H$mo boH$a Ag§_§Og _| n‹S>oJr,

CÝh| _mo~mBb Q>obr\$moZr H$m {ZMbo go {ZMbo ñVa VH$
H$m àgma Ed§ EQ>rE_ H$mS©> Ho$ ~‹T>Vo hþE à`moJ go g~H$
boZm hmoJm &

Bgr àH$ma gyMZm àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$m à`moJ Mo{H§$J Ho$ {bE,
Q´>oZ a{Z§J g§~§Yr gyMZm Ho$ {bE, ßboQ>\$m_© M|O H$s gyMZm
~VmZo BË`m{X Ho$ {bE ^r ~hþVm`V _| H$aZm hmoJm &

AmpIar ~mV BZg|Q>rdmBÁS> à{ejU H$s & A^r J«mhH$
godm H$mo boH$a h_mam à{ejU H$m Vm¡a VarH$m Mmho dh
H$_©Mm[a`m| Ho$ {bE hmo `m A{YH$m[a`m| Ho$ {bE, ~hþV hr
Mmby {H$ñ_ H$m h¡ & A^r h_mao A§Xa `h ~mV Ka hr
Zht H$a nmB© h¡ {H$ J«mhH$ godm H$m h_mao {bE H$moB© _m`Zo,
H$moB© _yë` ^r h¡ & h_| bJ ahm h¡ {H$ O~ J«mhH$ {~Zm
Hw$N> H$ho T>oam| H$m T>oa ^mJVm Mbm Am ahm h¡ Vmo {\$a
h_| BgHo$ {bE AnZr Amoa go H$moB© H$mo{ee H$aZo H$s
Š`m Oê$aV h¡ & bo{H$Z h_| `h g_PZm hmoJm {H$ AJa
H$_mB© ~‹T>mZr h¡ Vmo goJ_|Q>oeZ Oê$ar h¡& Am¡a goJ_|Q>oeZ
Ho$ gmW hr Á`mXm n¡gm Xo gH$Zo dmbo J«mhH$m| H$mo aob
_mÜ`_ H$s Amoa AmH${f©V H$aZm h_mao {bE V^r g§̂ d
hmo gHo$Jm O~ h_ {H$gr _m°b Ho$ H$mC§Q>a na I‹S>o goëg_oZ
H$s ^m±{V à{e{jV hm|Jo & Bg à{ejU Ho$ {bE h_| IM©
^r H$aZm hmoJm & H$_©Mm[a`m| Am¡a A{YH$m[a`m| H$mo Vah-
Vah go bŵ mZm hmoJm {H$ dh à{ejU H$mo EH$ ~o_Vb~
H$s Wmonr JB© à{H«$`m Z g_PH$a IwX hr Cgo BÝÁdm°̀
H$a| Am¡a CZ _yë`m| H$mo AmË_gmV H$a gH|$ {OZH$mo boH$a
à{ejU na ~b {X`m OmZm µOê$ar ahoJm &

gwPmE JE BZ H$X_m| H$s \o$h[aíV g_yMr Zht h¡ & EH$ ~ma
Bg {Xem _| à`ËZ Omar hmoZo na VWm µÁ`mXm AZŵ d {_bZo
na h_ AnZo à`ËZm| Ed§ aUZr{V _| Am¡a gwYma bm
gH|$Jo & Bggo {dµOZ 2020 Omo A^r Xÿa bJ ahm h¡, BVZo
nmg pIgH$ Am gH$Vm h¡ {H$ bJo nH$‹S> _| Am OmEJm &

boI
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Article

Six Decades of Indian
Railways

Dr. Sopan Kasinath  Service sector is one of  the core sectors in any economy
.Transport is one of  the service sectors in India. Indian Railways
caters to the needs of  the commuters and movement of
bulky goods for longer distances in India. Indian Railways
are the life line of  India .Indian Railways are the cheapest,
fastest and safest means of  transport in India in comparison
to Roadways. Indian Railways is one of  the gigantic public
sector undertakings with single management in India. Hence,
the present paper proposes to examine SIX DECADES OF
Indian Railways with the help of  the following core objectives:
1. Organization Structure in Indian Railways.
2. Physical and Financial Performance since 1950-51 to

2010-2011.
3. Productivity in Indian Railways 1950-51 to 2010-2011.
4. Human Resource in Indian Railways since 1950-51 to

2010-11.
5. Value Added by the Human Resource in Indian Railways.
The Research Methodology of  the study includes the above
core objectives. The data is collected from the secondary
source. The study period is from 1950-51 to 2010-2011. The
statistical tools are applied in accordance to the requirements
of the study purpose.

 Dr. Sopan Kasinath,is Associate Professor in
Railway Degree College, Lallaguda, Secunderabad.
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Indian Railways is governed by three tier vertical
organization structure for effective and efficacy
in management. Hence, Indian Railways is headed
and Governed by union minister of Railways,
two ministers of  state for Railways, Chairman
Railways Board, Financial Commissioner, Member
Staff, Member Electrical, Member Mechanical,
Member Engineering and Member Trafficat at
the apex level.

The Zonal Railway is Headed and Managed by
the General Manager. He is assisted by AGM,
SDGM and Heads of the Departments viz: CCM,
COM,  CE, CME, CEE, CPO, CMD, CSO, COS,
CSTE and FA&CAO. There are 17 Zones in Indian
Railways. The 17th new zone is Metro Rail of
Kolkata in Indian Railways.

The Division is Headed and Managed by the
Divisional Railway Manager. He is assisted by
ADRM and Branch Officers viz.  CMS, Sr. DEN,
Sr. DEE,  Sr. DME,  Sr. DOM,  Sr. DPO, Sr.
DCM, , Sr. DSO, Sr. DMM ,Sr. DSTE, Sr.
DFM,.There are 68 divisions in Indian Railways,
Apart from the Productions Units, Other Units
and Public Undertakings under the purview of
Indian Railways. The Organization Structure in
Indian Railways depicts the superior and
subordinate relations in a vivid manner.

The Network of Indian Railways is through Route
Kilometres. The Route kilometres in Indian Railways
are 64,460 during the year 2010-2011 in contrast
to 53,596 route kilometres during the year 1950-
51. The Route kilometres have increased significantly
by 20 percent during the above study period.
The number of Railway Stations in Indian Railways
is at 7133 during the year 2010-2011 in contrast
to 5976 Railway stations during the year 1950-
51. The number of Railway stations in Indian
Railways has increased substantially by 19.3 percent
during the above study period. However, the network
of Indian Railways along with the New Railway
Stations should come up to cater the needs of

the commuters on one hand and also to tap the
prospective demand on the other.
The Electrification network in Indian Railways is
at 19,607 kilometres during the year 2010-2011 in
contrast to 388 Route kilometres during the year
1950-51. The Electrification network has increased
substantially by 50.5 fold during the above study
period.. However, in order to render the best services
to commuters the electrification network in Indian
Railways should be further enhanced by 50 percent
in the future years to come.
The Financial Performance in Indian Railways is
reflected through Passenger earnings, freight earnings,
Gross Revenue and Net Revenue. The passenger
earnings in Indian Railways are Rs25,705.64 crores
during the year 2010-11 in contrast to Rs98.2 crore
during the year 1950-51. The passenger earnings
have substantially increased by 261.7 fold during
the above study period.
The freight earnings in Indian Railways are Rs 60,687
crores during the year 2010-11 in contrast to Rs
139.3 crores during the year 1950-51. The freight
earnings have increased significantly by 435.6 fold
during the above study period. The freight earnings
have a lion’s share to the total earning in Indian
Railways.
The Gross Revenue in Indian Railways is 96681.02
crore during the year 2010-2011 in contrast to 263.30
crore during the year 1950-51. The Gross Revenue
has increased substantially by 367.18 fold during
the above study period.
The Net Revenue reflects the contribution of Indian
Railways to the Indian exchequer .The Net Revenue
in Indian Railways is Rs 6,346.14 crore in 2010-
2011 in contrast to Rs 47.56 crore during the year
1950-51. The Net revenue has increased significantly
by about 133.43 fold during the above period. The
higher the Net Revenue depicts the greater the
financial soundness. The contribution of  Indian
Railways to Indian GDP is at one percent.
The Total cost in Indian Railways is at Rs 90334
crore in 2010-2011 in contrast to 215.74 crore during
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the year 1950-51. The total cost has increased
substantially by 418.73 fold during the above study
period.
The Operating Ratio depicts vividly the efficacy
of  the Management in Indian Railways. The operating
ratio in Indian Railways is at 94.59 percent during
the year 2010-2011 in contrast to 81 percent during
the year 1950-51. The operating ratio is very high
due to the implementation of  pay scales as per
the sixth pay commission recommendations. Hence,
the freight rates and passenger fares should be
increased to overcome the 6th pay commission cost
and for further development of  Indian Railways.
The Railway Board should draw the strategies for
growth and development of  Indian Railways through
the sophisticated technology in accordance to the
changing scenario in the globe.
The Total strength of  Human Resources in Indian
Railways is at 13.28 Lakhs in 2010-2011 contrast
to 9.14 lakhs Human Resources strength during the
year 1950-1951. The Human Resources strength has
increased significantly by 45 percent during the above
study period.
The number of  Women Employees is at 84,931
to the Total Human Resource in Indian Railways.
The percentage of  Women Employees to the total
Human Resources in Indian Railways is just at 6.39
percent during the year 2010-11.The total number
of  Women Employees in Indian Railways should
further increase by 27 percent in Indian Railways.
The Human Resources cost in Indian Railways is
at Rs 53706.9 crore during the year 2010-2011 in
contrast to Rs 113.80 crores during the year 1950-
51. The cost of  Human Resource has increased
significantly by 472 fold during the above period.
The Human Resource cost to the total cost in Indian
Railways is at about 62 percent depicting a lion’s
share to the total cost in Indian Railways.
The Productivity in Indian Railways is reflected
through traffic output i.e. Passenger Kilometres
(PKMS) and Net Tonne Kilometres (NTKMS). The

PKMS in Indian Railways are 978.5 Billions in 2010-
2011 in contrast to 66.51 Billions PKMS during
the year 1950-51. PKMS has increased tremendously
by 14.7 fold during the above period.
NTKMS are 625 billions in Indian Railways during
the year 2010-2011 in contrast to 37.56 NTKMS
in billions during the year 1950-51. NTKMS has
increased substantially in Indian Railways by 16.68
fold during the above period. The higher
the productivity reveals the higher the output and
vice versa.
The value added reflects the contribution of  the
Human Resource. The value added is arrived by
gross revenue per employee reduced by Human
Resource cost per employee. The Value Added by
the Human Resource in Indian Railways is at Rs
3, 07,369 during the year 2010-2011 in contrast to
Rs 1639 during the year 1950-51. The value added
by the Human Resource has increased substantially
by 187 .87 fold in Indian Railways during the above
study period.
The safety and security of  commuters is the top
priority in Indian Railways. The commuters’ safety
is paramount due to instill confidence among the
commuters on one hand and to tap the potential
demand on the other.
The number of accidents in Indian Railways is 139
during the year2010-11 in contrast to 195 during
the year2006-07. The number of  train accidents has
declined substantially by about 29 percent during
the above study period it shows a healthy trend
in the interest of  the commuters.
The safety index in Indian Railways is reflected
through train accidents per million kms. The train
accidents per kms in Indian Railways at 0.14 during
the year 2010-2011 in contrast to 0.23 during the
year 2006-07 .The safety index in Indian Railways
has declined substantially by 39 percent during the
above study period.
The total cost incurred towards the security of
commuters is substantial at Rs 2102.84 crores during
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the year 2010-11 in contrast to Rs 933 crores during
the year 2006-07. The security cost has gone up
significantly by 115 percent during the above study
period.
Indian Railways owns 4.59 lakh hectares’ of land.
About 90 percent of  the above land is utilized by
Indian Railways. The remaining above land may be
utilized for commercial purpose to generate further
revenue.
Training and Development helps in efficacy in
management of  Human Resource and scare
resources. The Seven centralized training institutes
are playing a pivotal role in imparting training and
development needs of  the Indian Railways Officers.
The NFIR and the AIRF are rendering their services
to redress the grievances of  employees, in maintaining
cordial relations and congenial atmosphere with
employees and management. Congenial atmosphere
is paramount in boosting the productivity.
The Railway Recruitment Board caters to the
recruitment and selections needs of  group C
employees in Indian Railways.
The Medical and Health Services in Indian Railways
are rendered through 125 Hospitals, 586 Health units
with the help of  2506 expert Railway Doctors and
Para medical staff. Healthy employees and
productivity go hand in hand.

Conclusions :
The Railway Board should focus on the core
activities in Indian Railways and non- core activities
should be given to BPO and KPO for efficacy
on one hand and for the cost control on the other.
New Railway lines and new Railways Stations should
come up to cater the needs of  the commuters and
also to tap the prospective demand in the various
places in the future years to come..
The Electrification network should be further
enhanced substantially by 50 percent in order to
render the best services to the commuters.

The freight earnings have a lion’s share to the total
earning in Indian Railways. The Productivity is highly
substantial. The Net Revenue is primarily on account
of efficacy in management of scare resources and
Human Resources by the Railway Board. The
contribution of Indian Railways to Indian GDP
is at one percent.
The Railway Board should reduce the operating
cost to 75 percent. Hence, the freight rates and
commuters fares should be increased in Indian
Railways to overcome the 6th pay commission cost
and for development of  Indian Railways.
The Railway Board should draw the strategies for
development of  Indian Railways through the
sophisticated technology in accordance to the
changing scenario in the globe
The value added by the Human Resource has
increased substantially by 187 fold during the above
study period. However, the total number of  Women
Employees should further increase by 27 percent
in Indian Railways. The safety index in Indian Railways
is declined substantially by 39 percent during the
above study period
The Seven centralized training institutes are playing
a pivotal role in imparting training and development
needs of  the Indian Railways Officers. Congenial
atmosphere is paramount in boosting the productivity.
Healthy employees and productivity go hand in hand.
Thus, the Railway Board deserves high degree of
appreciation for the efficacy in management of  Indian
Railways during the above six decades.
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Subsidy and its effect
on Railways

V. S. Ghai  Introduction

Railways transported 2.54 million Tonnes of  freight and
carry 21 million passengers each day during 2010-11, and
are expected to remain financially self  sustaining. However
financial pattern emerging from political convenient
policies forced railways, to depend upon internal cross
subsidization, for which no subsidy is provided by Central
Government. First of course, we must be clear to what
constitute subsidy.

Subsidy

The oxford directory defines subsidy as “a sum of money
granted by the state or a public body to help an industry
or business, to keep the price of  a commodity or service
low. India’s planning commission defines it as unrecovered
costs of  public provision on non public goods. Subsidy
goes towards reimbursing the difference between the
economic cost and the issue price. The subsidy is admissible
if it is operated at the direction of the central Government,
and if it suffers an overall loss in respect of the operation
of  its services, such as railway routes in the North Eastern
Region.

 Shri V. S. Ghai is Sr.Fellow, Asian Institute of
Transport Development, New Delhi.
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Social Burden

The un-economic running of  passenger services,
attribute to high cost of operations, and dismally
low level of  fares. It is necessary to develop
a basic of  determining, whether the price is
subsidy free or not, and whether it is considered
essential to operate a loss making service. Indian
Railway is recovering their costs, partially in
coaching traffic, and fully or more than fully from
freight traffic. This caused, surpluses emerge in
the freight traffic, and large deficit occur in the
commuter traffic, non sub-urban second class
ordinary passenger traffic, and other coaching
traffic. In the railway budget, there exists a
mechanism for losses on services being made
good by the surplus on other services. The
subsidies are given, as a result of the obligations
to be fulfilled, more on social and political
obligations than on economic grounds, and the
losses which do not indicate commercial deficits
are called social burden.

Actual social Burden of Railways

The upward trend of  social service obligation
indicates that the losses on coaching services,
sub-urban passenger has risen from Rs. 5,738
crore in 2004-05 to Rs. 13366 crore in 2010-
11.

Central Subsidies

In the last 3 years, the Government of India
has given over Rs.4,72,299 crore (Petroleum +
Food + Fertilizer and rural electrification) or Rs.
1.57 lakh crore per year as subsidy. The budget
2012-13 makes provision for a subsidy amount
of  Rs. 1,89,917 crore or approximately 2.1 percent
of  GDP. The quantum of  subsidies improved
to 2 lakh crore. Now with the rise in price of
petroleum product, subsidy is likely to be 2.8
percent of  GDP.

Food Subsidy

It falls under the department of food and public
distribution, which in turn comes under the
Ministry of consumer Affairs and Public
Distribution. The Food subsidy during 2010-11
was Rs. 55,578 crore which improved to Rs.
60,573 crore in 2011-12 and Rs. 75,000 crore
in 2012-13. The government needs to subsidies
food for poor, as significant population is poor
and certain level of subsidy is essential.

Rural Electrification

Power subsidy comes under Ministry of  Power,
which is for rural electrification. It comes under
Rajeev Gandhi Grameen Vidiyutikaran Yojna, and
was introduced in April 2005. The power subsidy
during 2010-11 was Rs. 4,852 crore, which
improved to Rs. 5327 crore in 2011-12 and Rs.
5,410 crore in 2012-13.

Fertilizer Subsidy

Fertilizer subsidy is budgeted to the department
of  Fertilizer. It was Rs, 39,981 crore in 2010-
11, Rs. 49,998 crore in 2011-12, and Rs. 60,974
crore in 2012-13. During the last two year there
is a steep increase in the manufacturing cost of
the fertilizer due to increase in the cost of
imported inputs, such as rock phosphate,
ammonia, and sulphur, but the selling price of
urea is still capped by the government. The selling
prices of urea in India stand at $96 tonnes even
though the global price of product hover at over
$400 tonnes. As a result, about 75 percent of
the production cost of urea is subsidized by the
Indian Government.

Distorted use of  urea

Urea is currently priced at Rs. 5340 s Tonnes,
while non urea complex like DAP and NPK are
selling at Rs. 24000 and Rs. 22000 a tonne each.
The urea is now cheaper then common salt. The
price of  common salt today is Rs. 12 per KG
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but the urea is available at Rs. 5.30 per KG
leading excessive use of urea, and not using the
proper fertilizer for the fertility of land. Its low
price has led to this manufactured product being
diverted to the other industrial and commercial
uses. It is being used for producing plastics, glues,
pesticides and adulterated milk. It is also being
used by    anti-national elements to make
explosive. The price differential  between
neighbouring countries encouraged smuggling of
urea into countries such as Nepal and Bangladesh.

Petroleum Subsidy

Petroleum subsidy comes under Ministry of
Petroleum and Natural Gas. The subsidy during
2010-11 was Rs. 18108 crore, Rs. 23640 crore
in 2011-12 and Rs. 43,580 crore in 2012-13. The
subsidy in petroleum products are given to control
the transport cost and overall inflation but actually
subsidy on diesel is largely used by rich to run
diesel cars.

During 2012 budget Rs. 3,050 crore is the subsidy
on LPG, Rs. 26 crore for PDS Kerosene and
Rs. 504 crore was provided to oil companies for
supply of natural gas to North East religion. The
diesel has insulated in maximum use of  subsidy,
due to increase of  crude oil rate across the world.
The subsidy ends up burning more fuel, than
that what, we can afford. During 2011-12 India
imported $155 million Tonnes of  crude oil which
is one third of the total import and almost enough
to cover the trade deficit of $ 184 billion. The
oil import climbed $50 billion ever year, which
is to be controlled. Natural gas today is almost
$3mm BTU cheaper than crude oil; it is yet to
become a favoured fuel of the country because
of  lack of  awareness and Government Policies.

Subsidy to Railways

The central Government is providing Rs. 3604
crore subsidy to the railways from the General
revenue, by the Department of Economic Affairs,

Ministry of  Finance, out of  which Rs. 3004 crore
is provided towards dividend reliefs and other
concession, and Rs. 600 crore is reimbursed to
other relief, due to operations on strategic railway
lines.

On 14/9/2012 government increased the diesel
rate by five rupees per litter. Now the diesel
will cost Rs. 47 at Delhi from Rs. 41.32 per
litter. At present railway is spending Rs. 10808
crore on diesels that come to 14.67 percent of
ordinary working expenses. After the increase of
diesel rate the working expenses on diesel are
likely to increase by 10.37 percent and the ordinary
working expenses on diesel are likely to increase
by Rs. 1085 crore during the year.

Affect of Social Burden

Provision of social burden resulted in less
investment in infrastructure. The railway was
supposed to create 21,500 KM railway capacity
but it achieved only 14752 KM railway capacity
due to less investment in the projects. Time and
cost overruns, have been a major deterrent for
railways infrastructural products, which is hit by
fund shortage. At present Rs. 55 lakh crore are
needed to upgrade its infrastructure.

 The inter relationship between subsidies,
fiscal deficit, inflation and politics are
complex. It is known that a government that
run up a huge financial deficit, at some point,
finance that deficit by creating money though
borrowing. The result is, a hike in price or
inf lation which affects economy. The
economy during April June 2012 grew only
by 5.5 per cent as compared to eight percent
in the same period last year.

 Due to non availability of funds electricity
generation was affected. This caused wastage
of seven percent of food grain and twenty
five percent of  fruits due to non availability
of refrigeration.
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 Subsidy also affects fiscal deficit, which
cause down grading of  firms by International
credit rating, and in turn results in agencies
spoiling its attractiveness as business hotpot,
and investment destination.

How to reduce subsidy

One step to control subsidy is to reduce the
excise duties by the central Government and then
asking the state Government to cut the state
excise duties. The other way is to increase the
rate. This will result in up grading the value of
rupees, in comparison to dollar.

Below costing and its effects on Railways

The subsidies or below costing affects
competitiveness, and also causes concern about
the efficiency of the undertaking that supplies
the services. The costs of  services are increasing
predominant on account of inflationary pressure.
During the year 1991-2010 the railway input cost
grew at twelve percent, while the volume and
productivity grew at five percent. During the same
period the freight unit cost increased by six percent.
The railways being commercial undertaking are
required to improve finances by revising the fare
and freight keeping in view the ability of the
user to pay. Railway is also desired to improve
productivity by improving composition, running
faster, longer and heavier trains. It is wrong to
believe that the financial health can be maintained
by grants provided by the general exchangers.

Tariff  Structure

The railways have full freedom to adopt their
own tariff  structure, organization structure, and

their own personnel and financial politics. The
rates are periodically examined by an expert
committee to recommend an equitable tariff
structure, to ensure that freight services are self
supporting, and also contribute to the
development of the system. Railway can also
charge higher rate, for some commodities, some
trains with guaranteed speed, assured time of
delivery, assured supply of  stock, and better
quality of  service.

Traffic Costing

Traffic costing on Indian Railway is a very difficult
and complex procedure, as same assets are utilized
for rendering a variety of  services. The costs
which are common to a large number of  services
have to be apportioned among all these services.
The basic objective of the tariff costing is, to
create cost consciousness, help in cost control,
provide data for a project proposal, and evaluation
for further investment.

Conclusion

Subsidies are usually extended on essential goods
to make them accessible to consumer at affordable
like food and Kerosene for poor. It is essential
to contain subsidy below two percent of the GDP
to improve the economy of  the country.
Maintaining the price of product at artificially
low level can back fire, it will cause increase
in borrowing, and can result in increase of interest
rate. Due to heavy subsidy the borrowing during
the year 2012-13 is likely to be Rs. 6.5 Lakh
crore, which is 6.1 percent of GDP against the
budget plan of 5.1 percent; subsidy may be a
good politics but a bad economics.
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Evaluation of Managerial
Training at NAIR

Shailendra Jaiswal  Reliving our legacy- A look back at the training journey
of Railway Staff College

Training

Training is the critical tool for performance enhancement
through up gradation of  knowledge and skills. Today
Railway Staff College offers training courses for officers
of all disciplines and all grades right from Probationers
to prospective General Managers. Around 2500 officers
participate annually in the various courses run here. The
duration of the courses varies from one week to ten
weeks. Apart from officers of  Indian Railways, officers
of many Afro-Asian countries, Public Sector Undertakings,
Probationers and other officers of  Central Services like
Indian Revenue Services Indian Police Service also undergo
training here. A wide range of topics are coved based
on training need analysis. It is delivered through
contemporary methodology consisting of  Case studies,
Role Play, Multidisciplinary projects, Mock drills,
Structured Games and simulations, field visits, Experiential
learning in Model room, debates quizzes, book review
and classroom training. This article revisits the journey

Shri V. S. Ghai is working as ARO/M&C Dte/
RDSO/LKO

 Shri Shailendra Jaiswal is presently serving
as Sr. Professor (Management)  at National
Academy of Indian Railways, Vadodara.
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of training at Railway Staff College.

The training at Staff College has evolved in
response to the developments in Indian railways
and Indian economy since independence as the
Railway Staff College started its journey in the
early years of  Indian independence. Technological
/ economic changes and challenges have led to
changes in direction and methodology of  training.

Railway Staff College at Baroda

On the recommendation of the Acworth
Committee, the Railway Board decided to build
a Staff College at Dehradun. In 1930 staff college
was set up for training of probationary officers
of transportation department. However the
college had to be closed due to financial
difficulties faced by the railways at that time.
Railway Staff College at Baroda restarted the
process of training of officers started in Dehradun
in January 1930 Beginning of the Journey The
formative decade 1952-1962.

Beginning of  the Journey the formative decade
1952-1962

At the inauguration for Railway staff College,
Shri N.Gopalswami Ayyengar, the then Minister
of  Railways said ‘A Staff  College for the benefit
of thousands of officers who are giving their
time and energy to render better utility service
to the people of the country is an absolute
necessity. Time will come soon when other
countries may look to India for deputing some
of their railway officers to this Institution…”

How true has been the prophecy !

The first course consisting of 19 Probationary
Officers of  the Transportation (Traffic) and
Commercial Departments commenced on 1
February 1952. Training of  in service officers
made a beginning with the organizing of a special
course on railway rates. Courses were organized
for probationers of  all railway services and in

service programmes were also started on subjects
like tunnelling in ghats and design of high
embankments.

Building up of  model room starts

To enhance understanding of  railway subjects
a model room was started to supplement the
instructions given in the class rooms.The College
began with a sectionalized locomotive received
from ex. Nizam’s State Railways. A large number
of sectionalized mechanical models were
collected from different railways and a bogie
underframe was also acquired for giving practical
demonstration in automatic vacuum brake working
and in train lighting.The first international
participants came to RSC for training in 1955-
56 when two Officers of  the Burma Railways
received their training in RSC.

The first decade was a formative period and
established Railway Staff College as an important
training institution for Railway Officers

The decade of Diversification (1963-1972)

Diversification of the training courses started
in 1964. The first courses on Network Analysis,
Marketing and Sales, Train Lighting and Traction
Distribution began in this period.The first Health
management training was introduced in 1964.

RSC responded to the trend and need for scientific
management recommended by Administrative
Reform Commission by including Operations
Research and Work Study as distinctive part of
the training in General Management Courses from
the year 1967-1968. Advanced courses were
offered covering the techniques of  Method Study,
Work Measurement, Pre-determined Motion and
Time System, Statistical Techniques, Work
Sampling, Incentives, Critical Path Analysis,
PERT, Linear Programming, Queuing Theory,
Materials Management and Value Engineering
provided quantitative background essential for
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managerial decision making and elicited good
response. The training though aided by audio
visual aids like films was still dependent on Chalk
and Blackboard. RSC utilized Demonstration Yard
and Museums containing signall ing and
Telecommunications items,  Mechanical
Engineering items, Civil Engineering items and
Electrical items for effective delivery of  training.

Demonstration Yard

During the period 1967 to 69 the training
equipment in the College was supplemented by
a complete unit of  Automatic Train Equipment,
and a model of girder bridge of 105 feet span
was erected on the Fatehabad Nullah. Various
Types of  Sleepers and fittings were laid in the
demonstration yard for imparting knowledge about
track fittings.

Field Training

Field training became an important methodology
in this period to acquaint the trainees with
practical aspects of railway working, such as
constructions of  tracks and bridges, re-modelling
works, operation of yards and loco sheds and
commercial and accounts working.

Documentary film on ‘Railway Yard
Accidents'

Audio visual aids have played an important role
in making the training more interesting at RSC.
An instructional documentary film on ‘Railway
Yard Accidents ‘was produced by the Films
Division of  the Ministry of  Information and
Broadcasting in the model room of the College.
A number of accidents on the open line were
re-enacted in the model room to bring out
forcefully the causes of  such accidents. Large
number of films on technical and management
subjects were used for effective training.

Museums

Museums containing signall ing and

Telecommunications items,  Mechanical
Engineering items, Civil Engineering items and
Electrical items were also attached to the College,
Trainee Officers are taken round these museums
to acquaint them with the actual technical items
used in the field.

The Decade of consolidation (1973-1982)

The decade of 70s marked the completion of
25 years of Railway Staff College with Silver
Jubilee celebration on 31st January 1977.

During the early days, most of the institutional
training for officers of  all services was organized
at Railway Staff College. Gradually with the
establishment of technical institutes, the technical
training got shifted to respective institutes. The
general training courses (Foundation and
Induction) for probationers of  all services
continued at RSC. From 1980, training of  IRAS,
IRPS IRTS and later IRSS were centralized at
RSC. Thus, not only their institutional trainings
were done at RSC but their field trainings were
being planned, coordinated and monitored as well
from RSC.

Information Technology promised to
revolutionize the way organizations work. To train
railway managers in the tools of IT RSC was
a pioneer in computer training right from the
initial days of  IT revolution, a course on Fortran/
Cobol programming was organized during early
seventies itself.

RSC has believed in equipping officers with
different skills for efficient planning and execution
through special courses one such course on
Quantitative Management Technique for Senior
Medical Officers, was held for the first time in
1974.

To improve the reach and impact of  management
training it was decided to conduct part time
management courses at the Zonal Railway
Headquarters. During the year 1975-76, four such
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courses were conducted at Delhi, Bombay,
Secunderabad and Madras.

Upgradation of Model Room

The Model Room at RSC was upgraded and has
acted as a simulator for train operations. All types
of  block sections, block instruments and systems
of working, generally in force on the Indian
Railways, have been represented here. Modern
traffic handling arrangements are also regularly
added to reflect the advances in operations and
signalling. In order to provide working knowledge
of train operations and the basic Safety principles
the officers undertake individual and group
exercises in the Model Room which has 18
stations of different types with varying signals
interlocking systems and simulation facilities.

Personnel management courses started

A beginning was made in the year 1974-75 with
a “training the trainers” course organized covering
the whole gamut of training from training need
analysis to Use of training Aids, principles of
learning and design of  training.Programmes for
manpower planning, Discipline and Appeal Rules
(DAR), stated in mid seventies. The objective
of  courses on “ Railway Servant (D&A) Rules
were to enable railway officers to deal effectively
with Discipline and Appeal Rules cases.

The Decade of  Change from Functional To
Management (1983-1992)

Management Development Faculty

In 80’s RSC changed its focus from functional
training to management training, to lead this
initiative Management Development Faculty was
set up. The management development program
began as a mid career input consisting of an
eight week course in which business management
was taught to middle level managers. The advent
of management development faculty also brought
in its wake the new training methodologies

consist ing of  Case studies,  Role Play,
Multidisciplinary projects and, Experiential
learning through structured Games and
simulations.

Enlargement of beneficiaries of management
training

Nearly half of the IR executives are from Group
B, though their annual intake was over 600 per
year from within the organization there was lack
of proper development plan for these. During
this period special training programmes were
started for group B executives

Training in Health Management commences
Hospital Management Programmes for in-service
doctors were introduced in the year 1982. Regular
Induction Programmes for new entrants to Indian
Railway Medical Services were commenced 1984.
Introduction of Professional Development
Courses.

Professional Development Programmes for IRAS,
IRPS, IRTS, IRSS and IRMS were introduced in
mid eighties Number of programmes in the area
of materials management, Human resource
Development, Health Management were planned
and conducted.

Programmes on Safety in train operation
introduced

Training is considered as one of  the most effective
methods for improving safety in train operations.
In view of the importance of safety Special
programmes were started in mid eighties on safety
in train operation..

Teaching To Learning

Another noticeable step undertaken in the
Executive education was the stress on group
discussions, brain storming, syndicate work,
projects etc. The executives were encouraged to
engage in self-learning in the area of their personal
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preference. This exercise has been collectively
named by the trainee executives as HAPPY
LEARNING. This catch phrase reflected the
change in the attitude of the trainees and trainers
as it is wide accepted that the retention period
of skills learnt is longer than the retention period
of skills taught.

The Golden Jubilee Decade (1993-
2002) Faculty Exchange with Manchester
Business School

To further enrich the content and improve the
delivery of  Management training. Exchange of
faculty with Manchester Business School was
organized leading to improvement in design and
delivery of  Management modules.

Focus on Marketing

Marketing became an area of focus during the
nineties and a number of programme were
organized dealing with both passenger and
freight marketing. Topics covered included
Fundamentals  of  transport  economics ,
Operational Constraints of Passenger Business,
Impact of Low cost airlines, Passenger Profiling
Management, Touch and Feel in Passenger
Business. Exposure to trends in logistics & SCM
and use of  IT. With the passage of  time course
design started laying more emphasis on exposure
to real life customers, therefore the course
included field visits to factories and ports to
develop an understanding of mechanisms
involved in decision making about logistics by
customers. After establishment of  IRITM, these
courses have shifted to IRITM Lucknow. RSC
Logs On To Internet On 31st January’96 RSC
became member of  World Wide Web - WWW
by commissioning its own VSAT. It became
possible to exchange information all over the
world through the INTERNET. A two-week
exclusive course on IT was commenced in 1996,
it was followed by an advance course.

New courses on Personnel management
Initiated.

A number of new courses on Personnel
management including Selection Procedures,
Preparing for Retirement were initiated in this
period. Topics in the course on Selection
Procedures included Assessment of  Vacancies,
Notification,, selection Board, Evaluation and
Panel Formation. The Programmes on Retirement
was designed to make employees mentally
prepared for happy & healthy retired life. Lifestyle
topics like Yogasana, Ayurveda, Diet control and
meditation were covered. These courses have
proved popular and they continue to be organized.

International Programmes

During this period many training programmes for
Foreign Railways were conducted at Railway Staff
College. During this decade railway officers from
commonwealth countries attended a special
programme on Railway Operations sponsored by
Commonwealth secretariat In mid nineties
programmes were organized for Tanzania, Zambia,
Botswana and Sudanese Railways.

The Decade of Growth (2002 onwards)

The current decade has been characterized by
Strategic Management programmes for senior
managers and a wide variety of courses in response
to emerging needs like RTI, Gender Issues,
Environmental Concerns, E – Governance, E-
Commerce and Heritage amongst others.

Training Needs of  Officers

To provide growth impetus to the organization
a new dimension was added to the training
programmes by increased emphasis on Strategic
Management. This was based on a study of
Training Needs of  Officers during the early years
of  the Twenty First century.Management
Programmes at various levels were crystallized
including Strategic Management Programmes for
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senior officers viz. GMs, PHODs, CMDs and
DRMs, Advance Management Programmes (14-
17 years) and Management Development
Programmes (5-7 years).

Strategic Management Programmes started
for GM’s, DRM’s

Strategic Management Programmes were started
for GMs, PHODs, CMDs and DRMs. The areas
to be covered included Management of internal
and external environment, Transport Scenario of
the country, prospects of  Railways, Finances of
Railways, Corporate Business Economics, and
market share of the Railways amongst other
topics.

Advanced Management Program

Advanced Management Program were started for
officers of  different services prior to promotion
to Senior Administrative Grade. The areas to
be covered included IT systems, Supply Chain
Management, Leadership, Induction of  New
Technology and Strategies for Investment &
Project Appraisal, Emerging technologies, Railway
budget and financial health of IR. The AMP
courses use Case study method and Structured
Games and simulations for effective learning. The
benefits of games and simulations include the
improvement of problem-solving and decision-
making skills, a greater understanding of the work
place dynamics and insights into conflict
resolution.

Advances in training in safety in train operation

The scope of training in safety was expanded
and included in programmes like Group A
induction programmes, Group B foundation and
induction programme, MDP, AMP and strategic
management programmes. Apart from class room
lectures, case studies, Table top Simulation
exercises were started became important part of
training methodology. Sessions in model room

provided hands on experience of safety issues
in train operation. The modern methods of group
experiential learning such as Mock drills began
to be extensively used for generating awareness
about alertness/response in case of  accidents.

During the first decade of  Twenty First century
international training programmes for railways of
Asian countries became a regular feature.

RSC in coordination with Asian Institute of
Transport Development organized
programmes for BIMS TTEC countries
and Mekong – Ganga Cooperation Countries, on
Trans Asian Railway Network, Multi-modal
transport,Public –Private- Partnership (PPP) for
Rail Infrastructure, Diesel Loco Maintenance and
Information Technology . RSC broke new ground
in methodology of  international training by
following the approach of learning through group
project presentation.

“Strategic Management Development
Programme” for African Countries

4-week duration Strategic Management
Development Programmes for Railway Officers
of African Countries was held in 2009. It was
the first time that a customized course was
sponsored by RITES under ITEC/SCAAP. A total
of  14 officers from 5 countries namely Tanzania,
Mozambique, Ivory Coast, Nigeria and Sudan
attended the course. The topics covered were
Strategic management, Developments in technical
departments such as Signall ing &
Telecommunication, Electrical, Mechanical &
Civil engineering, Information technology,
Operations, Marketing, Organizational behaviour
& General Management.

Course for Trade Union officials of  Sri Lankan
Railways

A First of its kind course for Sri Lankan Railway
trade union officials was organized through
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RITES. Topics covered in this course were
Overview of  IR- History, Organization Structure,
Welfare activities, Commercial Developments in
IR, (Case study of  IRCTC), Overview of  Industrial
Relations & Grievance redressal machinery in
organization, Dispute Resolution machinery on
the Indian Railways, role of  the Trade Unions
in the changing scenario of transportation sector
and Labour laws.

Purchasing & Stores Management Course for
Sri Lankan Railways

A programme was organized for executives from
Stores Department of  Sri Lankan Railways. The
topics covered were Principles of Purchasing,
ITS condition of  Contract, Storage & preservation
of Stores, Classification of expenditure &
Earning, E-procurement, MMIS, Arbitration, Scrap
Disposal, Stores Budget, Imports, M&P planning
and Works contract.

Improving Health Management

Towards the end of  the decade 2000 -2010
Management orientation programme for in service
junior scale doctors and senior scale doctors were
introduced. Recognizing the need for effective
medicine procurement A Material management
programme for hospitals was started in 2007.
The material management was further modernized
with advent of E –Medicine for doctors in 2010.

Supply chain management

Courses on Materials management and Supply
chain have become regular part of offering of
Railway Staff College. From courses on inventory
management in the early nineties to E–
procurement and international procurement, the
courses reflect the changes taking place supply
chain management over the years The topics
covered in courses on supply chain include Legal
Aspects of  Tenders and Contracts, Stores Budget,
MMIS E- Tendering,, MMIS for Scarp Disposal,

Contract & Sale of goods through Electronic
process,, E-Auction, Features of  E-Procurement,
E-Auction, E- Tendering, Cyber security &
Cryptography. Exim Policy, Import procedures
including the WB Procurement.

Right to Information Act

Within a short time of passage of RTI Act of
2005, Railway Staff College has introduced a
programme on RTI The objective of this
programme is to make railway officers aware about
the RTI Act-2005, Implementation of RTI in
Railway, Duties of  PIO & APIO, Various decisions
made by CIC as well as State Information
commission and Cases pertaining to Railways.

Course on Reservation Policy

A special course on reservation was started in
this period The topics covered are,Introduction
and Constitutional Provision for Reservation,
General Aspects of  Reservation, National
Commission for SC/ST, Reservation, Reservation
in Promotion, Reservation in Seniority,
Concession to SC/ST & OBC, SC/ST Prevention
of Atrocities Act 1989, Supreme Court Judgment
on Reservation, Verification of  Claims and the
list of  SCs/STs.

Rajabhasha

Special courses on for Rajbhasha have been
continuously conducted. The topics covered
include Inspection of Parliamentary Committee
on Official Language, Rajbhasha Management
(Translation, Training & Implementation),
Rajbhasha Organization, Board’s Panch – Sutriya
Karyakram and various reports of Rajbhasha
Implementation Committee were taken by the
college as well as visiting faculty jointly. New
methodology of  training like Shabd – Paheli, Book
– review and Story – review are now extensively
used. An Inspection of  Divisional Office Vadodara
and Pratapnagar Workshop is conducted by
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participants as part of the training in monitoring
Rajbhasha Implementation

Romance of the Railways

Railways have engineered social revolution,
brought national integration and transformed
economy. Preservation of  Railway's Heritage is
important so that the future generation have a
tangible comprehension of its extraordinary
impact on humanity. RSC has contributed to the
mystique of railways by organizing workshops
on this interesting subject. Workshops have been
organized since 2007 on Railway Heritage and
its conservation. Topics such as heritage building
and bridges, conservation of  built heritage, case
study of  Heritage of  western Railway, Romance
of the Railways etc. are covered.

The Times to Come

The review journey of past sixty years emboldens

us to view the future optimistically. As per Vision
2020 Gross Revenue of the Indian Railways has
remained at a level of  around 1.2% of  India’s
GDP over the last 10 years this has to be increased
to 3% by 2020. Public-private partnerships are
considered as most important mechanism to
complete many of  the proposed projects.It is
imperative that the managerial resources of Indian
railways perform at their best through potential
enhancement and realization. Only Training can
enable the managerial cadre to accomplish the
challenging tasks.The next decade is going to be
characterized by technological change, economic
growth, manpower constraints and increasing
customer expectations. Emerging paradigms in
training and learning, like E-Learning. Gaming
based Learning, customized learning offer
opportunities to increase impact of training to
meet the managerial  and technological
challenges...
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V. S. Ghai  The term Public-Private Partnership (PPP) – is a general
term used to describe involvement of  non government entities,
to build and operate infrastructure such as Railway, Road
and Ports which are traditionally been constructed and run
by the government. Indian Railway is not new to PPPs. In
the nineteenth and early twentieth century a number of  lines
were built through PPP. It emerged as a serious option to
leverage limited public fund to attract private investment in
infrastructure. PPPs were revived it 1980, primary with the
objective to supplement the government resources, to improve
private sector participation in infrastructure, and to augment
its output in competitive market, to modernize the system
which is safe and efficient. It also helped in reducing the
government expenditure commitments, and allows public
expenditure to be re-allocated in higher priority out-puts.
It is observed that some PPP projects which were periodically
monitored were opened ahead of  schedule resulted in timely
delivery of  social benefit infrastructure and reduction in the
government fiscal benefit.

Public Private
Partnership (PPP)
A Contributor to Station
Development

 Shri V. S. Ghai is Sr.Fellow, Asian Institute of
Transport Development, New Delhi.
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Objective of  PPPs in the Rail Factor

The main objective of PPP in the rail sector is
to leverage new resources for the rail sector with
the usage of  private funds. The degree of  participation
by the private sector may range from complete
absence to full presence:-

 To optimize global investment in construction
of  infrastructure at lower cost for the
community.

 To work out proper sharing of  risks involved
in construction, operation, and maintenance
amongst the parties according to their
respective expertise.

 To accelerate the development of  the national
rail network by completing more projects in
lesser times and

 To improve competitiveness in the rail mode.

Execution Of PPPs Project

The PPPs projects which are required to be executed
in a particular area must clearly specify the services
which are to be carried out by the private
concessionaire and the once to be retained by the
railways. A credible system of  managing the interface
is pre-requisite that must be necessarily met. The
key component of  PPP projects are as under:-

01. The project should be analysed according to
the needs of   infrastructure and the
management organisation available at site, to
handle the project.

02. Proper partner is engaged through a two staged
bidding process.

03. Financial analysis and assessment of project
viability has been done.

04. Choice and form of  PPP, financial structure,
and risk allocation is done.

05. The criteria for choosing private partner are
fixed and bids invited for selecting suitable
partner.

06. All land for the project has been acquired,
fenced, and is possession of    the Railways.

07. The meeting between the government and
developer is held, and  all  the matters regarding
the development have been clarified.

08. All statuary clearance has been taken according
to the project including those from Ministry
of  environment and Forest, and in principle
approval has been taken form screening
committee of  concerned Ministry.

09. The projects are developed and signed, and
periodic monitoring is done to ensure better
out come.

10. A project structuring, perspective financing,
construction and maintenance are the key
activities where private sector participation
could be incorporated. This would benefit both
the stake holders and the users of  the services.

Substantive Provisions of  the PPP Contract

The PPP contract must include, in particular, the
following provisions:

a. The nature and scope of  works and services
that the project company must carry out, as
well as the conditions for their implementations.

b. The ownerships of  the projects funds, and
assets, the obligating of  parties related, to be
handed over, and receipt of  the project site,
and the provision for ownership transferred
at the end of the project.

c. The responsibility of  obtaining authorization,
permits and approvals.

d. Mutual financial obligations and their relations
to the funding mechanism.

e. Regulating the right of the administrative
authority to amend the conditions of the
projects construction, equipment,
maintenance, operation, utilization, and other
obligations of  the project company, in addition
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to the basis and mechanism of compensation
for each amendment.

f. Types and amount of  insurance of  the project
and the risks of its operation or utilization,
and executive warranties.

g. PPP contract duration, terms of  early or partial
termination, and the rights of  the related
parties.

h. Terms where the administrative authority has
the right to unilaterally terminate the PPP
contract as well as the financial obligation
resulting from the use of  such right.

i. Terms of  handling over the project at the
expiry of  PPP contract.

j. Terms and the basis of  risk allocation in respect
of  change in law, sudden accidents, for
discovery of  antiquities, and the resultant
compensation.

Responsibilities of  PPPs Partners

The responsibility of Indian Railways in PPPs
projects would pertain to land, site availability,
approvals and permits, capacity planning, core
activities like traction, operations, signalling,
communication and security etc. The private
developer’s responsibility would pertain to
designing, modernization, the capacity plans,
construction, and development, operation
maintenance of station complex, general amenities,
and commercial development of air space, real
estate, station city, and side space. In commercial
activities the commuter services and paid amenities.

Financial Initiatives to Promote PPP

To mobilize the resources, following initiatives are
being adopted to execute transport projects:-

 Resources provided by multilateral funding
agencies like ADB, World Bank, Japanese
funding and anchor investors like sail for
infrastructure development.

 Generating the funds through mechanism of
PPPs.

 Mobilization of additional resources by levy
of  cess.

 Setting up of  a dedicated infrastructure fund
with contribution from multilateral bodies.

 Involve State Government. At present, the
State Governments have little or no role
in the trade of rai l  transport.  Their
involvement is necessary both for provision
of facilities as well as for facilitating the
process. Haryana Government was the first
to construct rail line between Rewari to
Rohtak via Jhaggar in fifty-fifty percent
partnership basis between Haryana
Government and Indian Railway. The section
was inaugurated by Shri Bhupinder Singh
Hudda Chief Minister of  Haryana on
8.1.2013 at 12 hrs on Rewari station. Now
public and private entities Siemens Company
and Kapurthala Coach Factory are
collaborating in operation and production
of  coaches for Indian Railways. Such
arrangements are also referred to as Public-
Private partnership (PPP).

LEASE

The lease is the foundation of all development
related schemes. It articulates the duties and
obligation of landlord, and of the developer as
lessee, both at the outset of the development and
for the future. Lease terms may vary according
to the circumstances. The lease document sets out
what is to be built, time scale, financial relationship,
financial participation and security for projected
income.

Indian Railway Finance Corporation

It was setup as a Public Limited Company in
December 1986 with a sole objective of  raising funds
from the market to part finance, and to meet the
development needs of  Indian Railway. Funds were
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raised through issue of  bonds, Terms loans bank
and external commercial borrowing. The company
has leased out rolling stoke worth Rs. 60,163crore
to the Ministry of  Railways.

Built operate and Transfer (KRC)

The prestigious 760kms long Konkan Railway
Corporation was commissioned in 1998 as the first
railway projects in the country to be executed on
BOT basis with equity participation of  Government
of  India along with the four State Government,
viz, Maharashtra, GOA, Karnataka and Kerala.

Pipavav Railway Corporation

The Joint Venture Company of  Ministry of  Railways
and Gujarat Pipavav Port Ltd with equal equity
partnership was formed. This is the first Railway
infrastructure project executed through Private Sector
Participation. It has concessionaire rights to construct,
operate, and maintain this project line for 33 years.

Financial arrangements between PPP Partners

The financial arrangements between the Station
and its development partners have become
increasingly complex and sophisticated over the
years, reflecting the widening range of  funding
institutions, and financial instruments. The lease
has proved a very flexible vehicle over the years,
and a vehicle can accommodate any number of
financial sharing arrangements between the Railway
on behalf  of  stations and its development partner.
There is now no such document as a standard
development lease. Each lease is tailored to meet
the need of  the particular station. The financial
Packages depend on the terms and locations of
commercial property. The terms may differ when
the partners are free to terminate the deal in case
of  need by railway. In such cases a lump sum amount
may to be paid for railway infrastructure works.
It is usual to pay a guaranteed capital, rent, or
profit share income. The financial package is to
minimise risk, and participation in profit.  A problem
arises if  there are changes of  personal in key

positions during the life of any one project The
developer and railway must be prepared to react
quickly and positively to resolve problems.

Profit Sharing Arrangements

In a profit sharing arrangements, it is essential that
costs are available and estimates worked out before
work start and projects are constantly monitored
throughout construction, and completion, statement
are issued for the new station building.

Partnership between Developer and Railway :

It will be a partnership between developer and the
railway. The developer is to bring skill either in house
or through consultants, and is also responsible to
arrange the funding.  The project management is
to focus on emerging specification timetabling,
costing and implementation of  all the technical and
operational aspect of  a working station.

Financing of  Station infrastructure through PPP
(Boot Route)

The existing railway stations at major stations suffer
from a number of  inadequacies. The design is such
that there is severe lack of  space on arrival,
departure, concourse, and circulating area. The main
platform is mostly occupied by the railway offices
and too many stalls, and the passengers have no
choice but to use every inch of  platform as the
waiting space. Indian Railways have identified 22
stations for development as world class station
through the PPP route by leveraging on the potential
of  the real estate that the Indian Railways possess.
Such projects are being implemented through the
Boot route.

Rail Property facilitations for tomorrow

The stations development is likely to change the
face of  our cities. Till now little progress has been
made to develop and create space above and around
stations, and facilitating commercial dealing of
property in and around stations space through PPP.
The rail has the land, the air space, and the private
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sector developers have the development expertise
and the funds. Bringing the two together, the railway
will get developed stations and private sector
undertaking new business. The existence of  a
professional property arm in a vital ingredient in
rail development. Identifying and implementing
major schemes is a full time job requiring real
property expertise such as negotiating skills and
one which can easily be carried out by managers.
The station area may or may not be under developed
but the station requires improvement. The
management desires development over the station
and reduction in costly roof maintenance of the
ageing stations.

Re-Development of New Delhi Stations

There is always a market for properties located
at premium locations.

Re-development of railway station has attracted
maximum attention of  the Public and the investing
community alike. Increasing prosperity and rapid
urbanization of  the country has led to a virtually
unlimited and insatiable demand of intercity and
infra-city travel. As most of  the passenger demand
tends to concentrate in large cities, infrastructures
at the railway station in these cities have come under
great strain. The stations which were constructed
to handle 11,500 passengers per day (Delhi ten
thousand, New Delhi one thousand and Hazrat
Nizammuddin 500) In 1900 is now handling 10lakh
passengers per day. Although facilities at the stations
have improved but further improvement to desire
to avoid instances of  stampede and to ensure smooth
flow of  passengers.

The redevelopment of  New Delhi Station has
attracted maximum attention of  the public and the
investing community alike. The over whelming
response for pre-qualification for New Delhi was
a strong testimony of  the interest of  the private
sector in developing world class facilities at stations.
The 160 years old network now needs a new vision
to transform its technologically and functionally with

superior service, the highest level of  safely measure,
efficiencies, and at the same time become a vehicle
of  inclusive development. The modernization of
Indian Railway Stations calls for on investment of
around Rs. 839crore in the next five years, of  which
Rs. 230crore is expected to be raised through PPP.
Till date no investment has materialized due to lack
of  an effective PPP policy.

The development Lease of the Stations

The development lease is the foundation to improve
station investment. The commercial development
of  station space through lease can produce great
reward for the railway network, without having to
completely free it from rail use to facilitate
modernisation of  stations, encourage greater use
of  rail services, and create land mark building for
the station.

The different needs of  railways and developer are
to be recognised by the railway managers and the
technical team. The experienced professional property
advisers are vital need to exploit the opportunity
to create new building of  the station to unlock its
value. Railways have made changes in the revenue
models in the successive lease agreement. The revenue
mode of should ensure bankability of the projects
and reduce risk perception. Enhanced risk perception
will lead to charging the higher rate of  interest by
the lender.

Promoting PPP projects in Rail Infrastructure

The estimated resources required by Railway during
the 12th plan is to the time of  Rs. 5,19221crore
including gross budgetary support of  Rs. 1,94,222
crore, internal and external budgetary resources of
Rs. 2,25,000crore, and private sector investment
of  Rs. 1,00,000crore. Currently the railway has 347
ongoing projects under the new line, gauge
conversion and doubling track entailing an investment
of  Rs. 1.47LakhCrore.

To promote PPPs project it is imperative for the
Railway Ministry to build dedicated capacity with
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the Railway Board to structure, process and award
PPPs projects by improving internal decision making
process, especially in projects like High Speed Rail
Projects, redevelopment of  Station, and monitor these
projects. At present about 100 projects have brought
about a cost overrun of  nearly Rs. 55,000 crores,
in total besides sustaining years of  delay. To meet
the requirement of  future growth very large funds
are needed and any neglect is bound to adversely
affect the competitiveness and growth of  economy.

Conclusion
Although stations and freight terminals are the
business centre of  Railways even than sufficient

infrastructure, was not provided at these centres.
To improve infrastructure an Indian Railway
Development Corporation was set up to develop
and maintain the stations on the pattern of  Air
Port  by means of  Private participation in
infrastructure, provide services, and management
in operations, in such a way, as to make them as
attractive investment opportunities for the private
sector. Recently two new Board Members viz. PPP
Marketing and safely research have been induced.
The members will be charged with the
responsibilities of  finding ways and means of
augmenting resources and providing further focus
on infrastructure and safety.
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Uday Shankar Jha  Two important emerging economies of  the BRICS (Brazil,
Russia, India, China and South Africa) countries probably
indicate how the infrastructural development can be given
priority to achieve high economic growth. This should be
not only sustainable but also provide much robust economic
enabling environment to provide sound base to industry
and trade to grow further and compete worldwide. Up to
1990s India’s railway infrastructure was much ahead of  those
in China in terms of  total route km, route km/square km
and route km/head of  population and many other parameters.
India started its first train in April 1953 between Boribandar
and Thane for a distance of 33 km. China started its first
train for a stretch of  24 km. between Shanghai and Woosang
in 1876. By 1945 China had only 27,000 km of rail track
where as in India in 1947 there was 53,596-route km of
track.  In 1950 Indian Railways carried 44 billion freight
tons km against 39 billion of  Chinese Railways. The Chinese
Railways trailed Indian Railways technologically until 1980.
In fact, even in 1990 its 24,800 km are network with an
annual density of 30 million gross tones has largely 50 kg/
m and 43 kg/m rails, as many as 55 % of the wagons
were with plain bearing. Until 1980, steam locomotives
continued to remain its main power source, carrying 76%
of its traffic. (Business Standard 2010: pp1).

Comparing Indian and
Chinese Railways

 Shri Uday Shankar Jha is, Sr. DSO/RJT
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In such situation the Railway in China was
proving to be main bottleneck leading to a major
problem of congestion. Lack of transportation
facility was proving to be major stumbling block.
Hence it caught the attention of policy planner
of China.  They realized that until unless proper
facility for transportation is provided, which is
a part of overall logistic management, it would
not be possible to achiever higher rate of
economic growth. After suffering the transport
constraints impinging on its economic growth for
about two decades, since the start of the economic
reform and liberalization in 1978, China decided
in the early 1990s to the address the problem
head on. (World Bank2005:pp2). An attempt was
made to build capacity not merely to alleviate
the most serious immediate bottleneck on its
existing, largely outmoded transport infrastructure
but to look beyond and build a high capacity
system of modern railways that would provide
for future growth and their needs.  This facilitated
the path for sustainable future growth for the
rapidly growing coastal provinces and extends
improved economic opportunity to vast
populations residing in the distant impoverished
hinterlands. Rapid capacity expansion of  railways
has contributed significantly to the high economic
growth in China. It could have hardly sustained
its rapid growth without addressing the serious
constraints in its transport system.  Relatively
autocratic system, where one partly rules over the
country and where dissent is generally not
permitted, has probably facilitated this transition
easily.

Modus Operandi - Institutional Factor

Although China’s national railways were still part
of the government, it placed increasing emphasis
on commercial focus and financial performance.
In contrast Indian Railways (IR) could never achieve
this.  Although it was proclaimed that the IR should
adopt commercial orientation it was more a lip
service than imbibed policy. When one Railway

Minister tried to move the IR on commercial
principle, it costs his job.  On the other hand the
Chinese Railway (CR) has successfully achieved
financial viability of  passenger services.  Passenger
fares were substantially increased.  Companies were
allowed to cover cost plus an element of profit.
Short distance passenger services were actively
discouraged. Many uneconomic branch lines were
either closed or separated from mainline working
on accounting basis. The IR could never achieve
these measures.  Only some minor increase in
passenger fare was made in 2013 after gap of 10
years.  IR’s loss from passenger services was more
than Rs. 30,000 crores in 2013-14.  Despite having
a list of more than 105 uneconomic branch line
the IR could hardly close any service. In fact few
more services were started to cater the populist
demand of  political parties.

Since 1999 Chinese Railways introduced an Assets
Operation Liability System (AOLS) where 14
Regional Railways Administration (RRA) were given
management contract with closely monitored
competition with clear benchmark performance
indicators, management incentives, both positive
and negative to encourage profitability, rather than
physical targets. The best performing managers were
given significant financial and other incentives, while
poor performers were identified and removed. A
major restructuring was done by adopting vertical
disintegration.  Non-core activities were separated
which reduced CR’s staff  holding from 3.4 million
to 1.7 million employees.  Education & health
services were divested along with 38 construction
units, four railway design units, different extensive
manufacturing facilities for locomotives, coaches,
wagons, signaling and communications equipment,
track components etc. To handle (a) containers,
(b) over sized and perishable cargo, (c) post and
parcel, three special purpose companies were created
to maintain their own income and expenditure. In
contrast, the IR would not be able to achieve any
of  these measures. In fact the IR has started several
new factories to provide various coaching stocks,
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loco repair activities etc.

The CR also permitted for the formation of  local
and joint venture railways under separate management
who were permitted to compete with CR in railways
operations. A new law has been passed to permit
foreign investment in China’s Railways sector in
accordance with the World Trade Organization
(WTO) conditions.  The IR could never achieve
these measures. Although, initially IR has permitted
14 private container operators (PCO) number reduced
more than half  due to number of  restrictive laws.
Similarly some Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) were
initially permitted to connect different ports railways.
Their terms and conditions were subsequently revised
to reduce their profitability.

Physical Factors

In China there has been rapid growth in railways
in recent time. Hence much of  its system is new.
These incorporate higher design standards. These
have high service reliability and less maintenance
and low downtime.  On the above pattern they
have also amended maintenance patterns of older
assets. These maintenance activities are performed
in a time bound manner to high standards, so that
equipment down time is low and full productivity
is utilized. (World Bank 2005: pp-6). On the other
had Indian Railways has relatively older assets with
old maintenance practice code framed in late 19th

century or early 20th century.  These manuals and
codes have been rarely updated and these have
very long down time with shorter utilization time.
Despite this reliability of  these assets are very low.
In such situation even new assets did not incorporate
performance standards that have since become
industry standards worldwide.  Due to extreme
departmentalism prevailing within IR, every
department is trying to maintain its high manpower
base with low performance liability and responsibility
and very poor work culture. Due to this most of
its assets including locomotive, wagons, coaches,
permanent way and structure, signal etc. are not

always in a satisfactory state. Speed restrictions,
failures of  rolling stock and infrastructure affect
the productivity and reliability of the particular
assets.  Since the railway operation is intricately
interwoven, failure of one asset affect entire
spectrum of  action and activities and propagate
shock waves reducing the throughput capacity of
broader network segments.

Financial Investment

Massive investment was the hallmark the CR’s
development. China has a system levying
construction surcharge on freight. This amount was
exclusively utilized for investments in construction
of new lines with the approval of the planning
commission and the state council. Between 1992
and 2002 China invested about US$ 85 billion
whereas India invested US$ 17.3 billion only. India
has hardly any system of raising fund to improve
network, especially for freight services. Even though
some funds are collected in the name of
development charge and port charge or busy seasons
surcharge these proceeds goes to general exchequer
and not necessarily to the development of freight
service.  After acceptance of  6th pay commission
salary more than 55.41% railway earning is being
disbursed for staff  salary (Year Book 2011-12: pp8).
During the above ensuing period Chinese Railways
was able to reduce the number of staff from 3.41
to 1.76 million (51%) whereas IR could reduce
only from 1.65 to 1.5 million (91%).  The CR’s
operating ratio is much healthier than that of IR.
The CR was also able to curb the losses which
was incurring in passenger services where as the
IR was not able to do anything to curb the losses.
Rather it kept increasing year after year. The CR
was able to separate on accounting bases all
uneconomic branch line, whereas the IR could do
nothing to separate or close such services. Thus,
the CR was able to generate sufficient surplus and
as much as 57% of investment were funded by
internal accrual, whereas in IR it was limited to
35%.  Both CR and IR depended for borrowing
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around 32% and 31% respectively.  The CR
depended on government funding for 11% whereas,
IR depended up to 34%.  (World Bank 2005: pp6).
Over the years CR become more or less self-
dependent for its future development whereas IR
could not develop the strategy for future
development and was forced to remain totally
dependent on the government support.  In the era
of coalition politics such government support was
coming at a very heavy price affecting its financial
and operational cost including capacity cost where
additional capacity was being created in uneconomic
branch line in the name of social welfare when
golden quadrilateral was almost chocking to death.

By the year 2002 the CR was able to post itself
much ahead of  IR in terms of  network length and
standards, realized throughput capacity, labour and
equipment (locomotives, wagons, coaches)
productivity, maintenance of  assets, financial
profitability, self  financing capacity through rail
construction surcharge and restructuring including
separation of non core business and introduction
of  incentives for manager.  During this time Indian
railway remained a government department which
was not free to decide its destiny and was forced
to remain non responsive to the market demand
and peoples’ expectation of future development
and growth.  The IR was running maximum number
of ordinary stopping trains where the cost recovery
is estimated to be less than 30%. These consume
scare line capacity.  Even on golden quadrilateral
and diagonals no body could close such slow
passenger services when a few long distance
passenger services were introduced or kept free
path for port traffic being generated at different
ports and leading to hinterland.

It is interesting to evaluate the trajectory of Chinese
Railways to bring about revolutionary change.  In
1991 the Chinese government enacted Railway law
which gave the Ministry of Railways, overall control
of  policy, technical standards, planning, investment
and finance, leaving just the day to day management

and delivery of  rail transport services and
infrastructure to the Regional Railway
Administration (RRAs).  In a further major stroke,
a whole tier of the Chinese Railway management
structure - the sub-administration level of  RRA
was abolished, leaving RRAs with a direct line of
management to depot, stations and yards. Sub-
administration level was similar to Divisional
Railways in Indian Railways.  During this time,
against world trend, the IR has increased the number
of Zonal Railways from 9 to 17 and number of
divisions from 59 to 67, there by increasing
substantially the establishment cost particularly the
building and infrastructure of  new Zonal and
Divisional offices.

For improving the financial condition of  the CR
a few innovative methods were adopted.  For raising
capital for new constructions a surcharge was applied
to all freight traffic in 1990.  A second surcharge
was introduced in 1993 for freight moving on
electrified lines and was used for extending
electrification over the network. Since 2005 China
has encouraged for public private partnership (PPP)
for new constructions, including the passenger
dedicated lines. Joint Venture Railways established
first in 1990 in coordination with local railways
monitoring feeder lines financed by respective local
government are constructing more than 50 percent
of  the new infrastructure. (Business Standard June
21.2010:pp2).  At a broader level superior financial
management practices have been adopted.  The
government has shown willingness to accept market
based pricing principles and output decision for
passenger and freight traffic.  Unlike Indian Railways,
where old financial system prevails and where no
meaningful Cost and Benefit Analysis or Profit
Center/Cost Center analysis is being done, Chinese
Railways implemented modern accounting
information system on costs and profit/loss of
specific lines of  business, services and facilities.
Most productive use of available investment fund
was made and the government ensured that larger
investment budget is available with the CR to ensure
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faster growth. Privatization was introduced through
local railway joint ventures and corporatization with
sale of shares in existing railway units, including
listing in the New York and Hong Kong exchange
(World Bank 2005: pp-7).

In the whole process senior management appeared
to have strong commitment to reform to achieve
efficiency and profitability backed by strong
individual and collective incentives. This was helped
by better focused less conflicted objective of the
government owner, which was seeking a market
based commercial determination of  price and
outputs, relatively free of  unprofitable public service
obligation and employment generation demands.
The government was willing to grant railway
management related autonomy to achieve the agreed
objectives, together with the associated
accountabilities. The CR could achieve higher
success as whole process has been pragmatic coupled
with bold initiatives, clarity and continuity. Major
rationalization measures initiated by Chines Railway
have entailed massive investment as well as drastic
disinvestment. Many railway stations with low
volume of freight have been closed; short distance
passenger traffic has actively been discouraged to
release capacity for long distance rail travel.
Following a productivity lay out adjustment
locomotive depots, passenger car depot vehicle
depots, passenger transportation section and train
crew districts (like Running Room in IR) were all
reduced.  By 2005 CR transferred some 900 schools
and colleges and 400 hospitals to local governments.
Surplus staffs, not directly involved in railway
operations were transferred to diversified economy
companies, (Business Standard Jun 21,2010: pp.
2). Now the Chinese Railways are organized in
a more modern and business like manner. Five major
railway corporations one each for (a) rolling stock,
(b) railway construction, (c) goods and material
(d) civil engineering, (e) signaling and
telecommunicate have been separated from rail
transportation. These enterprises have been made

autonomous, although state owned.  A number of
passenger and freight transport companies have been
created to operate on a competitive basis. To attract
foreign capital Chinese rail enterprises were
encouraged to issue stocks on overseas stock markets.
In 2001, even foreign participation in rail freight
transportation was permitted (Ramnath Rangaswamy
2008; Emerging Markets: pp2).

Technology transfer from Japanese and European
companies have enabled China’s railway supply
industry to acquire the know how to build rolling
stock ranging from 350 KMPH EMUs to heavy haul
locomotives. Matching advancements have been made
in track and signaling technologies.  China has
emerged as a strong manufacturer of railway
equipment as much as an increasing market for it.
At the present rate of growth China would potentially
be the global leader in rail related technology and
production. Presently Chinese railway is busy
developing its capacity and quality for freight and
passenger traffic in line with the outstanding economic
growth. By 2007 Chinese railways moved 3300MT
of freight.  The Indian Railways could achieve million
ton marks only in 2012-13 by loading1007 million
MT. On a global basis China’s rail transport volume
is one of  the world’s largest having six percent of
the world’s operating railways and carrying 25% of
the world’s total railways workload (Rangaswamy
2008: pp1). Chinese Railways already operates 2700-
meter long 20,000-ton heavy haul coal trains at the
speed of 120KMPH.  Its containerized freight traffic
is slated to reach 400 million tones by 2020 from
64.5million tons in 2006.  Presently Chinese Railways’
development plan have centered on high technology
and a judicious mix of traffic routes for passenger
trains running at 200 KMPH and freight trains at
120 KMPH.

To achieve the above target Chinese Railways track
structure is being constantly upgraded.  Passenger
dedicated lines have ballast less track and the heavy
haul high density lines, originally laid with jointed
60 kg/m rail in 25m length on the east bound
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loaded track is being replaced by continuously
welded 75 kg/m rail on 2600-2700 mm long sleepers
laid at 1840 per km. Four large equipment bases
at Beijing, Shanghai, Wuhan and Guangzhou have
been constructed which are aided by 35 modern
satellite depots across the network.  On dedicated
heavy haul corridors wagons of aluminum or
stainless steel body with 25 tones axle load, fitted
with rotary couplers, and for up to 120 KMPH
operations are being provided progressively (Business
Standard 2010: pp1). By 2007 Chinese Railway
owned 578,000 freight wagons 44,000 coaches and
18,300 locomotives.  Indian Railway has 239,321
wagons, 46,722 conventional coaches (61,899 all
coaches) and 9549 locomotives.  Its route length
is 64,600 km.  On the number of passenger front
Indian Railways is much ahead than that of Chinese
Railways as it carried  8,224 million passenger in
2011-12 against 1400 million passengers by the
Chinese Railway in 2008.  However, in India 4,377
million passengers travels only short distance
suburban services making just 6 % of  total passenger
revenue. In terms of  passenger km, in 2011-12
suburban services makes 144,057 million km and
non-suburban services contributes 902,465 million
km traveling average lead of 32.9km and 234.6
km respectively.  In terms of  number of  passenger
proportion, suburban contributes 53.23% whereas
non-suburban constitutes 46.77%.  Average speed
of Indian mail express train has been 50.2 KMPH
and suburban trains 40.5KMPH.  (Indian Railway
Year Book, 2013: pp3, 48 to 53).  However the
quality of passenger travel in the Chinese is far
superior.  China has express trains with speed of
300 KMPH whereas maximum speed of a passenger
train in India is around 130 KMPH.  China has
recently provided rail connection up to Tibet. India
has, hardly constructed any rail connection to Ladhak
and Arunachal Pradesh. It may be noted that China
is the world leader for running high-speed train
in the world. In fact China may be treated as a
role model, for what should be done to rationalize
the passenger traffic and how passenger services

can be made a sustainable business to run for overall
benefit of passengers

Thus, Indian railway started much earlier than
Chinese Railway and was much better till 1980.
During 1990s the major policy decision initiated
by Chinese government and strongly supported by
Chinese political party on the principal of efficiency
and performance brought about total transformation
in the Chinese Railway.  Such policy initiative was
never taken in the Indian Railways.  During first
half  of  first decade of  21st century some reforms
were initiated bringing some sort of turnaround.
However, those processes were never continued
and proved to be a short lived affair. The IR started
facing the bitter pinch of  financial crises.  To
overcome this situation, probably a major policy
decision is required infusing huge financial
investment in critical sector affecting major capacity
problem, particularly the golden quadrilateral and
diagonals along with all major and emerging ports
to make it competitive not only with the emerging
road sector capturing greater share of freight traffic
of India, but also to make it a major player of
the global railway system.
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Innovation

Push-pull Freight Trains
– A landmark innovation in Rail
Operations on Chakradharpur
division of S.E.Railway

Rajiv Agrawal  TATA Steel has expanded its capacity from 6.8 mtpa
of steel to 10 mtpa.  This was targeted to be in place
by 31st March’13.  Consequent upon this expansion, iron
ore requirement of TATA Steel has gone upto 17 mtpa
which is equivalent to 13 trains per day as against the
present requirement of  9.6 trains per day.  Iron ore is
loaded from TATA Steel’s captive mines at Joda in Odisha
and Noamundi in Jharkhand.  Iron ore is loaded in BOBS
wagons(rake of 55 BOBS plus Brake van) with side-
discharge facility and is unloaded at TATA Works
Site(TWS) served by Adityapur station (ADTP).

Conventional Train Operation System:

 Conventional system of train operation, prior to
innovative technique, was in place as mentioned
below (at loading point):

 Empty rake supplied at serving station(Joda or
Noamundi).

 Railway engine detached.

 TATA’s diesel engine attached.
 Shri Rajiv Agrawal is DRM at CKP division of
SEC Railways.
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 Rake taken to loading point, TATA engine
shunts during loading.

 After loading, rake brought to serving station
and brake-van reversed.

 Railway engine attached and train leaves for
ADTP station.

Operations at unloading point consisted of
following sequence:

 Loaded rake made over at ADTP Reception
Yard and Railway engines detached.

 Customer’s(TATA Steel) diesel engines
attached to haul the rake to one of the four
Track Hoppers.

 On release, rake either moves along the bulb
line via West Marshalling Yard & made over
to Railways at ADTP or the rake, on release,
is brought back to Reception yard and after
reversal of brake-van, made over to
Railways.

 MU Railway engines are attached on top
and empty rake dispatched, after
examination,  to loading point.

Constraints with conventional Train Operation
System:

With above system of operation, train turn-round
was getting affected due to the following
constraints:

 Repeated attachment and detachment of
engines.

 Reversal of brake-van.

 Brake release consequent upon application
of brakes at the time of detachment of
engines.

 Reduced section capacity due to running
of  light engines.

Push-Pull Train Operation System:

To feed 13 iron ore rakes per day to TATA Steel
Plant at Jamshedpur, with the existing fleet of
BOBS rakes was a challenge and an opportunity.
The solution was to drastically reduce turn-round
time by adopting innovative technique.  Push-
pull freight train operation was the answer in
which the multi-engine used in the front was
split with one engine each attached in front and
rear.  The brake-van got eliminated.  In its place
one more BOBS wagon was added.  Initially,
both the engines are to work in tandem – the
front engine pulling and the rear one pushing
with co-ordination established through pressure
gauge and walkie-talkie.  Later, with ongoing trials
of loco trolls completion, both the engines shall
be synchronized from one cab leading to better
control on run and saving of  one set of  crew.

The push-pull operation required matching
development both at loading and unloading points.
At loading end, requirement was for a Rapid
Loading System(RLS) with facility to receive
empties directly on to the loading line, spotting
wagons under the chute by using engines already
attached to the rake at both ends and dispatch
after completion of  loading.  At unloading end,
requirement was for OHE arrangements covering
Track Hoppers enabling direct placement of
loaded rakes over Hopper with incoming engines,
spotting on Hopper and despatch after completion
of  unloading.

This push-pull system which is so far confined
to suburban passenger operations through use
of EMUs, DMUs and MEMUs, has been put
to successful trials in the period from Oct’12
to Jan’13 on CKP division of  S.E.Railway with
commissioning of  TATA Steel’s Joda East Direct
Entry(JEDE) siding.  System is in regular
commercial operation now w.e.f. June’13 and rakes
are moving seamlessly between Joda/Noamundi
mines and Tata Steel Plant.

Innovation
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Impact of push-pull system:

System Loading end Unloading Running Total Rakes
End time turn- required

Empty arrival Load arrival (in Hrs.) round to feed 13
to load to empty (in Hrs.) rakes/day

departure departure
(in Hrs.) (in Hrs.)

Conventional 8.43 14.53 16.13 39.49 21.3=21

Push-pull 4.00 8.00 16.00 28.00 15.1=15

 One more wagon put in place of the brake-
van resulting into additional loading of 69
t per rake i.e. 897 tpd. Brake-vans released
for use elsewhere.

 Turn round of  BOBS rakes reduced from
40 to 28 hrs. No need to induct 6 more
BOBS rakes into TATA iron ore circuit to
meet 10 mtpa capacity.

 Savings to Railways:
- Due to improved wagon

turn-round (saving of
6 rakes) : Rs. 36 lakhs/day

- Due to improved engine
turn-round (saving of
3 MUs) : Rs. 12 lakhs/day

- Due to loading of one
extra wagon per rake : Rs 4 lakhs/day

Rs. 52 lakhs/day

 Savings to Customer (TATA Steel):

With push-pull, customer shall be able to load
rakes within stipulated 3 hours and unload within
2 hours without any penalty being imposed in
terms of  demurrage.  The entire system of  having
engines at loading/unloading ends with crew,
shunting staff etc. is dispensed with, resulting
in substantial savings to Customer.  More
importantly, with seamless operation and least
probability of bunching, Customer has assured

supply of material with fair degree
of  reliability in forecasts.

Further  improvements:

- With GPS based loco-troll, under
trials, the turn-round will further
improve.

- Synchronization of maintenance
schedule of wagons and engines will
lead to realization of the concept

of  train-set and yield benefits in terms of  still
better utilization of assets (5 Push-pull rakes
issued with safety certificate validity of 45 days
or 13500 km, are under trial).

Push-pull freight train is best suited for closed-
circuit movement with side or bottom discharge
wagons.  But it can also be used in other circuits
which use Tipplers to unload BOX wagons, subject
to the following:

- Rotary coupling of wagons to avoid
uncoupling during Tippling.

- Modification in Tippler to enable electric
engine to pass over.

It is suitable for manual loading/unloading points
which have single entry and thus require
placement by pushing.

Conclusion:

Push-pull freight train operation is a win-win
proposition for both Railways and the Customer.
Successful introduction of push-pull freight train
operation on CKP division of  S.E.Railway has
shown that it is possible to bring up to 30%
improvements in turn-round of rakes coupled with
increase in loading per rake with almost Zero
investment by the Railways.  On the whole, it
is a milestone in train operations and needs to
be emulated elsewhere over Indian Railways
involving close-circuit movement of  freight rakes.

Innovation
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Innovation

Measures Taken by NER and
Its Divisions towards Energy
Conservation - A Report

Jyoti Bhaskar Kero  Introduction :
One of  the forms of  energy is Electricity. Today it has
become part and parcel of life, nobody on date can think
of  living without electricity. As demand is growing enormously
and supply/ generation is not in commensuration with the
demand, therefore we need to device some method to fulfil
our needs.
 Energy being essential commodity in today’s life, to be
ensured its availability on sustainable basis. The demand
for energy is growing manifold and the energy sources are
getting depleted and becoming costlier. Among the various
strategies to be evolved for meeting energy demand, efficient
use of  energy and its conservation emerges out to be the
least cost option apart from being environmentally benign.
Electrical department of North Eastern Railway is mainly
dealing with General Services. In financial year 2012-13
the electricity bill paid by NER was Rs 40 crores  88 lacs
approximately  (for general services only) to various electricity
boards. The demand of  electricity is increasing day by day.
With the introduction of new machines in workshops, depots
etc and with the changing life style, the electricity consumption
is increasing both in industrial and residential sectors. Mrs.Jyoti Bhaskar Kero is working as Secy to

CEE/NER, Gorakhpur.
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Concept :
Increase in electrical load being inevitable, energy
conservation is the only way to cope up with the
present scenario of  energy crises. There is vast
potential to adopt energy efficient practices for
bringing down the energy consumption. Some of
the measures for energy conservation being adopted/
under adoption by NER are as  follows :-

1. Replacement of  T-12 fittings by T5 fittings

It is proposed to replace 5000 nos. T-12 tube light
fittings presently provided in various railway offices
in Gorakhpur by T-5 tube light fittings as these
are more energy efficient and gives better
illumination
Saving  on account of  lesser electricity
consumption :-
Per tube light per annum saving = 20 W x 10hrs x 25
days x 12 months/1000 = 60 units.
If avg cost of electricity is Rs 9.00 per unit then,
Per tube light per annum saving = 9 x 60 = Rs 540 /-.
Avg cost of  installation = Rs 600/- approx,  Cost of
released material per point = Rs 125
Hence effective cost = 600 – 125 = Rs 475/-
Payback period = 475/540 = 11 months.
Saving on account of lesser maintenance:-
T 12 tubelight needs replacement after every 1.5
year while T5 needs replacement after 5 yrs. Cost
of each T12 tubelight = Rs 40/- approx.
So in a span of 5 years , we would achieve an
additional saving of Rs 40 x 3 = Rs 120 per point.
So if T12 is replaced by T5

 Cost if installation will be recovered within
one year by the saving in electrical
consumption.

 If we take period of 5 years that the life
of  T5, then remaining 4 years will be free
of cost and during these  4 yrs it will lead
to additional saving of :-

i) Rs 2160/- ( 540 x 4) per point  on account
of lesser electricity consumption. If 5000 no
replaced then this will be amount to Rs
1,08,00,000.

ii) Rs 120 /- per point on account of lesser
maintenance. . If 5000 no replaced then this
will amount to Rs 6,00,000.

2. Replacement of (3 x 36 W) x 4 fittings by
36Wx4 LED based fittings

It is proposed to replace 40 no (3x36W) x 4  CFL
based fittings by 36Wx4 LED based fittings in
PHODs chambers.
Saving  on account of  lesser electricity
consumption :-
Saving on account of lesser electrical
consumption = 83 W
Per point per annum saving = 83Wx10hrsx 25
days x 12 months/1000 = 249 units.
If avg cost of electricity is Rs 9.00 per unit
then,
Per point per annum saving = 9 x 249 = Rs
2241 /-.
Saving on account of lesser maintenance :-
In CFL based fitting CFL needs replacement after
every two and half  year approx  while LED based

36W LED 3x 36 CFL Difference
Based Fitting Based Fitting

Electricity 40 Watt 3 x 41= 83 Watt
consumption 123 Watt
Cost Rs. 9000/- Rs. 4000/- Rs. 5000/-

approx.. approx. approx..
Life 50000 hours 8000 hrs # 42000 hrs.

# 16 years 2.67 years
# 10 hours burning per day and 25 days per month
are taken for this calculation.

T-5 fittings T-12 fittings Difference
Electricity 33 Watt* 53 Watt 20 Watt
consumption
Cost Rs. 500/- Rs. 250/- Rs. 250/-

approx.. approx. approx..
Life 15000 hours * 4500 hrs 10500 hrs.

a” 5 years# a” 1.5 years
* As per RDSO specification.
# 10 hours burning  per day and 25 days per

month are taken for this calculation.
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light needs no replacement for 16 yrs. Cost of  each
CFL replaced= Rs 120/- approx.
So in a span of 16 years , CFL needs replacement
nearly 6 times, we would achieve an additional
saving of  Rs 120 x 6 x3 = Rs 2,160 per point.
Cost of  LED based fitting = Rs 9,000 /- each
Cost of released material = Rs 2000/- approx each
Effective cost = Rs 7,000 /- each
Payback period = 7000/ 2241 = 3 years approx.
So if (3x36W)x 4  CFL based fittings are replaced
by 36Wx4 LED based fittings in PHODs chambers,
then
 Cost if installation will be recovered within

3 year by the saving in electrical
consumption.

 If we take period of 16 years that the life
of LED based fitting , then remaining  13
years will be free of cost. And during these
13  yrs it will lead to :-

i) Additional saving of Rs 29,133/ -  (2241
x 13 ) per point  on account of lesser electricity
consumption. If 40 no points are replaced
then this will amount to Rs 11,65,320.

ii) Additional saving of Rs 2160/ - per point
on account of lesser maintenance. If 40 no
points are replaced then this will amount to
Rs 86,400.

3. Replacement of conventional T12 Street lights
by 30 W LED based street lights

30W LED T12 Fitting Difference
Based Street
Light

Electricity 31 Watt 53 Watt 22 Watt
consumption
Cost Rs. 12588/-* Rs. 250/- Rs.12588/-

approx. approx..
Life 50000 hours 4500 hrs # 10500 hrs.

# 12 years 1 years
# 12 hours burning per day and 30 days per month

are taken for this calculation.
* As per latest P.O. 10/2011/5638/3/9/056

dt. 10/10/2012

50 no fittings are replaced in Stadium colony, GKP.
Saving  on account of  lesser electricity
consumption :-
Per point per annum saving = 22W x 12hrs x
30 days x 12 months/1000 = 95 units.
If avg cost of electricity is Rs 9.00 per unit
then,
Per point per annum saving = 9 x 95 = Rs
855 /-
Cost of released material = Rs 125/- approx.
Hence effective cost = Rs 12,463/-.
Pay back period = 12463/855 = 14 yrs .
Saving on account of lesser maintenance :-
In T12 fittings tube  needs replacement every year
while LED based light needs no replacement for
12 yrs. Cost of  each T12 tube light = Rs 40/
- approx.
In a span of 12 years , we would achieve an
additional saving of Rs 40 x 12 = Rs 480/- per
point.
So in a span of 12 years ,Cost if installation will
be recovered  by the saving in electrical
consumption.
In addition to this Rs 480/ - per point on account
of lesser maintenance
Staff required for maintenance i.e. for changing
tube lights per year would be NIL .Also aesthetic
look and illumination level is higher as compared
to T5 fitting.

4. Replacement of  T12 tube lights by 20 W
LED based lights

Tubes of  T12 have been replaced by 20 W LED
based tubes ( in existing fitting) - 75 no being replaced
in GKP area
Electrical consumption of T12 = 53 watts,
Electrical consumption of  LED light = 21 Watt.
Difference = 32 W
Cost of LED tube = Rs 2,600/-

Innovation
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Cost of released material ( Choke coil and tube) =
Rs 100/-. Hence Effective cost = Rs 2,500/-
Life of  T12 = 4500 hrs i.e. 1.1 year. Life of  LED
light=50,000 hrs i.e. 12.6 yrs (11 burning hrs (10
hrs office+12 hrs residence, average taken 11 hrs)
for 30 days per month is taken)

Saving  on account of  lesser electricity
consumption:-
Per point per annum saving = 32W x 11hrs x 30
days x 12 months/1000 = 126 units.
If avg cost of electricity is Rs 9.00 per unit then,
per point per annum saving = 9 x 126 = Rs
1134 /-
Hence payback period = 2500/1134  =  2.2 years.
Saving on account of lesser maintenance:-
In T12 fittings tube  needs replacement every year
while LED based light needs no replacement for
12 yrs. Cost of  each T12 tube light = Rs 40/
- approx.
So in a span of 12 years , we would achieve an
additional saving of Rs 40 x 12 = Rs 480/- per
point. So,
 Cost will be recovered within two years

by the saving in electrical consumption.
 If we take period of 12 years that is the

life of   LED, then remaining  10  years will
be free of cost. And during these 10 yrs it
will lead to additional saving of :-

i) Rs 11,340 /-   ( 1134 x 10) per point  on
account of lesser electricity consumption.
On replacement 75 no points, it will lead
to a saving of  Rs 8,50,500.

ii) Rs 480 / - per point on account of lesser
maintenance. On replacement 75 no points,
it will amount to  Rs 36,000.

5. Replacement of conventional water geysers
by  solar water heaters

Total 133 no (1.5 kW) conventional geysers are
replaced by solar water heaters over NER.

If  average 3 hrs per day running for 6 months
is taken then,
Electrical energy saved due to this replacement
= 133x1.5x3x30x6 = 107730 kWh
Cost of  electrical energy per unit = Rs 9.00
Cost of  electrical energy saved per annum = 107730
x 9 =Rs 9,69,570 /-

6.0 Replacement of 28 W T5 by 14 w T5 in
corridors/ verandahs of  office buildings

It is proposed to replace 229 nos.  28 W T5 fittings
by 14 W T5 fittings in corridors/verandahs of
different office buildings .

14W T5 fitting : Cost ( material + labour + other
charges) = Rs 740 /- , Electricity consumption
= 18 W

28 W T5 fitting : Cost = Rs 500/-, Electricity
consumption = 33 W

Saving  on account of  lesser electricity
consumption:-

Saving on account of lesser electrical consumption
= 15 W per point

Per point per annum saving = 15Wx12hrsx 25 days
x 12 months/1000 = 54 units.

If avg cost of electricity is Rs 9.00 per unit then,

Per point per annum saving = 9 x54 = Rs 486
/-.

Cost released material = Rs 250/-, effective cost
= 740 – 250 = Rs 490/-

Payback period = 490/486 = 1 year approx.

Life of T5 fittings = 15000 burning hrs i.e. 4.16
yrs ( 12 burning hrs per day for 25 days per month
is taken)

So, the cost will be paid back within one year.
Remaining 3 yrs life will be free of cost.
And during these remaining 3 yrs  saving of
486 x 3 = Rs 1458/- per point will be achieved.

Innovation
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7.0 Some household measures for energy
conservation

7.1 Refrigerators and freezers
 Always Purchase an Energy Star model.
 Select the right size. One that is too large

wastes energy.
 Avoid opening the fridge door frequently.
 Cool the food sufficiently before storing in

refrigerator.
 Don’t set the temperature colder than

necessary.
 Clean the unit. Clean dust off the condenser

coils, fins, evaporator pan and motor once
or twice a year. A clean unit runs more
efficiently.

 Defrost a manual-defrost unit regularly. Frost
makes your unit work harder and wastes
energy. Don’t allow more than one-quarter
inch of  frost to build up.

 Keep refrigerator away from direct heat.
 Check the seals of  door.

7.2 Room air conditioners
 Purchase an Energy Star model.
 Consider using AC optimally- for an hour or

two less everyday. An AC switched off  for
an hour can keep 40 watt tube light on
for 50 hrs.

 Fans : Use fans with your air conditioner.
Fans help reduce energy costs by circulating
the cool air from your air conditioner.

 Purchase a unit with varying fan speeds. This
allows faster cooling when needed and quieter,
more efficient operation at other times.

 Keep the unit centrally located. To allow better
air circulation, install your room air conditioner
in the window or area of the wall that is
nearest to the middle of the space being
cooled.

 Seal the unit. Once a room air conditioner
is in place, seal the space around it.

 Don’t set the thermostat at high initially. When
you first turn on your room air conditioner,
set the thermostat at normal or medium.
Setting it any colder won’t cool the room
any faster.

 Keep the unit out of the sun. Locate your
room air conditioner on the shady side of
your home.

 Close the fresh-air vent.
 Clean AC filter at least once a fortnight.

7.3  Computers :
Don’t let the computer run all day. Only power
on the computer, monitor, printer and fax machine
when you need them. Don’t leave them on after
you’re finished working.
Computers and other equipment still use energy
in sleep mode.
7.4  Lights :
Use if right illumination
 Say NO to incandescent bulbs
 Use CFL in bathrooms, toilets, lobbies, etc.

except for reading purpose.
 Save 20-30% by  keeping lights and fixtures

clean and dirt free.
 3 x 36 Watt mirror optic light consume more

energy as compared to LED lights as well
these do not have anti-glare feature, so further
procurement of these is not recommended.
However, fittings that Railway I already having
may be used at location where use is not very
frequent eg. Meeting hall, auditoriums, club
etc.

7.5 Some other tips:
 Do not forget to switch off the electrical

appliances when leaving the room.
 Use washing machine every alternate day, or

as and when full load of clothes are collected.

Innovation
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Source : 1. Indian Railways Year Books From 1970-71 - 2010-11
2. Indian Railways Annual Report and from 2000-01 to 2010-11
NB : RKMS=ROUTE KILOMETERS; HR = HUMAN RESOURCE
HRPLD = HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING, OPTR = OPERATING RATIO.

Table - 2
HUMAN RESOURCE AND VALUE ADDED

BY HUMAN RESOURCE IN INDIAN RAILWAYS
YEAR HR HR COST PASSENGER FREIGHT VALUE ADDED

IN RS IN EARNINGS EARNINGS BY HR
LAKHS CRORES RS IN CRORES RS IN CRORES IN IRLYS

1950-51 9.13 113.8 98.2 139.3 1636

1960-61 11.57 205.2 131.6 280.5 2205

1970-71 13.74 459.9 295.6 600.7 3980

1980-81 15.72 1316.7 827.5 1550.9 8820

1990-91 16.51 5166.3 3144.7 8247 44105

2000-01 15.45 18841.4 10483 23045 1,11,124

2010-11 13.28 53706.9 25705.64 60687 3,07,369

ANALYSIS 145 percent 471.9 fold 261.7 fold 435.6 fold 187.87 fold

Table - 1
PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE, PRODUCTIVITY

AND FINACIAL PERFORMANCE OF INDIAN RAILWAYS
YEAR RKMS ELETRI RAILWAY GROSS NET TOTAL OPTR PKMS NTKMS

IN KMS FICATION STATIONS REVENUE REVENUE COST IN IN IN
IN KMS IN RS IN RS IN RS IN PERCENT Billions Billions

NUMBER CRORES CRORES CRORES
1950-51 53596 388 5976 263.30 47.56 215.74 81 66.517 37.56
1960-61 56247 748 6523 460.42 87.87 372.55 78 77.665 72.33
1970-71 59790 3706 7066 1006.95 144.73 862.22 84 118.12 110.69
1980-81 61240 5345 7035 2703.48 127.49 2576 96 208.55 147.65
1990-91 62367 9968 7100 12451.55 1113.78 11338 92 295.64 235.78
2000-01 63028 1485 6843 36010.95 1071.23 34939 98 457.02 312.37
2010-11 64460 19607 7133 96681.02 6346.14 90335 94 978.50 325.72
Analysis 120 50.5 119 367.18 133.43 418.72 14.7 16.65

percent fold percent fold fold fold fold fold
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 Buy the appliance you really need and of
right size.

 Ovens, hair dryers and vacuum cleaners should
be used sparingly. They consume more power.

 Ironing : start with ironing the clothes that
require low temperature.

 keeping clothes that require higher temp
towards the end.

 Avoid wasteful use of  water :
During peak load hours (6:00 to 8:00 pm) : minimize
the use of gadgets like grinders, washing machines
etc.
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Inner Voice

Vijoy K Singh 

 Shri Vijoy K Singh is Professor, (Commercial
Management) at NAIR, Vadodara.

Power of Listening

“Silence is both a physical and spiritual necessity for
me… In the attitude of silence, the soul finds the path
in a clearer light… For me the voice of God, of conscience,
of Truth or the ‘still small voice’ means the one and
the same thing… The Inner voice defies description.
It has been increasingly audible as years have rolled
by.”

- Mahatma Gandhi

God has given us voice to express ourselves. We talk, converse,
shout and sing a song. Voice gives us an identity. We appreciate
singers for their good, melodious voice, and we know that
no voice is harsh until it is made so. The school of
communication – verbal and non-verbal derives much from
voice emanating from mouth and other body parts of  the
speakers. Voice is meant to be listened to. In absence of
a listener voice often loses its relevance. Voice of  citizen,
clients and customers and other stake holders keep great
importance in an organization or a society. However, for
listening to the voice of  others, animate and inanimate, one
needs to listen to the voice within.
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Across the religious and cultural beliefs, this inner
voice has been recognized with high esteem. Some
call it as the soul, god or the divine, which always
guides and shows the right path; directs the actor
or the doer to adopt right means for each and
every right end.  It’s a voice of  love – voice of
life. Every individual has this voice residing within
as a small bird, a lifelong companion, who whispers
to guide him for the judicious path to take decision
and lead life.    People meditate, retrospect and
get reflected in life through it. One who recognizes
and responds to the call of  the voice within enjoys
life and spreads happiness. Yet some fail to listen
to the inner voice out of  ignorance, and in turn
fail to appreciate life. A true teacher or a master
helps people enabling them to listen to this inner
voice, which is the ultimate master, the truth –
which liberates and brings realisation. To listen to
someone else’s voice effectively one needs to be
a listener of  one’s inner voice first, which directs
what is right and what is not right for the listener,
his society, organization and the world, else voice
of  concern falls to deaf  ears.
Power of  Listening

Through communication emotions, attitude and
feelings are expressed and received. An individual
needs to know interpersonal skills in family, society
and workplace so as to lead a meaningful life where
warmth, genuineness and regards exist. Listening
has been considered as the most essential part of
communication. A true listener is an enlightened
one. He not only receives the message of  the speaker
through his ears, and applies his head and sees the
things through his eyes but also goes down to the
bottom of  his heart to internalize the message. “A
leader who listens”, says James Callaghan, “learns
much from his opponents and can turn it to his
use. And observing it in his own projects, he can
do much to make them permanent instead of  being
swept away when his opponents hold power instead
of him.” (Lala R.M., 2011). Indeed, all great leaders
and workmen are excellent listeners.

However, when one tends to communicate through
expressing one’s own emotions and view, and lacks
attitude, skill and patience to listen to others chances
of  communication failures get increased. In life
– social and organizational, a member or leader
has to communicate with many stakeholders. A
client or customer or citizen must be listened to
very carefully and empathetically for his needs
expressed and un-expressed. Without knowing their
needs, their demographics and psychographics
designing a product, it’s positioning and delivery
becomes very tough.

Barriers of  listening

“When people talk, listen completely. Most
people never listen.” (Ernest Hemingway)

Why it is hard to become a good listener. Ignorance
is the foremost reason, and ego is the root of
it, which envelops the truth. It makes the listeners
to listen to what he wants to listen to. Another
area of  worry is overconfidence, which can
synonymously be understood as negligence.
Normally, it is taken as not realizing the fact, even
though one knows it. In other words, it is an act
of  avoidance of  the inner call, conscience. A
negligent people is a slipshod, who does not want
to listen to what is right or wrong; similarly
overconfident people too, does want to attend his/
her inner calls, and blatantly denies the truth out
of  sheer ego or outer knowledge. In both the cases
deliberate attempts to keep oneself  away from the
truth is observed. Hence, overconfidence or
negligence naturally brings forth arrogance and
snootiness, and communication often fails.
Inner Listening : The Mantra

To listen outside, one needs to listen inside first.
Good communicators are good listeners and they
are inner listeners. Inner listening involves silence,
stillness in attitude and expressed behavior. A good
communicator does not necessarily need a silver
tongue and to be a master speaker with great oratory
skills. Gandhijee used small sentences during his
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communication, and always remained with his inner
one, which whispered into his ears the truth to
express, experiment and live ethically in all walks
of his life.

“The immortal masters of life have been those
who have mastered the ability to attune to their
great inner voices. Those great beings that
mastered this talent left their marks in history.
From Christ, who listened to his heavenly Father,
to Dante, who listened to Beatrice, to Walt
Whitman and many others who listened to their
guiding whisper, all have impacted humanity
with the resultant immortal expressions of their
inner voice.”         - (Demartini John F.)

Inner listening is towards searching the stillness within
and getting connected with the divine, the truth
and being. It helps in raising questions about motives
with the clarity of  absolute principles for necessary
correction. It ultimately directs the listeners living
purposefully and walking the talk. It is thus regarded
as an essential element of  effective leadership. Some
of  the very important elements for effective
leadership, viz. empathy, apologizing and
forgivingness are realized only through inner listening.

Feelings and emotions are often communicated
silently. “Modern man lacks silence. He doesn’t lead
his life, he is led by events. It is a race against
clock. Even God Himself  can’t get anything else
in. It is vital to make space somewhere… Silence
has power that forces you to go deeper into yourself.”
(Paul Tournier). Mother Teresa too, was a strong
believer in inner listening and advocated silence and
stillness of  heart for a good leader. Says she, “In
the silence of  the heart, God speaks. And to hear
God, we need a clean heart… The essential thing
is not what we say to God but what God says to
us through us.”

Inner listening is in fact an art of listening to the
sound of silence, which always generates when the
listener wants to do so. An inner listener develops
the power of listening to all animate inanimate

by listening his inner voice as it also comes from
that object with which he gets divine connection.
Thus a good leader, a true listener merrily listens
to the trees, mountains, animals and others, and
easily understands the needs they wanted to express.

There lived a king who was very generous and
full of wisdom. He never failed in giving justice.
He made elaborate arrangement of listening to the
subjects. People used to come to his durbar for
seeking solace and finding justice. The king had
many ministers who were considered to be very
wise. He had no son. However, the prime minister
was very greedy and wanted to usurp the throne
by killing him. So he started misleading him. The
king was a patient listener, and always relied on
his ministers. The prime minister started persuading
king to donate wealth to all and sundry very often,
and soon the royal treasury was near empty. The
queen alerted him but the king reasoned her to
calm down. As there was not enough money in
royal exchequer, there was no development work
executed in the state. The king consulted the priest,
but he too, failed to convince the king. One day
the king with his ministers went for hunting in
jungle. On advice of his prime minister he started
chasing a deer, and thus stranded alone in deep
jungle. No one came to his rescue as the plan was
hatched by the prime minister to harm the king.
However, the king found one hut of an old lady
and begged shelter without revealing his identity.
While taking rest the king was awakened by the
song of  the old lady, which said that if  you forget
and deny listening to the voice of god which is
nowhere but within you, you cannot succeed in
life. That inner voice resides there to guide you,
and you need to listen to it. Soon the king realized
his mistakes, and afterwards punished the prime
minister after much effort, and started a fresh life
of  wisdom and justice thereafter.
Art of  listening

Listening is natural but not always so. It is an art
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too, and one may need to practice. One needs to
be skillful enough to become a good listener.
Leadership skills always indicate towards these skills
to be learnt and lived by the learners. Many such
prescriptions are there. Maintaining silence,
introspection and journaling in solitude are some
of  the exercises one can do. Whatever be the method,
a good listener needs to take a pause in his day-
to-day life to attend to the call of  his inner voice.
One such method is suggested below.

Inner Listening : Take a Pause

A three-minute pause, a small exercise in seven steps,
is described below for those who may appreciate
listening to their inner voice :

(i) Close your eyes  - take a deep breath, hold
it for while and exhale slowly;

(ii) Palm your closed eyes, then rub them gently
with ring fingers for few seconds;

(iii) Take a deep breath, hold it for a while and
exhale slowly, and then stretch your body
in standing posture;

(iv) Close your eyes - whisper your own name,
your mother’s and then your father’s names;
whisper the name of your place of birth,
and then maintain silence for half a minute;

(v) Open your eyes - look around, and appreciate
the things – animate, inanimate there;

(vi) Close your easy - take a deep breath, hold
it for a while and exhale slowly;

(vii) Open your eyes, and resume your daily chores;

Repeat this exercise for taking pause five times
a day conveniently.

A human should listen to his or her inner voice
of  truth, harmony and justice, in order to act morally
and ethically so as to live and lead qualitatively and
effectively in his or her own life, family, workplace
– everywhere.
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Project Report

Increasing Line Capacity
and Throughout through
Operation of Heavy Hual
Train Operation

SYNOPSIS
The freight and passenger traffic on Indian railways have
increased exponentially from 73.2 Million tonnes in the year
1950-51 to 1010 million tonnes in the year 2011-2012. Further
the number of  passenger trains per day has increased to
11824 train/day in the year 2010-2011
Since Indian railways operate on mixed traffic route therefore
line capacity utilization is substantially higher and there is
an urgent need to augment the same. To meet the future
freight traffic demands some of  the options available are
to increase the throughput by improvement in design of
wagon having better pay to tare ratio, increase the carrying
capacity of  wagon, rationalization of  movement, running
of  long haul trains by clubbing freight trains.
The study makes an attempt to identify the problems and
impediments in the operation of  heavy haul train operation
through study of  heavy haul experience of  other leading
heavy haul train operators and experience of  running heavy
haul train operation on Indian Railways based on the running
of  heavy haul train run on experimental basis between MGS-

S.C.Shukla Deputy Director/Traffic, RDSO
H.C.Yadav Sr.DEN/Dhanbad/E.C.Railway
M.K.Agarwal Dy.CE/TM/CSTM/C.Railway
Y.V.S.Chauhan DEE / IRPMU/ N.C.Railway
P.C.Kanchan Dy.CE /GKP/ N.E.Railway
L.M.Sayed Principal ZRTI/C.Railway
R.N.Sharma DSTE /Con /E.C.Railway
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GZB section of  North Central Railway, followed
by operational trial held in 2007 between Chheoki
and Kanpur and lastly technical trial conducted
by RDSO in May/June 2012.
 The study of Indian experience of heavy haul
train operation reveals that for heavy haul trains,
synchronization between leading and middle loco
consists, distributive power and braking system,
provision of  termination boards, separate frequency
for communication between drivers of  long haul,
provision of  long loops, use of  HTE couplers with
High Capacity Draft Gears, twin pipe working,
proper training to drivers and guards are important
aspects to be taken into consideration for safe and
proper running of  heavy haul trains on Indian
Railways.
1.0 INTRODUCTION
To meet the challenge of  increasing traffic it is
necessary to review   our strategies and plans to
increase line capacity and throughput and to identify
and adopt such methods, which would give maximum
benefits towards increasing line capacity and
throughput coupled with increased efficiency leading
to optimum use of  railway assets.   Heavy haul
trains operation running is being adopted world over
by the leading heavy haul operators to meet the
challenges of  increasing traffic. Accordingly this study
has been taken up to review the work done in this
field and to identify the essentials for safe and proper
running of  heavy haul trains for regular operation
on Indian Railways.
2.0 PRESENT SYSTEM
2.1 Indian Railway carries 969 Million Tonnes

of freight traffic and 966 billions NTKM (
2011-12). This traffic is being carried on mixed
traffic route   meaning thereby that both the
passenger and the freight trains run on the
same track.

The growth of  freight traffic on Indian Railways
has increased exponentially over the years as can
be seen from the pictograph given below:

INDEX OF GROWTH OF FREIGHT

(REVENUE TRAFFIC)

AVERAGE LEAD OF FREIGHT(KMS.)
(REVENUE TRAFFIC)

A perusal of  the above  graph and details would
indicate that  both the freight and passenger traffic
has increased significantly and would continue to
do so  at  even a higher rate of  increase. As per
Indian Railway Vision document 2020 published by
Ministry of  Railway
2.2 The very significant percentage of the

originating traffic is around the quadrilateral
and therefore saturated with serious line
capacity constraints. This results in low average

Project Report
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speed of freight train. The traffic projection
figures up to 2019-20 as per Railway vision
document 2020 is 2165 Million tonnes
originating traffic with 1407 Billions NTKM
is also around these quadrilaterals. The present
system will not be able to carry this huge
quantum of  traffic unless innovative measures
are taken.    Hence it is an imperative need
to reviews our system of  working and plans
seriously to meet the challenge ahead by use
of  available technologies to increase line
capacity and throughput.

2.3 STATEMENT SHOWING EXISITING
AND PROJECTED FREIGHT TRAFFIC
AS PER INDIAN RAILWAY VISION
DOCUMENT 2020

3.0 OPTION AVAILABLE FOR
INCREASING LINE CAPACITY AND
THROUGHPUT.

Some of  the technological innovation which
could be useful for enhancing line capacity and
throughput are :
 Separate passenger and freight corridor for

movement of  passenger carrying trains and
freight trains as this would reduce the  time
loss due to precedence and crossings. A major
part of  the detention to freight trains is due
to precedence and crossings.

 Increase the speed of the freight trains to
reduce the speed differential which will
substantially reduce the incidence of
precedence and crossings and thereby result

2011-12 2019-20 Remark
Original 969 2165 The Originating
Loading (MT) freight traffic is
NTKM 656 1407 expected to be
(Billions) double in a

decade.

in the increase of average speed of the  freight
trains and consequentially saving in wagons
and locomotives.

 Design wagons with better pay to tare ratio
so that more loading is possible resulting in
increase of  through put  per wagons as well
as per train.

 Increase of  Axle load which would increase
volumetric capacity of  the wagon.

 Heavy haul train operation.
4.0 STRATEGY GIVING MAXIMUM GAIN
The most preferred strategy adopted by the leading
rail operators world over is use of  heavy haul trains
operation as it gives maximum benefits.    Internet
search as a tool was used to get   the details of
the heavy haul operation of  leading world heavy
haul operators.
5.0 HEAVY HAUL TRAIN OPERATION

WORLD OVER
5.1 The most preferred strategy adopted by the

leading rail operators world over is use of
heavy haul trains operation as it gives maximum
benefits. Heavy Haul Operation envisages
combining to two or more freight trains with
locomotive in front and middle consist and
through meaning of  communication the loco
driver of  the leading loco consist tells the
operation to be performed to the loco drivers
of the middle consists and upon the combined
operation of the leading and middle consist
heavy haul train operation is done

5.2 Internet search as a tool was used to get   the
details of    the heavy haul operation of  leading
world heavy haul operators.  Australia, South
Africa, America and China are running heavy
haul trains with  higher axle load  with great
success. A table showing details of  parameters
of  the heavy haul trains In some of  the
countries are given below :
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5.3 The under mentioned countries operate with
rolling stock having axle load 32.5t axle load
or more
 North American Railroads
 Australia
 Canada
 CVRD Brazil (31.5 tonnes axle load)

5.4 Heavy Haul Operation envisages combining
to two or more freight trains with locomotive
in front and middle consist and through
meaning of  communication the loco driver
of the leading loco consist tells the operation
to be performed to the loco drivers of  the
middle consists and upon the combined
operation of the leading and middle consist
heavy haul train operation is done.

5.5 A peep into the international experience
indicates  the pre requisite of   heavy haul
train operation as under:

 Locomotives with adequate horse power to
be attached in front and middle consists or
more consists depending upon the number
of trains combined.

 Reliable communication between the drivers
of the leading locomotive and middle
locomotives consists and the guard of the
train.

 The length of the loops depends upon the
length of the train which is guided  by the
number of  the trains combined to form one
train.

 High Tensile coupler stock
 Robust track structure with heavier rails and

adequate sleeper density and ballast cushions.
 Locotrol for synchronization
 Distributive power system with synchronized

braking system
 Computer controlled brake system (CCB)
 Modernise signaling systems
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Country Railway Commodity Route Axle Length Lead of
length Load(t) of train(t)
(km) train

(km)
Western BIIP/Billiton Iron Ore 636 375 3 41,000
Australia
Western Hammersley Iron Ore 638 40 2.4 29,500
Australia
Brazil Carajas Iron Ore 1089 31.5 - 28,800
South Spoornet/Transnet
Africa Sishen-Saldanha Iron Ore 861 27.2 2.5 21,840

(Ermelo-Richard 580 21,000
Bay Line)

USA Union Pacific Coal 35 t - 19,300
Queensland QR Coal 190 15.75 1.8 10,000
Australia to 26
China Datong- Coal 653 25 t 1.8 10,000

Qinhuangdao Rly

Statement Showing Country, Railway, length, Axle Load, Composition and loads of  Heavy
Haul
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6.0 HEAVY HAUL SCENERIO OF INDIAN
RAILWAYS

6.1 The system of working over Indian Railways
is primarily and substantially on absolute block
system. This system entails that there can be
only one train in the block section. This restricts
the number of  trains that can be run between
a pair of  points. This system is completely
safe. To cope with the increasing freight traffic
demands, the options available are to increase
the throughput by improvement in design of
wagon having better pay to tare ratio,
rationalization of  movement, running of  long
haul trains by clubbing freight trains; to haul
them to a common destination and than to
bifurcate them and take them to the destination
points etc. The   long haul train operation
increases the line capacity and throughput
substantially.

6.2 EXPERIENCE OF EARLIER TRIALS
Indian Railways with the objective of increasing line
capacity and throughput through heavy haul train
operation (a) started experimental runs of  heavy haul
during  February 1986 to August 1989 and the experience
,difficulties experienced led to further (b) operational
trials in 2007  and (c) recently technical trials have
been held in 2012.further trials are being planned.
6.3 lessons from experimental run of  heavy

haul trains during Feb.1986 to August 1989
The long haul train operation by clubbing two
freight trains was experimented during the
period from Feb.1986 to August’ 89 and again
between May 1990 up to March’ 92 over
Eastern and Northern Railway to assess the
infrastructures and other operational
requirements for this type of operation.
Consequent to this, decision to provide long
loops was taken and long loops have gradually
been constructed which will facilitate long haul
train operation and through them precedence
and crossing would become possible at time
of need and the effect on the punctuality

Causes Number of
Failure Incidences

Electric Loco 27
Accident 10
Train parting 21
Brake Binding 14
C&W 32
Out of  Path 62
Communication 07
Rail Fracture 02
Others 70

of passenger train operation would be
improved.

6.3.1 The experience of  running long hauls earlier
do provide the basic essential requirement and
the need of  twin pipe/graduated release air
brake system, provision of  high tensile center
buffer coupler of  120t capacity, requirement
of  initial and on run operative cylinders on
the BOXN wagon, effective communication
between the drivers of  the leading loco consist
and the middle consist apart from the need
for running the train on scheduled paths. The
smooth operation necessarily depends on the
synchronization of  the actions of  the leading
and middle consists loco.

6.3.2 9000 tonnes heavy haul trains were run on
experimental basis on Eastern and Northern
Railway. A sample data collected revealed that
out of   744 trains 245 trains did not reach
the destination. Further analysis indicated the
cause which are tabulated below:

6.3.1 The reasons as inferable from the analysis
of data revealed as under:

 All wagons and locomotives used for running
heavy haul trains shall be fitted with high tensile
center buffer coupler of  very high capacity.

 Heavy incidences of train parting, brake
binding and other carriage and wagon failures
have been attributed to the control of  the
middle loco on the basis of  command exchange
with the leading driver using wireless telephone
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communication sometimes results in excessive
coupler forces. This caused breakage of
couplers and resulted in train parting.

 Non-maintenance of  the stock to the requisite
standards leaking/defective distributor values
of  wagons or defective slack adjustors   causes
brake binding.

 The VHF communication between guard and
drivers and between the drivers is not very
reliable considerable engine noise also results
in misunderstanding, delay in action on the
part of  second driver and non synchronization
of  actions. Hence reliable communication is
of  utmost importance.

 Heavy incidences of  equipment failure are the
predominant cause for out of  path running.
Thus improved asset reliability is a prerequisite
for heavy haul operation.

6.4 Trials  Conducted in 2007
Heavy Haul trials on ALD- CNB Section of
North Central Railway.

6.4.1 The section between ALD- CNB was selected
for the purpose of  conducting  heavy haul
trials as this section has long loops on Malwan,
Kaurara and Kankaur. Further the section
between Chheoki to Dadri is a double line
section with Multiple Aspect Colour Light
Signalling having two distant signals and the
section is worked under Absolute Block System.

6.4.2 Two trial runs were conducted on 07.2.2007
and 26.03.2007 between Chheoki (COI) to
kanpur. The trial of  7.2.2007 was held by West
Central Railway in coordination with the
officers of  RDSO.  This trial was held in
absence of  any trial scheme or instrumentation.
However in respect of  subsequent trial held
on 26.03.2007 trial speed certificate No
SD.POL.12.8 dated 2.3.2007 along with its
amendment No.1 dated 19.3.2007 was issued
and instrumentation was done and trial
conducted under supervision of  Director
Testing but BC pressure of  the last brake van
and emergency braking distance could not be

recorded since instrumentation could not be
done at the location.

6.4.3 Train  formation   1 WAG7 + 58 BOXN
+2B/V +1WAG7 + 58BOXN +1B/V. The
details of the  tonnage of the trial train  was
as under 4729t + 14t(2B/Van) + 4997 =9740
tonnes

6.4.4 The trial train of  07.02.2007 had 92.5% Brake
Power whereas trial train of   26.03.2007 had
90%  brake power

6.4.5 In the trials BC pressure of  the last brake
van and emergency braking distance could not
be recorded due to improper instrumentation.

6.4.6 The communication between the leading loco,
middle loco and the guard of the train took
place through VHF

6.4.7 The trial train of  7.2.07 started at 17.18hrs
from Chheoki. The driver conducted brake
power test between Naini-Allahabad. The train
stopped and then the train started after around
8 minutes after brake release. The train reached
GMC at 21.38 hrs. and there it was bifurcated
as during that time there was no path to
proceed further and it would have hampered
the normal working of  the section beyond
GMC. The average speed for the entire run
was around 49.46 kmph.

6.4.8 OBSERVATIONS
6.4.8.1The communication between the leading

loco, middle loco and guard was done with
Walkie talkie. Initially a difficulty was faced
in and around Chheoki area in communicating
due to conflicting signal and voices from
other VHF sets   but subsequently as the
train proceeded the communication was
smooth in the leading loco. Drivers and other
staff opined that provision of a separate
frequency for communication of the drivers
of long haul is absolute necessary with a
stand by frequency for safe running.

6.4.8.2 During the trial run of  26.03.2007 the
longitudinal acceleration of  middle brake van
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at floor level was recorded continuously.
During run 27 times jerks with different
severity levels were observed.

6.4.8.3 During trial it was observed that in the last
brake van, the BP pressure could not be
maintained at 4.7 Kg/cm2  as required by
speed certificate.

6.4.8.4 Provision of  separate Termination Board for
long haul trains is necessary considering the
length of  long haul trains.

6.5 Trials Conducted in 2012
6.5.1 Indian Railway is in the process of  exploring

the operation of  long haul trains (Two freight
trains amalgamated into single train) with
hauling by two WAG7 (MU) Electric
locomotives fitted with Distributed Power
wireless Control System and air brake system
for improving the throughputs.

6.5.2 WAG7 having 5400 KVA high capacity
transformers is capable of  drawing 1300 Amps
current. This loco in single/multiple unit is
permitted for operation up to a maximum
speed of  100 km/h as per speed certificate
No WDG7 dated 02.02.2006 followed by
amendment-dated 03.03.2006. Further in terms
of  speed certificate no. WAG7.11 dated
14.06.2011 WAG7 locomotive (fitted with
Distributed Power Wireless Control System)
has also been permitted to run up to a
maximum speed of  100 kmph

6.5.3 Operational trial of long haul train (two freight
trains amalgamated into single train) with
hauling by two MU of  WAG7 electric
locomotives fitted with distributed power
wireless control system over Manuguru
(MUGR-Bhadrachalam road (BDCR)-
Dornakal  (DKJ) section of  South Central
Railway.This section has a ruling gradient of
1 in 100 and the maximum operating speed
of this section is 100 kmph and restricted
upto 60 kmph for loaded wagons.

6.5.4 In the said trial the communication system
used was Magneto telephone at seven locations
in trial of  python rake.

6.5.5 The trial scheme envisaged assessment of  the
following parameters essential for  safe
operation of  heavy haul train operation

In stationary mode:
 To measure the coupler force on level and

ruling up gradient.
 Controllability followed by EBD and holding

test on ruling down gradient.
 EBD at maximum speed.
 To study the longitudinal jerk of  First and

last wagon of  goods train fitted with CBC.
 The behaviour of  BVZIs during braking, to

check Vertical & Lateral Ride indices and on/
off loading, if any of middle Brake vans during
normal braking and emergency braking.

 Brake application and release time in loco,
first and rear most wagon of  each train of
long haul train.

 Sign of  brake binding, if  any.
 Sign of  wheel skidding.
 Indication to driver in case of train parting

from various locations and working of  auto
flasher light.

 Effect of  train parting on coupler forces.
 Measurement of lateral forces including

derailment coefficient of  loco &first wagon
of second train.

 Controllability and EBD of the train shall be
studied with 90% brake power, 85% brake
power and 80% brake power. Trials for EBD
and Controllability shall start with 80% brake
power and if  the results are found satisfactory,
trials at 85% and 90% brake power are not
required to be done. The brake power of  the
combined train formation shall be examined
and certified before commencement of  the
trials.
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 Measurements of  temp. of  wheels & brake
blocks of  all locos of  the consist, first & last
wagon of  each train in the consist of  long
haul train.

 To study synchronization of  various operations
between the crew of  leading loco and the
guards of  the brake vans of  1st & 2nd rake.

 BP charging time after brake application.
 Effectiveness of  brake when applied from any

of  the brake vans and its indication to train
driver (leading loco)

 To study synchronization of  wireless DPWCS
based operations between leading loco MU
and middle MU.

6.5.6 The above trial was conducted between
24.05.2012 to 27.06.2012 to record
measurement of  Coupler force. Controllability,
EBD, Jerk, lateral force, Derailment

6.5.7  The results of the trial indicate to be within
the permissible limits.

7.0 INFERENCES  AND SUGGESTIONS
FOR RUNNING HEAVY HAUL
TRAINS

6.1.1 The heavy haul operation is dependent upon
the synchronization of  the action of  the drivers
of  leading and middle consists. In case of
regular heavy haul operation Locotrol would

be necessary in long run. The loco drivers
of  heavy haul trains should be properly
counseled regarding heavy haul train operation.

6.1.2 Leading locomotive and Middle locomotives
should be of  same class/type.

6.1.3 Load rake having more brake power should
be arranged as leading rake.

6.1.4 Two High Horse Power Locomotives WAG7
(MU) Electric locomotives fitted with
Distributed Power wireless Control System
and air brake system for improving the
throughputs

6.1.5 Detailed procedure/guidelines for heavy haul
operation should be issued to drivers by zonal
railways.

6.1.6 The normal train headed by regular
locomotive with match truck attached in the
normal marshalling order should be combined
and put on trial so that extra time is not
spent for combining or separating two trains.

6.1.7 In case of long haul train operation the driver
after negotiating speed restrictions resumes
normal speed on basis of  his judgment only
as termination board has not been provided
considering train length of long haul train
in the trial section. Provision of separate
Termination Board for long haul trains is
necessary.
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Para Load (T) Coupler force Controll Max Max Max Max Max.
meters Tensile/Comp ability EBD (m) Jerks Lateral Derailment Wheel/

ressive (t) value force Coefficient Brake
Block
Temp

Trial 11445.74 558.64 t/ The train At 60 379.10 Loco - Loco 0.61 105°C/8
Results 596.57 t controlled kmph m/sec3 3.69 t at

with 0.30 1024.25 53 kmph. 57 kmph. 8.2°C.
kg/cm2 BP both Wagon - Wagon -
drop in loaded 3.97 t at 0.42  at
loaded 21 kmph. speed
condition. of 50 kmph

Coefficient and barking parameters. The parameters recorded in respect of  these are given in the Table
Given below :

*Source :  REPORT No. RDSO/2012/TG/MT- 1201/ F Rev-0, Amendment-Nil
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6.1.8 Presently information of  neutral zone is
conveyed to driver of  middle consist by the
driver of the front loco when the front loco
is 500 meters before the neutral zone. Thus
driver of middle loco is aware of this at
500 m plus full length of train, which is
before the middle loco. Some additional means
to provide this information to middle loco
when it is nearing neutral zone is required.

6.1.9 Walki-Talkie sets (VHF Sets) of  5 Watts
will be able to cater the communication
requirement of  heavy haul trains. However
batteries of  higher capacities like 1800 mAH
to 2400 mAH should be used for longer
operation time.

6.1.10 To provide uninterrupted and secure
communication between the drivers of  leading
and middle consist of long haul trains
provision of  separate spot frequency for
communication between leading and middle
loco with a standby frequency is necessary.

6.1.11 In case of failure of VHF set, the driver
will make “two small and one long
whistle”. Other driver will also do the same
to acknowledge the signal of  failure of
VHF set.

6.1.12 Long loops should be provided at least at
a distance of  around 50 kms to give way
to high priority trains for smooth train
operation.

6.1.13 To minimize the chances of  train parting
use of sturdy couplers and high capacity draft
gears are necessary.

6.1.14 Long haul operation would give maximum
benefit if  it were run on dedicated freight
corridor. On mixed traffic route it would
be advantageous if  it is run on scheduled
clear path.

6.1.15 On mixed traffic route the long haul train
operation would be advisable only when two
loads are available and clear path exists.

6.1.16 The movement of long haul trains should
be given priority and as far as possible two
block sections ahead should be kept clear.

6.1.17 Proper training course should be conducted
to impart training to specially selected drivers
and guards in which the details of  heavy
haul operation including special precautions
to be taken should be imparted.

6.1.18 The bridges should conform to the standard
design of  girders, slabs, pipe culverts, piers
and abutments etc. issued by RDSO for
BGML, RBG and MBG-1987 standard
loadings.

6.1.19 On the sections where EBD (Emergency
Braking Distance) of more than 1 km is to
be catered for, second distance signal or
automatic signalling shall be available failing
which suitable speed restriction is to be
imposed.

6.1.20 Use of  technology for synchronization
between locomotives of  leading and middle
consist.

6.1.21 The track shall be to a minimum standard
of  52 kg rails on sleepers to M+7 density
and depth of  ballast cushion below sleepers
of  250 mm, which may consist of  at least
100 mm clean and the rest in caked up
condition, on compacted and stable
formation.

8.0 LATEST DETAILS OF HEAVY HAUL
TRAIN RUNNING (DATA
COLLECTION)

The details regarding running of  long haul trains
on trial basis is summarized below:
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Period Division /Rly No of
train run

Dec 2010 Dhanbad/ ECRly 328
to Nov.2012
April 2011 Lucknow/NER 41
-Nov2012
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9.0 BENEFITS
The benefits envisaged for the present study when
fully implemented and heavy haul trains run on
regular measure would be substantial increase in
line capacity and throughput as the throughput per
train would increase to double when two freight
trains are combined. The throughput per train can
be further increased when more than two freight
trains are combined however it will require matching
infrastructure inputs in form of  higher power, heavy
rails and formation, long loops and   synchronization
between the leading loco consist with other loco
consists in middle coupled with advanced signalling,
reliable communication, adequate OHE power and

other requirement. It would result in substantial
increase of  line capacity. Consequentially, the
generation of line capacity and throughput would
result in substantial financial saving and reduction
in cost of  operation also.

10.0 CONCLUSION

The instant study is in the nature of  feasibility study
and would serve as a basis for further studies for
assessing the assess ability and desirability of
implementing regular heavy haul train operation on
Indian Railways to cope up with the projected traffic
in a cost effective manner.
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àmoOoŠQ> [anmoQ>©

dV©_mZ bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg Ho$ {bE
H§$H«$sqQ>J \$mCÝSo>eZ ~ZmdQ> àUmbr
_| n[adV©Z H$a Båàwd_|Q> bmZm

^y{_H$m

 bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg _| aIo J ò {gJZb BŠ ỳß_|Q> H$mo _|Q>oZ|g
H$aZo _| _|Q>oZg© Ed§ gwnadmB©Oa H$mo hmo ahr naoem{Z`m|
H$mo Xÿa {H$`m Om gHo$ {Oggo g_` bm°g H$mo ~Mm`m Om
gHo$ VWm g§ajm gw{Z{üV hmo gHo$&

 bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg H$m à`moJ {d{^Þ Vah Ho$ {gJZb BŠ ỳß_|Q²>g
O¡go Q´>¡H$ gH$s©Q>, EŠgb H$mC§Q>a, Ho$~wb BË`m{X Ho$ {bE
{H$`m OmVm h¢&

 dV©_mZ bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg Ho$ nmg H$m\$s O§Jb hmo OmZo go
H$m`© H$aZo _| hmo ahr naoemZr H$mo amoH$m Om gHo$&

 `h àmoOoŠQ> gwajm H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIH$a {H$`m J`m h¡&
{Oggo dV©_mZ bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg H$s ~ZmdQ> _| gwYma {H$`m
Om gHo$&

àñVmdZm

bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg _| {gJZ{b§J BŠ ỳn_|Q> aIo OmVo h¢, {OgH$m
{ZarjU Ed§ _|Q>oZ|g {gJZb _¡ZwAb Ho$ AZwgma A{YH$mar, gwnadmB©Oa

àñVwVH$Vm © :àñVwVH$Vm © :àñVwVH$Vm © :àñVwVH$Vm © :àñVwVH$Vm © :
* lr doX àH$me am_, S>r.Eg.Q>r.B©./nyd© _Ü` aobdo
* lr Xodmerf AmB©M, E.nr.Amo./nyd© aobdo
* lr Ho$. Ho$. So>H$m, E.S>r.E_.B©./nydmo©Îma aobdo
* lr Ho$. Oo. amd, E.E\$.E/X.ny._.aobd
* lr Or. lr{Zdmg, E.B©.B©./aob n{h`m H$maImZm
* lr Eg hmbXma, E.E\$.E./ny.aobdo m
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Ed§ _|Q>oZa Ûmam {H$`m OmVm h¡& {ZarjU Ho$ Xm¡amZ
nm`r JB© H${_`m|/Ìw{Q>`m| H$mo gwnadmB©Oa Ed§ _|Q>oZa
Ho$ Ûmam VwaÝV R>rH$ {H$`m OmVm h¡& _|Q>oZa Ho$ Ûmam
_|Q>oZ|g Ed§ {d\$bVm Ho$ g_` {d\$bVm H$mo R>rH$ H$aZm
n‹S>Vm h¡& g§~§{YV {d\$bVm hmoZo na bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg
Ho$ nmg amV hmo `m {XZ, eaX hmo `m J_r©, ~agmV
hmo `m Am§Yr `m H$moB© AmnXm, VwaÝV {d\$bVm H$mo
R>rH$ H$aZo hoVw bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg Ho$ nmg nhþ§MZm hmoVm
h¡, Vm{H$ Q´>oZ H$m {dbå~Z Z hmo gHo$&

~mhar {gJZb BŠ ỳn_|Q> aIZo hoVw bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg Ho$
H§$H«$s[Q§>J \$mCÝSo>eZ H$s ~ZmdQ> _| n[adV©Z H$a gwYma
bmZm, {Oggo {gJZb BŠ`yß_|Q> H$m {ZarjU H$m`©,
_oZQ>oZ|g H$m ©̀ Ed§ {d\$bVmAm| H$mo R>rH$ H$aZo _| hmo
ahr {ZåZ{b{IV H${R>ZmB`m|/naoem{Z`m| H$mo amoH$m Om
gHo$&

1. bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg Ho$ AÝXa gm§n, {~ÀNy> BË`m{X
Ho$ ahZo go _mZdr` j{V hmoVr h¡ Am¡a H$_©Mmar
^`^rV hmoH$a H$m`© H$aVo h¢ &

2. bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg Ho$ nmg Kmg Ed§ O§Jb hmoZo go
H$m`m|© _| ì`dYmZ CËnÞ hmoVo h¢ &

3. \$mCÝSo>eZ O_rZ _| Y±gZo Ed§ Q>o‹S>m> hmoZoo go amoH$m
Om gHo$, {Oggo Xþ~mam ~ZmZo _| amOñd Ed§ _oZ
nmda H$s hm{Z hmoVr h¡ &

4. bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg _| O§J bJZo go (g‹S>Zo-JbZo)
`o Am`wnyd© Iam~ hmo OmVr h¡ &

5. _oZQ>oZ|g H$m ©̀ H$_©Mm[a`m| Ûmam ñdÀN> dmVmdaU
_| bmoHo$eZ ~mŠg Zhr {_b nmVm h¡ &

6. bmoHo$eZ ~mŠg Ho$ g_rn KZr Am~mXr dmbo BbmHo$
_| ñWmZr` bmoJm| Ûmam _b-_yÌ Ë`mJ H$aZo go
H$m\$s J§XJr \¡$bZo Ho$ \$bñdê$n _oÝQ>oZ|g H$m ©̀,
{ZarjU H$m`© Ed§ {d\$bVmAm| H$mo R>rH$ H$aZo _|
H$m\$s H$[R>ZmB© hmoVr h¡ &

AÜ``Z àH$aU

{gJZ{b§J {gñQ>_ H$mo Q´>oZm| Ho$ n[aMmbZ na {Z §̀ÌU
H$aZo H$s {d{Y go n[a^m{fV {H$`m OmVm h¡& {gJZb
H$mo _w»` VrZ H$maUm| go {dH${gV {H$`m J`m:

1. Q´>oZm| H$m gwa{jV n[aMmbZ &

2. Bggo H$m`© j_Vm _o d¥{Õ &

3. bmB©Z j_Vm _| d¥{Õ &

{gJZb {gñQ>_ H$s Amdí`H$Vm

g‹S>H$ `mVm`mV _| AdamoY hmoZo na dmhZ H$mo AmJo-
nrN>o H$a ~Jb go {ZH$b OmZo H$s gw{dYm ñQ>ò [a§J
Ho$ Ûmam CnbãY h¡, O~ [H$ Q´>oZ `mVm`mV _| Eogr
gw{dYm Zht hmoZo Ho$ H$maU hr {gJZ{b§J {gñQ>_ H$s
Amdí`H$Vm n‹S>r& Q´>oZ {\$ŠñS> aob-nW Ûmam hr {ZXo©{eV
hmoVr h¡& AV: {H$gr AdamoY Ho$ H$maU XwY©Q>Zm go
~MmZo H$m _mÌ Cnm` Q´>oZ H$mo AdamoY go nhbo amoH$Zm
h¡& aob nW AdamoY H$s gyMZm Q´>oZ nm`bQ> H$mo H$m\$s
nhbo {_b OmZr Mm{hE, {Oggo Q´>oZ H$mo AdamoY go
nhbo amoH$m Om gHo$& Bgr H$maU Q´>oZ, {gJZb Ed§
{\$ŠñS> aob nW Ho$ ~rM gyMZm g§Mma H$s Oê$aV
n‹S>r & Bg Vah {gñQ>_ Ho$ {~Zm g§a{jV n[aMmbZ,
H$m ©̀j_Vm _| d¥{Õ Ed§ bmB©Z j_Vm _| d¥{Õ g§̂ d
Zht h¡& {gJZ{b§J {gñQ>_ H$mo bJmZo Ho$ {bE bmoHo$eZ
~m°Šg H$m hmoZm A{V Amdí`H$ h¡&

^maVr` aob _| {gJZ{b§J H$m {dH$mg

 df© 1853 _| go_m\$moa {gJZb EH$b dm`a àUmbr
Ûmam Am°naoeZ {H$`m OmVm Wm, Bg_| BÝQ>abm{H§$J
H$s ì`dñWm Zht Wr, Vmo bmoHo$eZ ~mŠg H$s Amdí`H$Vm
Zht n‹S>r&

 df© 1894 _| 23 aobdo ñQ>oeZm| (Jm{O`m~mX-
noemda) na nhbr ~ma B§Q>a b°{H§$J H$s ì`dñWm
àma§̂  {H$`m J`m & EH$b dm`a `m§{ÌH$ àUmbr
_| Am°naoeZ g_` A{YH$ bJVm Wm H¡$go Bg
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g_` ^r bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg H$s Amdí`H$Vm Zht
n‹S>r&

 df© 1950 _| S>~b dm`a àUmbr (_ëQ>r AmgnoŠQ>
Ana ¹$mS>a|Q>) _m°H$-E_.E. ỳ.Š ỳ {gJZ{b§J àma§̂
hþB©; Q´>oZm| H$mo A{YH$ g§Ho$V {_bZm ewê$ hþAm:
{\$a Bg_| Am¡a gwYma H$a {dÚwV Ed§ `m§{ÌH$
g§̀ wº$ ê$n go Mmby {H$`m J`m, {Oggo Am°naoeZ
g_` H$_ bJZm ewê$ hþAm& {dÚwV go g§~§{YV
{gJZb BŠ ỳn_|Q> ~mha _| bJmZo hoVw bmoHo$eZ
~m°Šg bJm`m J`m& {gJZb BŠ ỳn_|Q> H$mo Xmo ^mJm|
_| {d^º$ {H$`m OmVm h¡, BZS>moa BŠ ỳn_|Q> Omo
ñQ>oeZ n[aga Ho$ nmg [abo ê$_, AmB©.nr.Eg.
ê$_, ~¡Q´>rê$_ (S>r.Or.ê$_) BË`m{X Ed§ AmCQ> S>moa
BŠ ỳn_|Q,> Omo ~mha _| bJm ò OmVo h¢ O¡go {S>ñQ>|Q>
{gJZb, hmo_ {gJZb, ñQ>mQ©>a {gJZb, ßdmB§Q>
_erZ, EŠgb H$mC§Q>a BË`m{X &

 BgHo$ ~mX df© 1958 go bJmVma AZwg§YmZ hmoVo
aho, Z`r-Z`r VH$ZrH$ {gJZb _| AmZo bJo:

1. Q´>¡H$ gH$s©[Q§>J

2. n¡Zb BÝQ>abm{H§$J

3. ê$Q> [abo BÝQ>abm°{H§$J

4. goÝQ´>bmB©O Q´>m{\$H$ H§$Q´>mob {gñQ>_

5. EŠgb H$mCÝQ>a

6. gm°{bS> ñQ>oQ> B§Q>a bm°{H§$J

7. Am°ŠObar dm{Z©§J {gñQ>_

8. Q´>oZ _¡ZoO_|Q> {gñQ>_

9. ãbm°H$ goŠeZ JoQ> B§Q>abm{H§$J$ {gñQ>_ BË`m{X&

 BZ g^r {gñQ>_ go Q´>oZ Ho$ g§MmbZ _| H$B©
JwUmË_H$ gwYma AmE&

1. Q´>oZm| H$m g§a{jV n[aMmbZ gw{Z{üV hþAm &

2. Am°naoeZ H$aZm gab Ed§ _mZdr` ŷb Ûmam hmoZo

dmbo JbV Am°naoeZ na amoH$ bJr&

3. Am°naoeZ g_` (d{Hª$J Q>mB©_) H$_ hmoZo go H$m ©̀
j_Vm _| d¥{Õ hþB© &

4. bmBZ j_Vm _| d¥{Õ hþB© &

5. Q´>oZ H$s J{V _| d¥{Õ hþB© &

BZ g^r Z`r {gJZ{b§J àUm{b`m| _| bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg
_| ~mhar BŠ`yß_|Q> bJmZo H$s Amdí`H$Vm hþB© &

AV: bmoHo$eZ ~mŠg Ho$ H§${H«${Q>§J \$mC§So>eZ Ho$ dV©_mZ
nÕ{V _| gwYma bmZm Amdí`H$ h¡&

BÝS>moa Ed§ AmCQ> S>moa BŠ ỳß_|Q>²g

aobdo _| {gJZ{b§J BŠ ỳn_|Q> H$mo bJmZo hoVw Bgo Xmo
ñWmZm| _| {d^º$ {H$`m OmVm h¡&

1. BÝS>moa BŠ ỳß_|Q>- ñQ>oeZ Ho$ nmg bJZodmbo BŠ ỳß_|Q>
H$mo BÝS>moa BŠ`yß_|Q> H$hVo h¢²& O¡go-

 n¡Zb

 AmB© nr Eg

 S>mQ>m bm°Ja

 ~¡Q´>r Ed§ MmO©a

 [abo

 OoZoaoQ>a (S>r Or goQ>) BË`m{X&

BZ g^r BŠ ỳß_|Q>²g H$mo bJmZo hoVw ñQ>oeZ Ho$ nmg
hr ê$_ ~ZmH$a aIo OmVo h¢²&

2. AmCQ>S>moa BŠ ỳß_|Q>- ~mhar {gJZ{b§J BŠ ỳß_|Q> H$mo
  AmS>Q>S>moa BŠ`yß_|Q> H$hVo h¢& O¡go-

 Q´>¡H$ g{H©$Q> ~¡Q´>r, MmO©a, aogrñQ>|e, â ẁO BË`m{X

 Q´>¡H$ [abo, EŠgb H$mC§Q>a [abo

 EŠgb H$mC§Q>a BŠ`yß_|Q>

 W«y Ho$~wb Q>{_©ZoeZ

 {gJZb Ho$~wb Q>{_©ZoeZ BË`m{X
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BZ g^r BŠ ỳß_|Q> H$mo bJmZo hoVw aobdo Q´>¡H$ Ho$ Amg-
nmg bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg H$mo bJmH$a aIo OmVo h¢ & O¡go
{gJZb VH$ZrH$ {dH${gV hmoVo JE bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg
H$s Amdí`H$Vm ~‹T>Vr J`r&

dV©_mZ nÕ{V:

bmoHo$eZ ~mŠg Ho$ {bE H§$H«$s[Q§J \$mCÝSo>eZ {S>OmB©Z
Ed§ ~ZmdQ> _| H$B© H${_`m§ H$m ©̀ Ho$ Xm¡amZ nm ò J ò,
{Og_| gwYma hmoZm Amdí`H$ h¡& bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg _w»`V:
VrZ àH$ma Ho$ hmoVo h¢& \w$bHo$e, {g§Jb Ho$e Ed§ hm\$
Ho$e & CXmhaUñdê$n EH$ àH$ma H$m {ddaU H$s`m
Om ahm h¡&

1. H§$H«$sQ> \$mCÝSo>eZ C±MmB© 650 E_ E_ X Mm¡‹S>mB©
1060 E_ E_ X bå~mB© 660 E_ E_ Ho$ ~Zm ò
OmVo h¢, {OgHo$ D$na bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg ~moëQ>-ZQ>
go {\$Šg {H$`m OmVm h¡&

650 E_ E_ C±MmB© ^mJ Ho$ AmYo {hñgm bJ^J
300/350 E_ E_ O_rZ Ho$ ZrMo aIm OmVm
h¡, VWm eof {hñgm O_rZ go D$na ahVm h¡&
dfm© hmoZo Ho$ H$maU Ed§ bmoHo$eZ ~mŠg Ho$ dOZ
Ho$ H$maU Mma-nm§M dfm|© _| `h D$na H$m {hñgm
Yrao-Yrao ZrMo ~¡R>Zo bJVm h¡& \$bñdê$n bmoHo$eZ
~mŠg Ho$ ZrMo H$m ^mJ {_Å>r Ho$ gånH©$ _| AmH$a
O§J bJZo go g‹S>Zo d JbZo bJVm h¡&

2. H§$H«$sQ> \$mCÝSo>eZ 650 E_ E_ X 1060 E_
E_ X 660 E_ E_ (C±MmB© X Mm¡‹S>mB© X bå~mB©)
H$m ~Z`m OmVm h¡, Bg Ho$ _Ü` ^mJ _| 650
E_ E_ X 800 E_ E_ X 200 E_ E_ H$m
hmob, Ho$~wb S>ŠQ> ~Zm`m OmVm h¡& {Og amñVo
go Ho$~wb bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg _| àdoe H$am`m OmVm
h¡& Ho$~wb S>ŠQ> _| ~mby ^a H$a D$na go ßbmñQ>a
H$a {X`m OmVm h¡& {Oggo Myhm, gm§n, {~ÀNy> BË`m{X
àdoe Zht H$a gHo$& naÝVw Mma-nm§M gmb _|
hr D$na H$m ßbmñQ>a IË_ hmo OmVm h¡ Am¡a {\${b§J
{H$`m J`m ~mby ^r IË_ hmo OmVm h¡&

H$maU, ~mby Omo S>ŠQ> _| ^am OmVm h¡ dh \$mC§So>eZ
Ho$ ZrMo ^mJ _| O_rZ ({_Å>r) Ho$ AQ>¡M _| ahVm
h¡; dfm© _| {_Q²>Q>r ^tJVm h¡ Am¡a ~mby {_Å>r Ho$
AQ>¡M _| AmH$a IË_ hmo OmVm h¡ & H§$H«$sQ> \$mC§So>eZ
S>ŠQ> O¡go Ho$ ZrMo H§$H«$s{Q>§J Zht {H$`m OmVm h¡&
\$bñdê$n ~mby IË_ hmo OmVm h¡ Am¡a Bggoo Myhm,
gm§n, {~ÀNy> BË`m{X àdoe H$a OmVm h¡&

CXmhaU- (i) X{jU aobdo _| df© 1999-2000
_| goŠeZ B§Or{Z`a Ûmam bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg Ho$ A§Xa
aIo JE {gJZb BŠ ỳß_|Q>g Ho$ {ZarjU Ho$ g_`
bmoHo$eZ ~mŠg H$m S>moa ImobZo Ho$ ~mX gm§n Ûmam
h_bm H$a {X`m J`m; ~MZo Ho$ H«$_ _| dh nrN>o
hQ>m V^r Xÿgar Va\$ go Am ahr Q´>oZ go aZ
Amoda hmo J`m&

(ii) AÝ` OJhm| _o ^r {ZarjU Ho$ H«$_ _| H$B©
~ma gm§n-{~ÀNy> bmoHo$eZ ~mŠg _| {_bo h¢²&

3. H§$H«$sQ> \$mC§So>eZ Ho$ Mmamo§ Amoa H$m\$s Kmg O§Jb
hmo OmVo h¢; ~agmV Ho$ {XZm| _| Am¡a ^r A{YH$
hmo OmVm h¡, H$maU `h h¡ {H$ H§$H«$sQ> \$mC§So>eZ
Ho$ Mmamo§ Amoa \$e©² H§$H«$s{Q>§J H$a ßbmñQ>a Zht
{H$`m OmVm h¡& {_Å>r ahZo Ho$ H$maU Mmamo Am¡aO§Jb
hmo OmVo h¢; \$bñdê$n, _|Q>oZ|g H$m ©̀ _| H$[R>ZmB©
AmVr h¡&

4. bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg H$mo \o$ZqgJ go Koam Zht OmVm
h¡& \$bñdê$n, KZo Am~mXr dmbo BbmHo$ _| Amg-
nmg Ho$ bmoJm| Ho$ Ûmam _b-_yÌ Ë`mJ H$a J§XJr
\¡$bm {X`m OmVm h¢ \$bñdê$n, {ZarjU Ed§ _|Q>oZ|e
H$m`© à^m{dV hmoVo h¢ Ed§ Bg {d\$bVmAm| H$mo
EQ>|S> H$aZo _| ^r H$m\$s {X¸$V| hmoVr h¡§&

5. aobdo Q´>¡H$ Ho$ {H$Zmao (EO) na H§$H«$sQ> \$mC§So>í§Z
H$a bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg bJm ò OmVo h¢²& bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg
H$mo n`m©á gnmoQ>© Zht {_bZo Ho$ H$maU ~agmV
Ho$ {XZm| _| bmoHo$eZ ~mŠg {Q>ëQ> hmo OmVo h¢ Am¡a
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AŠga {Ja OmVo h¢²& CXmhaU- nyd© _Ü` aobdo,
hmOrnwa Ho$ gmoZnwa _§S>b Ho$ Zm¡J{N>`m ñQ>oeZ na
H$m`© Ho$ Xm¡amZ `h nm`m J`m&

àñV{dV nÕ{V

1. H§$H«$sQ> \$mCÝSo>eZ 650 E_ E_ X 1060 E_
E_ X 660 E_ E_ (C±MmB© X Mm¡‹S>mB© X bå~mB©)
Ho$ ñWZ na 950 E_ E_ X 1060 E_ E_
X 660 E_ E_ H$m ~Zm`m OmE, {Oggo H$s O_rZ
Ho$ A§Xa H$_ go H$_ 650 E_ E_ ZrMo VH$
JhamB© _| \$mC§So>eZ _µO~yVr go ah gHo$& Bggo
{Q>ëQ> hmoZo H$s g§^mdZm Zht hmoJr Am¡a Z hr
bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg Ho$ dOZ go \$mC§So>eZ ZrMo ~¡R>
gHo$Jm &

2. Š§H«$sQ> \$mCÝSo>eZ ~oS> Ho$ ZrMo 1060 E_ E_
X 100 E_ E_ H$m H§$H«$sQ> \$mC§So>eZ {H$`m OmE
{Oggo {H$ S>ŠQ> _| ^am hþAm ~mby {_Å>r Ho$ AQ>¡M
_| AmH$a Zï> Z hmo gHo$& Ho$~wb OmZo Ho$ {bE
hmob gmB©S> dmb go Imobm OmE, {Oggo Ho$~wb
S>mbZo Ho$ ~mX Cg amñVo H$mo Ho$~wb g[hV gr_|Q>
go ~§X H$a {X`m OmE Vm{H$ Myhm, gm§n, {~ÀNy>
BË`m{X H$m àdoe Z H$a gHo$&

3. H§$H«$sQ> \$mC§So>eZ Ho$ nmg bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg H$m XadmOm,
AmJo Ed§ nrN>o XmoZm| Amoa \$e© Ho$ EH$-EH$ _rQ>a
_| H§$H«$sqQ>J H$a ßbmñQ>a {H$`m OmE²& Ohm§ g|Q>a
Am°\$ Q´>¡H$ go n`m©á Xÿar Z hmo, dhm§ Mmam| Amoa
EH$-EH$ _rQ>a H§$H«$s{Q>§J \$mC§So>eZ H$a \$e© ~ZmH$a
ßbmñQ>a H$a {X`m OmE& {Oggo {H$ O§Jb Kmg
BË`m{X Z hmo&

4. bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg Ho$ XmoZm| XadmOmo§ H$s Amoa go Q>mB©~ma
go \o$ZgtJ H$am H$a Koa {X`m OmE Am¡a \o$ZgtJ
_| amñVm ~Zm {X`m OmE {Ogo bmH$ {H$`m Om
gHo$, H$_©Mmar Ûmam bm°H$ H$mo ImobH$a H$m`© H$a
gHo$  {Oggo {H$ AJb-~Jb Ho$ bmoJm| Ho$ Ûmam
bmoHo$eZ ~m°Šg nmg H$m ©̀ H$aZo `mo½` OJh na
_b-_yÌ Ë`mJ Z {H$`m Om gHo$ & Bggo {ZarjU,
_|Q>oZ|g Ed§ \o$ë`moa H$mo AQ>¢S> H$aZo _| naoemZr
Zhr hmoJr & CXmhaU nyd© _Ü` aobdo Ho$ g_ñVrnwa
_§S>b Ho$ bho[a`mgam` Ed§ Xa §̂Jm ñQ>oeZ na H$m ©̀
H$aZo _| AŠga H$m\$s {X¸$V| hmoVr h¡&

bmJV-

 dV©_mZ H§$H«$s{Q>§J \$mC§So>eZ gmBO 650 E_ E_
X 1060 E_ E_ X 660 E_ E_ (C±MmB©XMm¡‹S>mB©
Xbå~mB©) H$m aoQ> é.3700=00 h¡&

 g§emo{YV H§$H«$s{Q>§J \$mC§So>eZ gmBO 950 E_ E_
X 1060 E_ E_ X 660 E_ E_ (C±MmB©XMm¡‹S>mB©
Xbå~mB©) H$m g§^m{dV aoQ> é. 5000=00 h¡&

 H§$H«$s{Q>§J \$mC§So>eZ H$m dog Z`m H$m ©̀ gmBO 660
E_ E_ X 1080 E_ E_ X 100 E_ E_ (C±MmB©XMm¡‹S>mB©
Xbå~mB©) H$m g§^m{dV aoQ> é 1000=00 h¡&

 \$mC§So>eZ Ho$ Mmam| Amoa 1 _rQ>a H$s n[a{Y _|
\$e© H§$H«$s{Q>§J Ed§ ßbmñQ>a H$m g§̂ m{dV aoQ> é
4000=00 h¡, g§ajm H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIVo hþE `h
H$m`© Amdí`H$ h¡ &
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{dÛmZm| _| H${b ẁJ Ho$ ñWmnZm H$mb VWm n¥Ïdr Ho$ {H$g ŷ-
^mJ na BgH$m gd©àW_ AmJ_Z hþAm Bgo bo H$a _V^oX
h¢ bo{H$Z {nN>bo {XZm| H$s KQ>ZmAm| go pñW{V gmµ\$ hþB© h¡
Am¡a ^maV Zm_H$ Xoe ~ma ~ma MMm© _| Am`m h¡ &

àmMrZ g_` H$s ~mV h¡ ^maV df© _| EH$ ZJa Wm {X„r.
`h ZJa gwXÿa nyd© _| AnZr énhbr N>Q>m Ho$ {bE OmZm OmVm
Wm. EH$ Ho$ ~mX EH$ amOm Bg ZJa H$mo hr AnZr amOYmZr
~ZmVo aho Wo. dhm± Ho$ ~¥hX amO _mJ© VWm amO_mJ© Ho$ XmoZm|
Amoa KZo N>m`mXma d¥j Wo. _hb Ho$ VWm amOm Ho$ AZoH$mZoH$
ì`ñV H$m`m©b`m| Ho$ ì`ñVV_ H$_©Mmar dhm± Ho${b-H«$sS>m H$aVo
Z WH$Vo Wo. do AZoH$mZoH$ B§S>moa Joåg H$mo AmCQ> S>moa _| Iobm
H$aVo Wo. BgHo$ Abmdm ào_r-OZ nr‹T>r Xa nr‹T>r ào_ H$m amJ
AbmnVo Wo. gmW gmW OrZo _aZo H$s PyR>r enW boVo Am¡a
N>b àn§M aMVo Wo. ñWmZ ñWmZ na \w$ìdmam| H$s a§JrZ Am^m
XoIVo hr ~ZVr Wr. `Ú{n amÁ` _| Ob H$m, {deofH$a nò
Ob H$m A^md Wm. àOm H$mo nò  Ob gwb^ Zht Wm. `Ú{n
V~ VH$ gwb^ em¡Mmb` Am JE Wo, B{VhmgH$ma Eogr nw{ï>
H$aVo h¢. amOYmZr H$s a§Jr{Z`m§ XoIVo hr ~ZVr Wt. ~‹S>o-~‹S>o
amO_hb, YZmT>ç Am¡a amO g^m Ho$ g^mgX AnZo AnZo ^ì`
{demb ^dZm| _| {dlm_ H$aVo Wo. EH$ g_` Eogm Am`m {H$
A{YH$Va g^mgX Am¡a amOm {dlm_ V§Ðm _| hr brZ nm`o

{d{dYm

ì §̀J :
H${b ẁJ H$m ñWmnZm H$mb

* adrÝÐ Hw$_ma, _w»` H$m{_©H$ A{YH$mar (à)
- _Ü` aobdo, _w§~B© _| H$m ©̀aV h¢ &

-adrÝÐ Hw$_ma
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OmVo Wo. Am¡a O~ V~ V§Ðm Qy>Q>Vr V~ ^r do Bg
Omo‹S> Vmo‹S> Am¡a `w{º$ _| ì`ñV ahVo {H$ H$_ go H$_
g_` _| H¡$go A{YH$ go A{YH$ YZ g§J«h {H$`m Om ò.
{demb AmH$ma H$s CX²KmQ>Z n{Å>H$mAm| Ho$ Adeof gd©Ì
IwXmB© _| {_bo h¢. {dXoem| _| YZ gwa{jV ahoJm Bg
bmbgm _| bmoJm| Ho$ pñdQ²µOab¢S> Zm_H$ Xoe _| AZoH$
N>Ù Zm_m| go ImVo / g§XÿH$Mr nmBª J`t h¢.

`ht go ^maV df© Ho$ nVZ Ho$ ẁJ H$m gyÌnmV ~VmVo
h¢. bmoH$ bŵ mdZ gmd©O{ZH$ dº$ì` àMwa _mÌm _| {X ò
OmVo Wo. g^r amOZ¡{VH$ Xbm| _| EH$ {MaÝVZ hmo‹S>
bJr ahVr Wr H$s AnZo AnZo "dñVw Z¥Ë`' ( AmBQ>_
S>m§g) go H$m¡Z A{YH$ go A{YH$ _VXmVmAm| H$mo [aPm
gH$Vm h¡. _VXmVm ^r H$_ MVwa Z Wo. EH$ go _{Xam
boVo, Xÿgao go H§$~b, Vrgao go ñdU© _wÐm, VWm _VXmZ
{Xdg na AnZm _V {H$gr Mm¡Wo ì`{º$ H$mo Xo AmVo
Wo Am¡a Bg àH$ma ~mH$s VrZm| H$mo Mm¡Wm gånÞ H$a
{X`m H$aVo Wo.

~w{ÕOrdr dJ© H$s ^a_ma Wr. do {Q>È>r Xb H$s ^m±{V
eha-eha, Zw̧ $‹S>-Zw̧ $‹S>, M¡Zb-M¡Zb _§S>am`m H$aVo
Wo. do gX¡d _wÔm| H$s OwJmbr H$aVo nm ò OmVo. do EH$
ZE H$mën{ZH$ g§gma H$s g§aMZm _| ì`ñV ahVo. CÝh|
AnZo n[adoe go, AnZo amOm go, AnZo amÁ` go `hm±
VH$ {H$ AnZo Amn go d¡am½` Wm. ò d¡am½` Bg gr_m
VH$ nhþ±M MwH$m Wm {H$ do BZHo$ ApñVËd Ho$ gmW
gmW AnZo ApñVËd H$mo ^r Kmoa {Z§Xm go XoIVo.

g_mO _| g_mMma nÌ Ho$ n¥ð> V¥Vr` na AnZo {MÌ
XoIZo {XImZo H$s EH$ Jbm H$mQ> à{V`mo{JVm-gr {ZH$b
n‹S>r Wr. AŠga Bg n¥ð> na ñWmZ nmZo Ho$ {bE
_mVmE± ~hZ| AënV_ n[aYmZ _| ahVt Wt. ~pëH$ n[aYmZ
a{hV hmoZo H$mo ^r VËna Wt. Bg `wJ _| EH$ {dYm
Mb{MÌ H$s ^r AnZr ^anya VéUmB© _| Wr. Cg_|
{d{^Þ àH$ma H$s ËdMm {deofk AnZr AnZr ËdMm
H$m gmd©O{ZH$ Vm¡a na {X½Xe©Z-àXe©Z H$a ŷ[a- ŷ[a
àe§gm ~Q>moaVr Wt. BgHo$ {bE Omo ^md- §̂{J_m ò± do

AnZmVr Wt, VWm JrVm| Ho$ Omo eãXm§e {_bo h¢ Cggo
kmV hmoVm h¡ {H$ Mmobr, ñH$Q>©, g¡`m§, Jmoar, H$m§Q>m,
M_obr, {~Obr, \o${dH$mob, P±Sy> ~m_, \$m`a {~«JoS> Am{X
{deof Am`moOZ Am¡a à`moOZ H$s dñVwE§ Wt.

eZ¡: eZ¡: EH$ Eogo g§H«$_U H$mb go `h amÁ` JwOam
Ohm± ór H$mo XoIZo _mÌ go OZ gmYmaU _| Hw$N>
Eogo H$sQ>mUwAm| H$m g§Mma hmoVm Wm {H$ do ~bmV Cg
go g§~§Y ~ZmZm MmhVo Wo. Bg _| Mb-Xÿa^mf (_mo~mBb)
H$s Am¡a g§JUH$ A§VOm©b ( B§Q>aZoQ> ) O¡go CnH$aUm|
H$mo {deof XÿV H$s gr ^y{_H$m _| h_ nmVo h¢.

Bg {Xem _| àOm VoµOm~ S>mbZo go bo H$a ~bmV
CR>m bo OmZo VWm Ka _| Kwg H$a g§~§Y ~Zm`m H$aVo
Wo. gwZgmZ ñWmZ H$s Anojm ^r‹S>-^m‹S> dmbo ñWmZm|,
amO_mJm|© Am¡a í`m_ dU© H$m±M H$s p˜S>{H$`m| gp‚mV
dmhZm|, {ZOr VWm gmd©O{ZH$ XmoZm| H$m ì`mnH$ Cn`moJ
hmoZo bJm Wm. AnamYr AnamY H$aHo$ AnZr ajm hoVw
ñd §̀ hr àhar H$s eaU _| Mbo OmVo Wo. àhar hr
AnZr {dbjU à{V^m go CÝh| EH$ hr g_` _| Xÿgao
ñWmZ na {XIZo Ho$ Jwé _§Ì ~Vm XoVo Wo. do CZ
{V{bñ_r {H«$`mAm| _| nma§JV Wo {OZ_| _¥VH$ H$mo Or{dV
VWm Or{dV H$mo _¥V AmgmZr go Kmo{fV {H$`m Om
gH$Vm Wm. Bg _m`mOmb Ho$ AZoH$mZoH$ bm^ Wo. {H$ÝVw
do dV©_mZ AZwg§YmZ H$m {df` Zht.

àhar, {M{H$ËgH$ VWm {d{YH$m| H$s Eogr àJm‹S>> {VH$‹S>s
Wr H$s Bg Ho$ AmJo {Q>H$ Zht nmVr Wr- MmbmH$s
hmo `m B©_mZXmar. ò VrZm| {_b H$a VrZmo bmoH$ go
Ý`mao bmoH$ H$s aMZm _| gj_ Wo, AWm²©V Bg bmoH$
Ho$ dmñV{dH$ {dœH$_m© Wo do.

EH$ g_` Eogm Am`m {H$ Am`m©dV© agmVb H$s Amoa
ÐþVJ{V go AJ«ga hmoZo bJm. àOm Ìm{h Ìm{h H$a
ahr Wr. amOm, amZr, ẁdamO, _§Ìr, _hm_§Ìr, g^mgX
g^r ì`ñV Wo VWm Xmo Ho$ H¡$go ~mB©g ~Zm |̀ OmE±
Bg OwJV _| amV {XZ {bá ahVo Wo. Bg nyU©H$m{bH$
J{V{d{Y go O¡go hr {dlm_ Ho$ Xmo nb {_bVo Cg_|

{d{dYm
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nwZ… do ì`ñV hmo OmVo H$s OZ gmYmaU H$mo {H$g
{d{Y go AnZo nj _| _VXmZ H$am`m Om ò. _VJUZm
H$s H$m¡Z gr nÕ{V AnZmB© Om ò VWm {H$g {Zdm©MZ
joÌ go {H$g Om{V {deof d Y_© {deof Ho$ ß`mXo H$mo
nXm`m Om ò.

Bg g~ Ho$ Cnam§V O¡go hr {dlm§{V AmVr do {dXoeJ_Z
AWdm amJ {dbmg _| Sy>~ OmVo. `h EH$ A{Zdm`©
Amdí`H$Vm ~Z JB© Wr. amOH$s` dJ© hmo `m Hw$brZ
dJ© g^r brZ Wo. "gm_m{OH$ _yë`' dmŠ` AnZr Apñ_Vm
Imo MwH$m Wm. g^r YZ {bßgm _| ~m¡amE ~m¡am ò AZdaV
Jhao JV© _| {JaVo Om aho Wo. {H$ÝVw do g^r àgÞ
Wo. Ag§Vmof Am¡a {M§Vm Wr Vmo _mÌ EH$- CZH$m ~w{ÕhrZ
n‹S>mogr AWdm n‹S>mogr go ^r A{YH$ ~w{ÕhrZ gJo-
g§~§Yr Bg ñnYm© _| H$ht CZgo AmJo Z {ZH$b OmE±.

Bg A§VhrZ ñnYm© _| amOH$s` dJ© amOZV©H$s H$s Vah
amOH¥$nm nmZo H$mo {H$gr ^r gr_m VH$ OmZo H$mo AmVwa
Wm. H$moB© gr_m Wr hr Zht. gr_m ~§YZ h¡. gr_m
Š`m h¡ ? AmnHo$ n§Im| H$mo C‹S>mZ Z ^aZo XoZo H$m
^mar nËWa h¡. AV… g^mgX Bgo ^m{b^m§{V g_P

H$a AmË_gmV H$a MwHo$ Wo. {ZV Z ò ñdm§J _§S>r _|
AmVo Wo. {Og_| n¡go XþJZm-Mm¡JwZm H$aZo go boH$a gmWr
godm (EñH$m¡Q>© g{d©g ) E Qy> µOoS> _gmO godm gpå_{bV
Wr. `Ú{n µOoS> VH$ H$moB© H$moB© {dabo hr nhþ±M nmVo
Wo. A{YH$Va Vmo B©.E\$.Or. VH$ AmVo AmVo AnZr
gån{V, gå_mZ, Am¡a ñdmñÏ` VrZm| go d§{MV hmo
OmVo Wo.

O¡gm {H$ D$na C„oI _| Am`m h¡ {H$ Bg joÌ _|
{ZOr joÌ Ho$ gmW gmW nr.nr.nr. Ho$ A§VJ©V gmd©O{ZH$
joÌ H$s ^r ~‹T>-M‹T> H$a ^mJrXmar Wr. AV… {ZOr
dmhZm| _| A~bmAm| Ho$ gmW ~b à`moJ A~ gmd©O{ZH$
dmhZm| _| ^r Am J`m Wm Am¡a CgHo$ dmhH$, g§dmhH$
VWm AÝ` H$_r© Bg_| AnZo VwÀN> OrdZ H$s nadmh
Z H$aVo hþE Hy$X n‹S>o Wo. Eogr hr EH$ KQ>Zm Wr
Omo 16 {Xgå~a gZ 2012 H$mo Am`m©dV© Ho$ {X„r
ZJa _| KQ>r Wr. Am¡a Cgr go "H${b ẁJ' H$s nyU©V…
ñWmnZm _mZr JB© h¡. V^r go Am`m©dV© AZm`m©dV© H$hbm`m,
^maV ^ma hmo J`m. Am¡a, _mZd XmZd H$m AÝVa g_má
hmo J`m.

{d{dYm
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 µOw~mZr Vra, hmoR>m| H$s H$_mZm| na M‹T>mE h¢,
{~Zm hmWm| Ho$ ~wV, bmo AmO {\$a go V_V_mE h¢!

g^r H$mo `o {eH$m`V h¡, A±Yoam h¡ ~hþV Ka _|,
_Ja Ka _| {MamJo Jwb, BÝhm| Zo IwX gOmE h¢!

naoem§ h¢ g^r hbH$mZ h¢, hmbmV go Am{OµO,
_Ja {\$a ^r gbr~m| H$mo, g^r `y± hr CR>mE h¢!

H$moB© g_Pm`o Ja BZH$mo, ^bm H¡$go `o _mZ|Jo,
BÝhmoZo Xm`ao IwX Ho$ {bE, IwX hr ~ZmE h¢!

 AJa S>a h¡ _wPo H$moB©, Vmo dmo h¡ AŠb_§Xr go,
^bm _mgy{_`V Zo, H$~ H$hm± I§µOa MbmE h¢!

 H$^r {Og Zr_ H$m gm`m, hH$s_m| H$mo AµH$sXV Wm,
Cgr µH$s emI na, ~r_m[a`m| Zo Ka ~ZmE h¢!

 hdm _| n¡a h¢ BZHo$, µO_t H$mo Ny> Zht nmVo,
µO_yao Zr_ H$X JÔr n¡ `o , Š`y§ H$a {~R>mE h¢!

 Mbmo XoI| n[a§Xm `o, H$hm± VH$ Xÿa OmVm h¡,
MwZm§Mo nhbo ^r, ~hþVm| Zo `y± hr na \w$bmE h¢!

 IwXm h¡ AJa _wpíH$b _|, Vmo dmo BZ _w{e©Xm| go h¡,
^bm [aÝXm| Zo H$~ X¡amo ha_, CgHo$ {JamE h¢!

{d{dYm

JµOb :
^bm [aÝXm| Zo H$~ X¡amo ha_,
CgHo$ {JamE h¡ ?

* lr amOoÝÐ gmañdV, ^maVr` aob amï´>r`
AH$mX_r Ho$ ŷVnyd© àmo\o$ga (g§ajm à~§YZ) h¡ &

-amOoÝÐ gmañdV
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{XZ ~ {XZ Ny>Vo aho, ~mha Z`r D$±MmB`m±,
~Z J`t AÝXa hr AÝXa, Im¡\$ _§µOa ImB`m±!

 ~m§h \¡$bm`o aIr Omo, N>mo‹S>H$a Eogr µO_t,
^mJ _V Ny>Zo, I`mbr Ae© H$s naN>mB`m§!

 Wm_ H$a Xm_Z, g^r Hw$N> h§g Ho$ Imam| Zo {X`m,
na Jwbm| go Omo {_bm, dmo Wt µ\$µH$V égdmB`m§!

 ‹Tz>§‹T>Vm {XZ ^a ahm, IwX H$mo _¢ Imo`m ^r‹S> _|,
‹Tz>§‹T> bm`t amV H$mo, _wPH$mo _oar VZhmB`m±!

 {µOÝXJr Xa noe `y± ht, dH©$ gr bham J`r,
Wt µOohZ _|, Mm±X Vmao Ae© H$s amZmB`m§!

 ah_ H$a _m¡bm _oao, _wPH$mo µ\$[aíVm _V ~Zm,
µ\$¡b ^r Xmo Mma Xo, Ja bmI Xt AÀN>mB`m§!

 OmZo Xmo {H$ãbm, ^bm g_PmoJo Vw_ Š`m h¡ µJµOb,
Vw_Zo H$~ XoIt , µO_tZr IwaXar gƒmB`m§!

{d{dYm

Vw_Zo H$~ XoIt µO_tZr,
IwaXar gƒmB`m§

* lr amOoÝÐ gmañdV, ^maVr` aob amï´>r`
AH$mX_r Ho$ ŷVnyd© àmo\o$ga (g§ajm à~§YZ) h¡ &

-amOoÝÐ gmañdV
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`o Vmo OµÁ~m h_mam Wm, `hm± VH$ nhþ±M nm`o h_&
{bIm VH$Xra _| Wm `o, {H$ {_bH$a _wñHw$am`| h_&&

Ohm± H$b XX© go Wm dmñVm na AmO am¡ZH$ h¡,
µO_mZm Omo ~oJmZm Wm, Cgr H$mo amg Am`o h_&&

`o dh _h{\$b Ohm± ~w{Z`mX H$mo _O~yV H$aVo h¡&
`o dh emIo M_Z {Og na _w»V{bµ\$ \y$b pIbVo h¡&&

_Ja EH$ XX© H$mo ^r PobZm {gIbm {X`m BgZo,
Ho$db nm±M Nw>Å>r _o§ JwµOmam H¡$go H$aVo h¡§ &&

ha EH$ b¡ŠMa _| amoµOmZm _wgr~V EH$ AmVr Wr &
gw~h go em_ T>bVo ZtX µOm{b_ ~‹T>Vr OmVr Wr&&

`hm± (SPS _|) gmoZo {H$ ^r Cå_rX h_ H$aVo Vmo Wo bo{H$Z,
H±$hr Zmo{Q>g {_bo Zm gmoMH$a ê$h H$m§n OmVr Wr&&

{_lm ga Ho$ {µO§Xm{Xb bhOo Ho$ h¡§ h_ H$m`b &
_Ja nr. Q>r. g~oao H$s h_| H$aVr ahr Km`b&&
gmBS>, gm_Zo, gH©$b _| ah ahH$a {ZH$bVm X_

dmo _o‹T>H$$ Mmb, Vmo Pybm H$_a H$m H$a J`m nmJb&&

`hm± ~rVo hþE båho C_a^a `mX Am`|Jo&
gr. Eb. H$mQ>Zodmbo {gV_Ja `mX Am`|Jo&&

_Ja `mar H$m h¡ Omo {gb{gbm hagy `hm± Jw_Zm_',
hOmamo§ µJ_ Bgr AmdmaJr _| Sy>~ Om`|Jo&&

H$moB© ^r nX {_bm hmo, `o Vmo OrdZ Ho$ V_meo h¢&
H$^r h¡ Yyn H$s am¡ZH$, H$^r Yw±Ybo Hw§$hmgo h¡§&&

`o dmXm h¡ h_mam Amngo hm|Jo Ohm± ^r h_,
µO_mZm XoIH$a ~moboJm, Š`m hrao Vameo h¡§&

{d{dYm

H${dVm : h_mam AmYmarH$ nmR²>`H«$_

* lr amOoe Hw$_ma e_m© "Jw_Zm_' AmB©.Ama.nr.Eg.
(2011) n[a{djm{YZ A{YH$mar h¡ &

-amOoe Hw$_ma e_m© "Jw_Zm_'
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{à`V_,
_wPo _mby_ h¡
Vw_ Xÿa Om MwHo$ hmo;
_oam Zm_
`mX ^a ah J`m h¡ VwPo,
nhbo _oao gmW
AŠga ahm H$aVo Wo Vw_ -
{H$VZm AÀN>m bJVm Wm
`mX h¡ VwPo ?
Vwåhmar gmXJr, Vwåhmam ñZoh
na A~
{H$VZo ~Xb JE hmo Vw_;
~hþV nm {b`m h¡ Z
~hþV OmZ {b`m h¡ Z -
~mgr, Aàmg§{JH$
hmo JB© hÿ± Z _¢ ?
~mha H$s Xþ{Z`m -
~mµOma amg AmZo bJo h¢ VwPo
Vwåhmar Mmb VoO hmo JB© h¡ &
gwZm h¡ Am¡a AmJo
OmZm MmhVo hmo-na H$hm± VH$ ?
naoemZ hmo aho hmo;
WH$ aho hmo, ^Q>H$ aho hmo,
R>Jo Om aho hmo !
gwZH$a H$ï> hmoVm h¡ h_|;

{d{dYm

H${dVm : nmVr-{n`m Ho$ Zm_

* lr {dO` Hw$_ma qgh ^maVr` aob amḯ>r` AH$mX_r
_| àmo\o$ga (dm{UÁ` à~§YZ) Ho$ nX na H$m ©̀aV h¡ &

-{dO` Hw$_ma qgh
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Am±gy PaVo h¢ _oao &
nVm h¡ VwPo ?
_¢ A~ ^r nmg hÿ±
VwPo gå^mbZo, gmW XoZo
Ûma na I‹S>r hÿ± &
~g, Vw_ g_P Zht aho
~mha H$s hdmE± -
CÝh| Š`m _mby_
Vwåh| Š`m ng§X h¡ &
Ka bm¡Q> AmAmo
g~ Hw$N> ^ybH$a
_¢ Vwåhmar hr hÿ±;
OmZH$a ^r BVZr-gr ~mV
Zht g_PZm MmhVo hmo Vw_ &
Š`m| Zht OmZVo {H$
_¢ hr hÿ± Vwåhmar Agbr nhMmZ;
A~ ^r dº$ h¡
_¢ R>har hþB© hÿ±;
Vw_ ^r R>ha OmAmo
~g EH$ ~ma
gwZ bmo
_oar {dZVr, _oar nwH$ma ...

Vwåhmar,
AnZr

{d{dYm
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bmoJ ~Q>a amoñQ> ImVo h¢ &
_ŠIZ ^r Nw>ar go bJmVo h¢ &

Š`m hr AÀN>m hmoVm AJa
Xþ{Z`m H$m ha B§gma ~ÀMm hmoVm &

Š`m emZ go C{XV hþAm Wm gyaO nya~ _|
em_ H$mo AñV Š`m| hmo J`m ?

n{ü_ H$s Amoa AJ«ga hmoZo H$m `hr ZVrOm h¡&

`o Omo Mohao na n‹S>r Pw[a`m± h¢ &
OÝ_ go Omo H$ar V` `o dmo Xÿ[a`m± h¢ &

new-n{j`m| H$mo XmZm H$m¡Z XoVm h¡ ?
Jbr H$m Hw$ËVm H$^r ^yIm Zht gmoVm h¡&
{OgZo {X`m h¡ noQ> dmo amoQ>r ^r XoVm h¡&

_¢ ^mB© hÿ± Xmo ~{hZm| H$m
EH$ H$b¡ŠQa H$mo ã`mhr h¡

Xÿgar H$m n{V R>obm MbmVm h¡
EH$ H$hZr h¡- _¢ "H$b¡ŠQ>a H$s ~rdr' hÿ±²&

Xÿgar H$hZr h¡- "_oam ^mB© H${d h¡'&

XmñVmZo hþHy$_V Š`m H$h| &
_ma S>mb| {\$a ^r h_ Hw$N> Zm H$h| &

{OÝXJr _| XmoñVm| H$m gmW hmo&
Am¡a Bggo ~‹T> H$a Š`m ~mV hmo&

[aídV boVo nH$‹S>o OmAmo
Vmo [aídV XoH$a Ny>Q> OmAmo &&

{d{dYm

H${dVm : XþbpËV`m°

* lr Eg. Ho$. {_lm, ̂ maVr` aob amḯ>r` AH$mX_r, dS>moXam
_o àmo\o$ga (g§ajm à~§YZ) Ho$ nX na H$m ©̀aV h¡ &

-Eg. Ho$. {_lm
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_¢ XrnH$ hÿ± & _¢ ñd`§ Ob H$a Am¡am| H$mo àH$me XoVm hÿ± &

_¢ gyaO hÿ± & _¢ {XZ^a VnVm hÿ± Vm{H$ Xþ{Z`m _| COmbm hmo gHo$&
_¢ em_ H$m o AñV hmoVm hÿ ± Vmo g~ _wPo XoIZo AmVo h¢ &
_¢ H$b {\$a AmD$±Jm `o AmídmgZ Xo H$a OmVm hÿ± &

_¢ no‹S> hÿ±²& g~H$mo VmµOr hdm XoVm hÿ±, {Oggo bmoJ gm±g bo
gH|$ & _¢ g~H$mo KZr N>m±d XoVm hÿ± &
_oao ZrMo ~¡R>H$a WHo$ n{WH$ Amam_ H$aVo h¢ &
_¢ O~ \$bm| go bX OmVm hÿ± Vmo PwH$ OmVm hÿ± &

_oao \$bm| H$m AmZ§X g^r Ord-OÝVw CR>mVo h¢ &
_¢ J«ogr hÿ±²& {_lm ga H$s nm_o[a`Z Hw${V`m&
_¢ ~odOh {H$gr go PJ‹S>m Zht H$aVr&
_oam H$moB© ~¢H$ AH$mCÝQ> Zht h¡&
_oao ImVo _| EH$ n¡gm ^r Zht h¡,
_¢ {\$a ^r Iwe ahVr hÿ±²& _wPo {H$gr MrO H$m bmbM Zht&
_¢ {H$gr H$mo Xþ:Ir XoI H$a Iwe Zht hmoVr&

{d{dYm

H${dVm : na - godm

* lr Eg. Ho$. {_lm, ̂ maVr` aob amḯ>r` AH$mX_r, dS>moXam
_o àmo\o$ga (g§ajm à~§YZ) Ho$ nX na H$m ©̀aV h¡ &

-Eg. Ho$. {_lm
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